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Abstract

This thesis investigates decentralized key management and presents two novel decentralized
key management schemes that are capable of providing secure communication in ad hoc-
type networks and are agnostic to the network coding technology. The main research
contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows:

We investigate the inherent security and privacy challenges of the scenario architecture
and identify the necessity for a decentralized key management solution. We examine nine
legacy decentralized key management solutions and evaluate their suitability based on their
abilities to satisfy seven proposed requirements. Our evaluation identifies that the fully
distributed TTP (FD-TTP)-based key management solution has the greatest potential.
This solution takes advantage of secret sharing techniques to establish a distributed TTP
such that a threshold number of network users can collaboratively provide key management
services. An appropriate adversarial model is defined to evaluate the security level of
FD-TTP-based key management schemes.

We present the design of our novel decentralized key management scheme, entitled
DISTANT. This decentralized key management scheme follows the conventional structure
of FD-TTP-based key management schemes and aims to improve the level of security
compared to previously proposed FD-TTP-based key management schemes. Our scheme
utilizes the self-generated certificates paradigm for its abilities to (i) guarantee network
subscribers with end-to-end security and (ii) limit communication overheads due to non-
interactive certificate updating and a redundant certificate revocation procedure. In
comparison to closely related schemes, DISTANT reaches the highest level of security while
remaining competitive in terms of communication overhead.

We also present the design of our novel decentralized key management scheme, entitled
DECENT. This decentralized key management scheme deviates from the conventional
structure of FD-TTP-based key management schemes through the utilization of threshold-
tolerant identity-based public key cryptography where secret shares are directly used as
private keys. This equivalence between shares and keys allows the key management design
to benefit from (i) the self-healing property (i.e., the network can independently recover
from compromise), and (ii) the merger of share- and key-related protocols which provide
significant reductions in terms of communication overhead. In comparison to closely related
schemes, DECENT has the lowest communication overhead requirement while remaining
competitive in terms of security.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The mobile network has seen immense growth over the last decade. Both the number
of connected wireless devices and the amount of requested data per device has seen a
massive increase [1, 2]. These wireless devices range from PDAs to smartphones, tablets
and machines falling within the Internet of Things (IoT) concept. The mobile network
had approximately 6.5 billion connected mobile devices worldwide, requesting 0.9 exabytes
of mobile data per month by 2012 [3]. These had grown to 10 billion connected devices,
requesting 29 exabytes of mobile data per month in 2019 [4]. This growth is expected
to continue as it is forecasted that the number of connected mobile devices will grow to
approximately 12.3 billion by 2022, requesting 77 exabytes of mobile data per month [4].
This immense growth does not seem to slow down as more and more IoT devices become
available on the global market [5]. This surge has put a lot of pressure on the mobile
network which has to share its resources among the growing number of connected wireless
devices. This will undoubtedly lead to a reduction in the delivered Quality of Service (QoS),
including a reduction in data rates and an increase in latency. The network infrastructure
is limited in its data processing and forwarding capabilities, even with novel 5th generation
(5G) technologies. Many network users have already experienced a reduced QoS during
events in which large amounts of data are simultaneously transmitted, such as New Year’s
Eve [6].

This last decade has seen a lot of effort being put into developing novel technologies
for the 5G mobile network [7–11]. These technologies deliver higher network capacity,
allow the support of more users, lower the cost per bit, enhance energy efficiency and
provide the adaptability to introduce future services and devices. 5G stakeholders have
been unanimous that the answer towards attaining these 5G performance indicators is
based on applying three agnostic paradigms: (i) acquiring new spectrum; (ii) resorting
to MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Output) technologies; and (iii) network densification
through the small cell technology. Spectrum acquisition and MIMO have successfully been
applied in 4G to provide incremental improvements in network capacity, however it is
widely accepted that the small cell technology will provide the most pronounced effect on
capacity by increasing both the spectral and area efficiency.

1



1.1 Motivation

In particular, mobile small cells (MSCs) are proposed to cover the urban landscape
as these can be set up on-the-fly, based on demand, using mobile devices (i.e., user
equipements) or remote radio units [12, 13]. Each MSC is controlled by a cluster-head, a
mobile device within the identified cluster of mobile devices that is nominated to become
the local radio manager to control and maintain the cluster. In addition, the cluster-heads
of the different clusters cooperate to form a wireless network of MSCs that have several
gateways/entry points to the mobile network using intelligent high-speed connections
[14, 15]. Data transmissions between communicating mobile devices can be established
through device-to-device (D2D) communication (and multiple hops if necessary) without
having to rely on the existing network infrastructure. This is particularly suitable for
an urban environment since the high network density guarantees a communication path
between network subscribers. MSCs therefore negate the necessity for network operators to
install and maintain additional network infrastructure. End-users can therefore be provided
with a plethora of 5G broadband services while D2D communications improve throughput,
energy efficiency, latency and fairness [16–18].

Additionally, network coding (NC) is foreseen as a promising solution for the wireless
network of MSCs to increase its throughput and improve its performance. In fact, NC has
been an emerging communication paradigm that has the potential to provide significant
benefits to networks in terms of bandwidth, energy consumption, delay and robustness to
packet losses [19–21]. The main idea of NC was introduced for the first time by Ahlswede
et al. [22]. In contrast to traditional store-and-forward networks, the incoming packets at
the intermediate nodes in NC-enabled networks are not only replicated and rerouted but
also recoded. Then, the idea of random linear network coding (RLNC) was proposed by Ho
et al. [23] as a fully distributed approach of performing NC. In RLNC-enabled networks,
each node selects randomly a set of coefficients and uses them to make linear combinations
of the incoming packets. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to mention that RLNC achieves
the same capacity as achieved by the max-flow min-cut theorem [24]. However, despite the
tremendous advantages of NC, a severe type of attacks, called pollution attacks, should be
addressed before NC reaches its full potential in real-world 5G communication systems
[25–29].

In summary, NC can be employed to form new energy-efficient and high-speed
networking topologies for MSCs. Unfortunately, the pollution attack results in severe
network performance degradation and energy waste. This issue must be addressed before
the concept of NC-enabled MSCs (from here on abbreviated as NC-MSCs) is integrated in
the mobile network architecture. To this end, integrity schemes, based on homomorphic
message authentication codes (MACs) and homomorphic signatures, providing resistance
against this type of attacks in NC-MSCs are required. However, the efficiency and
effectiveness of the integrity schemes are closely related to the key management schemes
which are responsible for the generation, distribution, use, update and revocation of the
cryptographic keys used by the integrity schemes. There are various efficient integrity
schemes proposed for NC-enabled networks [30–32], but they all rely on an online and
centralized trusted third party (TTP) to assign nodes with cryptographic keys. However,
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a wireless ad hoc network such as NC-MSCs can not necessarily rely on such an entity for
key distribution. Therefore, it is of utmost importance to design novel key management
schemes that can efficiently and effectively support existing and new integrity schemes
against pollution attacks in NC-MSCs.

1.2 Challenges

The current network infrastructure secures data transmissions of network subscribers
through the offline distribution of cryptographic keys, present in SIM cards. These keys
establish a secure channel between the mobile device and the network infrastructure,
authenticate network subscribers and provide them with access to network resources. The
network infrastructure essentially acts as a router to deliver data to communicating network
subscribers. To offload the network infrastructure by means of NC-MSCs, multi-hop D2D
communications has to be secured. This requires the distribution of cryptographic keys such
that any arbitrary set of mobile devices share a unique cryptographic key. Furthermore,
these keys require updating mechanisms to guarantee security over an extended period of
time and revocation mechanisms in the event that a mobile device has been maliciously
compromised and no longer correctly authenticates the owner of that mobile device.
Therefore, providing secure multi-hop D2D communication in NC-MSCs requires its own
key management scheme.

Traditionally, a key management scheme relies on an online centralized TTP. This
TTP is considered trustworthy and secure by every user inside the network. It can therefore
distribute cryptographic keys between any set of network devices which would consequently
be used to set up a secure communication channel. However, neither any individual
mobile device nor the network infrastructure can act as the online centralized TTP to
securely distribute cryptographic keying material in an online fashion. Neither of these
entities is considered to be secure against physical compromise or Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attacks. These attacks could cause the distribution of falsified cryptographic keys and
the unavailability of the key management service respectively. Security must therefore be
guaranteed by means of a key management scheme which can decentralize trust.

The main challenge can therefore be summarized as the designing of novel decentralized
key management schemes that effectively and efficiently support cryptographic security
solutions (i.e., encryption and integrity schemes) for dense urban environments that take
advantage of NC-MSCs.

1.3 Scope of the Research

Towards this direction, the scope of this PhD research work is to design novel decentralized
key management schemes that effectively and efficiently support cryptographic security
solutions, suitable for NC-MSCs. These schemes are expected to provide robust and low
complexity key management and includes the generation, distribution, authentication, use,
update and revocation of cryptographic keys. The proposed key management schemes
should aim to reach an improved or equal level of security and a reduction in overheads
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(communication overheads, computational overheads, and key storage overheads) compared
to closely related and existing key mangement schemes.

The novel key management schemes will lay the foundation for future research
endeavors in which these schemes are implemented and integrated in software and/or
hardware. The implementation and integration efforts are therefore out of the scope of
this research.

1.4 Thesis Contribution

The three main contributions of this thesis to the body of knowledge are outlined as follows.

• Novel Decentralized Key Management Design: DISTANT
This thesis presents the novel key management scheme, abbreviated as the DIS-
TANT (Distributed Trusted Authority-based Key Management) scheme. This key
management scheme follows the conventional structure of a fully distributed TTP
(FD-TTP)-based key management scheme and improves the previously proposed
works from a security standpoint. Simultaneously, this scheme remains competitive
in terms of communication overheads compared to closely related schemes that fol-
low the conventional structure. The initial key management design was published
in Distributed Trusted Authority-based Key Management for Beyond 5G Network
Coding-enabled Mobile Small Cells [33], a high-level overview of the key management
design was published in Secure Virtual Mobile Small Cells: A Stepping Stone To-
wards 6G [34], and the complete key management design was published in DISTANT:
Distributed Trusted Authority-based Key Management for Beyond 5G Wireless Mobile
Small Cells [35]. This contribution is covered in Chapter 5.

• Novel Decentralized Key Management Design: DECENT
This thesis presents a second novel key management scheme, abbreviated as the
DECENT (Decentralized and Efficient Key Management) scheme. This key man-
agement scheme deviates from the conventional structure of a FD-TTP-based key
management scheme through the utilization of threshold-tolerant identity-based
public key cryptography. The alternative structure allows for a much more simplistic
key management design with significant benefits in terms of communication over-
heads compared to schemes that follow the conventional structure. Unfortunately, the
DECENT scheme is unable to guarantee the security strength of DISTANT. Neverthe-
less, the appropriate selection of network security parameters (i.e., security threhold,
share updating frequency) would still allow the DECENT scheme to approach the
security strength of DISTANT. Furthermore, DECENT has the unique self-healing
characteristic, meaning that it is capable of independently recovering from network
compromise. The initial idea of the key management design was published in Public
Key Cryptography without Certificates for Beyond 5G Mobile Small Cells [36]. This
contribution is covered in Chapter 6.

• Security & Performance Comparison of FD-TTP-based Key Management
Schemes
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To evaluate the security strength and performance of the novel decentralized key man-
agement schemes, we compare them with closely related and existing key management
schemes. This comparison contains 11 key management schemes, including the two
novel key management schemes. Their security strength is measured based on the pro-
posed security model and the performance is measured based on their communication
overhead (i.e., the number of necessary message exchanges to complete a protocol).
Neither of the evaluated schemes previously quantified and compared their security
strength or performance with any of the other schemes. The security evaluation and
comparison was first published in Security for UDNs: A Step Toward 6G [37] and the
performance evaluation and comparison was first published in DISTANT: Distributed
Trusted Authority-based Key Management [35]. These contributions are covered in
Sections 7.1 and 7.2, respectively.

1.5 Organization of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.

• In Chapter 2, we introduce the reader to the novel scenario architecture as proposed by
the H2020-MSCA “SECRET” project. In the context of the SECRET project, where
this PhD was carried out, this scenario architecture describes the network model and
includes a description of the parties involved and the flow of communication traffic
that needs to be secured. Furthermore, the challenges that the scenario architecture
presents in terms of security and privacy are discussed, explaining the necessity for
a decentralized key management solution. Finally, we present seven requirements
that a decentralized key management solution must satisfy for consideration in the
scenario architecture.

• In Chapter 3, we describe cryptographic preliminary material to support the reader
in understanding a variety of cryptographic techniques. These cryptographic prelimi-
nary materials include cryptographic assumptions, threshold cryptography and the
fundamentals of key management.

• In Chapter 4, we present an extensive study of legacy decentralized key management
solutions that have previously been proposed for similar types of networks. The stud-
ied legacy decentralized key management solutions are a collective of key management
schemes that follow a similar approach. This methodology provides a detailed and
wide scope of the potential of each legacy decentralized key management solution
such that they can be properly evaluated for their adoptability to secure the scenario
architecture. The legacy decentralized key management solution with the greatest
potential, the FD-TTP-based key management solution, will form the basis of novel
key management schemes to secure the scenario architecture. Therefore, we provide
the general key management structure and we define the adversarial model, security
objectives and the assumptions for the novel key management scheme designs that
are covered in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.
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• In Chapter 5, we present the design of our novel key management scheme, DISTANT
(DIStributed Trusted Authority-based key managemeNT). This key management
scheme follows the natural progression of FD-TTP-based key management schemes
and solves a variety of security issues and deficiencies of the previously proposed
works. The description of this novel key management scheme includes a security
analysis to measure its security strength and a guideline for selecting an appropriate
network security threshold based on simulation results.

• In Chapter 6, we present the design of our novel key management scheme, DECENT
(DECentralized and Efficient key managemeNT). This key management scheme takes
advantage of threshold-tolerant identity-based public key cryptography which allows
for a much more simplistic and overhead-friendly design. The description of this
novel key management scheme also includes a security analysis to measure its security
strength.

• In Chapter 7, we evaluate and compare the novel key management schemes with nine
other FD-TTP-based key management schemes in terms of security and performance.

• We finally conclude in Chapter 8 and presents future research objectives.
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2 The SECRET Architecture and Security
Approach

2.1 Network Coding-enabled Mobile Small Cells

The next generation mobile network is taking advantage of the small cells technology in
the formation of ultra-dense networks (UDNs). The considered UDN within this thesis
consists of NC-MSCs as proposed by the EU-funded H2020-MSCA project “SECRET” [12],
a novel networking scenario that consists entirely out of heterogeneous mobile devices [13]
such as smartphones and laptops. These MSCs combine the small cell, network function
virtualization (NFV) and the software-defined network (SDN) networking technologies to
realize a network of heterogeneous mobile devices. The software-defined controller controls
and maintains each MSC through interaction with the cluster-head, or hotspot. This hotspot
is a heterogeneous mobile device that is selected as the local radio manager, controlling
and maintaining the cluster. Through cooperation, these hotspots form a wireless network
(or cloud) that has several gateways to the mobile network using intelligent high-speed
connections [14]. These MSCs have an approximate radius of 50 to 100 meters [35] and
they can be set up on-the-fly, based on demand, at any place, at any time, and support
time and space varying traffic [15]. This scenario architecture is illustrated in Figure 2.1
[38].

Mobile data traffic is propagated through the network using D2D communications.
This allows network subscribers within relative close proximity to communicate (over
multiple hops if necessary) without having to rely on the network infrastructure. Moreover,
data traffic flow between mobile devices is optimized with the incorporation of the NC net-
working paradigm. The NC-MSCs are therefore capable of increasing the energy efficiency
and improve data rates while reducing network latency and interference. The strength
of a radio signal diminishes with the square of the distance [39], meaning that replacing
the large transmissions to and from base stations by numerous shorter transmissions can
provide significant energy savings. The shorter and less power signals also reduces the
amount of interfering signals and allows for increased data rates. Latency is reduced by
providing a more direct route between a source node (SN) and a destination node (DN).
Even though many of these advantages can already be credited to ordinary small cells, the
NC-MSCs can function as an ad-hoc wireless network alongside the next generation mobile
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Figure 2.1: The “SECRET” Scenario Architecture.

network, effectively offloading the mobile network infrastructure while providing a high
level of QoS to network subscribers.

The incorporation of NC-MSCs into the mobile network infrastructure can provide
major benefits for both network operators and network subscribers, in particular to urban
environments. Namely, the mobile network infrastructure in urban environments suffer
from the highest density of heterogeneous mobile devices and are therefore the first to suffer
from network congestion. However, NC-MSCs take advantage of these high node densities
through D2D communications, since the high density of heterogeneous mobile devices
provides many pathways between communicating network subscribers. The many pathways
between communicating network subscribers, even in a highly dynamic network, allows
for the application of NC while also being able to guarantee a stable connection. Network
subscribers can take advantage of communicating through NC-MSCs in the one-on-one
setting as well as the group setting, applied to voice calling, video calling, text messaging
and data exchange (e.g., exchange of data messages, pictures, videos, data related to a
multi-player game).

Recently, the mobile telephony standardization organization 3GPP introduced the
concept of “Indirect 3GPP Communication”. This is defined as the signaling and commu-
nication between a mobile device and a 3GPP network via one or more relay nodes (RNs)
in [40]. This concept covers the utilization of multi-hop D2D communications as covered
in NC-MSCs, demonstrating its technological relevance.

2.2 Security and Privacy Challenges

The scenario architecture applies multiple networking technologies to enable new cases
in terms of D2D connectivity over the MSC network, however this also raises significant
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challenges in terms of security and privacy. The privacy threats can be split into two
categories, identity privacy and data privacy. Identity privacy threats cover all attacks in
which the attacker wishes to uncover identifying information about the sender or receiver,
whereas data privacy threats cover all attacks in which the attacker tries to uncover
information about the transmitted data. The following sections identify the security and
privacy challenges, along with the main countermeasures, for each networking technology
present in the scenario architecture. These results are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Security and Privacy Challenges in the SECRET Scenario Architecture.

Security and Privacy Challenges Countermeasures

Network Coding
• Pollution attack Data integrity schemes

Multi-hop Communications
• Identity impersonation Anonymous mutual authentication
• Eavesdropping Data encryption schemes
• Data modification Data integrity schemes
• Free-riding Cooperation mechanisms

D2D Communications
• Boundary attack Anonymous mutual authentication

Mobile Small Cells
• Lack of a trusted third party Decentralized key management

2.2.1 Network Coding

NC is foreseen as a promising solution for the wireless network of MSCs to increase its
throughput and improve its performance. In fact, NC is an emerging communication
paradigm that has the potential to provide significant benefits to networks in terms of
bandwidth, energy consumption, delay and robustness to packet losses [19–21]. The main
idea of NC was introduced for the first time by Ahlswede et al. [22]. In contrast to
traditional store-and-forward networks, the incoming packets at the intermediate nodes in
NC-enabled networks are not only routed or replicated but can also be recoded. The idea of
RLNC was proposed by Ho et al. in [23] as a fully distributed approach for performing NC.
In RLNC-enabled networks, each node randomly selects a set of coefficients and uses them
to make linear combinations of the incoming packets. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to
mention that RLNC achieves the same capacity as that achieved by the max-flow min-cut
theorem [24].

Despite these tremendous advantages, a severe type of data modification attack, called
pollution attack, should be addressed before NC reaches its full potential in real-world
next generation communication systems [25–29]. In this attack, a malicious user controls a
RN and mutates data by polluting them. NC causes this pollution to spread downstream
by encoding correct data packets with polluted data packets, illustrated in Figure 2.2 [41].
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This leads to DNs being unable to correctly extract the information from data packets
after decoding. Pollution attacks therefore waste many costly network resources.

Figure 2.2: Pollution Attack in NC-enabled Networks.

Data integrity schemes are required to prevent any polluted data packet from being
transmitted any further through the network. Traditional data integrity schemes are
focused towards providing end-to-end (E2E) security. With this, we mean that the SN
attaches a verifiable signature to the data packet such that the DN can verify whether
the data packet is authentic and has not been tampered with. To prevent pollution from
spreading downstream, we are required to verify whether the data packet is authentic at
every RN. Therefore, NC-enabled networks require so-called link-to-link (L2L) security.

The research community proposed various integrity schemes [25–29, 31, 32, 42–45]
suitable for NC-enabled networks. Unfortunately, the efficiency and effectiveness of these
integrity schemes are closely related to the key management schemes which are responsible
for the generation, distribution, use, update and revocation of the cryptographic keys used
by the integrity schemes. Popular proposals, such as those by Agrawal and Boneh [46]
and Zhang et al. [30], assume the existence of an online centralized TTP to distribute the
necessary keys. As we will cover in Section 2.2.4, this is an assumption that we are not
able to make for NC-MSCs.

2.2.2 Multi-hop Communications

Allowing data in transmission to traverse multiple hops to reach its destination brings a
spectrum of privacy threats. To establish secure communication between two mobile nodes,
both nodes are required to prove their identity to each other. The necessity to prove your
identity to the other communicating node prevents identity impersonation attacks. However,
both mobile nodes wish to remain anonymous to the RN that is routing the identifying
information. This challenge can be solved with anonymous mutual authentication. With
anonymous mutual authentication, both mobile nodes participate in a so-called zero-
knowledge proof of identity protocol. This protocol involves the exchange of challenges in
which both nodes can prove their knowledge of a pre-established secret. This secret (i.e., a
cryptographic key) would only be known by each other, therefore effectively identifying
each other [47]. Furthermore, a RN could eavesdrop on a conversation or perform a data
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modification attack. These attacks are well studied and various cryptographic techniques are
developed to counter these attacks. Eavesdropping can be countered with data encryption
schemes and data modification can be countered with data integrity schemes. However, each
countermeasure requires the communicating nodes to be in possession of a pre-established
secret key [48, 49].

Finally, a multi-hop wireless network also faces challenges when it comes to free-riding.
Free-riding means that a mobile node acts selfishly, being unwilling to route data to others
while still requesting demanded data, for the purpose of increasing battery life. This
reduces fairness and transmission availability within the network. Proposed mechanism
that stimulate cooperation, such as [50–52], are necessary to prevent free-riding.

2.2.3 D2D Communications

The introduction of D2D communications technology poses location-based privacy chal-
lenges, since these data transmissions require relative close proximity between mobile
nodes. Based on the transmission range of mobile devices and the reliance of nearby users
to forward data packets, colluding users are capable of performing a boundary attack
to locate nearby mobile nodes. Zickuhr [53] conducted a survey and found that 46% of
teen users and 35% of adults turn off location tracking features due to privacy concerns.
These privacy concerns need to be addressed so that users will allow their devices to be
discoverable and participate in routing data through D2D communications. Fortunately,
location privacy can be guaranteed using the identity preserving techniques of anonymous
mutual authentication [49]. As discussed previously, anonymous mutual authentication
relies on pre-shared secret keys.

2.2.4 Mobile Small Cells

The introduction of MSCs in the studied scenario architecture defines the parties involved in
the network. These involved parties are the mobile devices and the network infrastructure.
Neither of these parties are considered capable of resisting physical compromise by a
malicious attacker and therefore cannot act as an online centralized TTP. The online
centralized TTP would be the single-point-of-attack within the network such that DoS
attacks disable key management services. Therefore, the core issue of NC-MSCs lies in the
lack of a centralized, secure and trusted entity that assists in the establishment of secure
communication during network operation. This lack of a centralized, secure and trusted
entity poses significant issues when it comes to the key management.

Key management schemes dictate how cryptographic keys are generated, distributed
to network nodes, authenticated, used, updated and revoked. These keys are then used in
cryptographic schemes, like the ones discussed previously. Key management is therefore
the building block upon which all security is based. In the literature, there has been key
management schemes proposed for similar network architectures such as mobile ad hoc
networks (MANETs) and ad hoc D2D networks [54–59]. Unfortunately, neither of these
schemes are designed to satisfy the conditions that next generation NC-MSCs require.
Thus, it is of the utmost importance to design novel key management schemes which fit
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the scenario architecture. These schemes should provide robust and low complexity key
management including secret key sharing among mobile nodes, key revocation, key update
and mobile node authentication.

2.3 Requirements for Secure Network Coding-enabled
Mobile Small Cells

Many cryptographic security solutions have been proposed to solve the security and privacy
challenges in a wireless network which utilizes NC in combination with multi-hop D2D
communication. The main difficulty of securing NC-MSCs comes from its reliance on a
decentralized key management scheme that is capable of supporting these cryptographic
security solutions. This section describes seven requirements, proposed in [60], that a key
management scheme must satisfy in order to be suitable as a valid candidate for adoption
in the scenario architecture.

1. Security. The most important requirement and the main principle of cryptography
is to provide security. The key management scheme is expected to provide key
management services such that every network node is capable of establishing or
obtaining keying material at any time necessary (availability). In addition, key
management allows nodes to obtain keying material from other nodes while having
the ability to authenticate its validity (authentication). The keying material supports
the use of encryption schemes to ensure that only the legitimate communicating parties
are able to understand the transmitted data (data confidentiality). Furthermore,
the keying material can also support integrity schemes to ensure transmitted data is
secure against modification (data integrity) and prevent any party from denying that
it transmitted the data (non-repudiation).

2. Connectivity. In this context, nodes are connected when they have a secure
means of obtaining each other’s keying material in a verifiable manner. Therefore,
a network has a high connectivity rate when any arbitrary set of network nodes
have a high probability of obtaining each other’s keying material in a verifiable
manner. Additionally, connectivity is a core-requirement for NC-enabled networks
since connectivity supports the data integrity schemes capable of preventing data
pollution attacks.

3. Overhead. The overhead requirement encompasses the communication overhead,
the computational overhead and the memory storage overhead. However, the com-
putational capabilities and memory storage of next generation mobile devices are
expected to continue improving over time and are therefore not considered an im-
pactful restraint. Thus, the key management schemes should mainly be evaluated
based on their communication overhead.

4. Scalability. Due to the scenario architecture being designed to serve an urban
landscape, it is considered that NC-MSCs have the capacity to contain large numbers
of mobile devices. A MSC is expected to have an approximate radius of 50-100m
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while mobility of mobile device owners causes the number of users inside a single MSC
to fluctuate over time. Key management must therefore be both scalable in terms of
efficiently and securely supporting a large fixed network size and supporting dynamic
network size changes. In other words, the key management scheme is considered
scalable when its security, connectivity and overhead is independent of the network
size.

5. Sustainability. The next generation mobile network is considered to have a long
lifetime. Designed key management schemes must be able to provide any arbitrary
set of network nodes with cryptographic keys in an efficient and secure manner
during the entire lifetime of the network. Thus, the key management must be able
to resist any malicious attack for which the attacker has an extended time to make
its attack successful and maintain stable levels of connectivity and overhead for the
entire network lifetime. In other words, the key management scheme is considered
sustainable when its security, connectivity and overhead is independent of the network
lifetime.

6. Fairness. Fairness implies that the overhead costs to establish and maintain proper
key management are fairly distributed over all network nodes throughout the lifetime
of the network. When the fairness requirement is not met, device owners are more
likely to behave selfishly (i.e. free-riding behavior) and make their device unavailable
to route data. This reduction in availability also indirectly reduces connectivity and
increases the overhead cost per node.

7. Secure Routing Independence. This requirement relates to the secure routing
interdependence problem [61, 62]. Secure routing protocols, such as [63–68], were
developed for wireless ad hoc networks and they rely on a pre-established and
underlying key management scheme to securely route data through the network.
Therefore, when a key management scheme wishes to use secure routing protocols to
securely distribute cryptographic keys, we reach an impasse. Thus, it is important
that a key management scheme does not rely on secure routing [69, 70].

2.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we analyzed the scenario architecture as proposed by the EU-funded
H2020-MSCA project “SECRET” from the perspective of security. This novel scenario
architecture proposes the concept of NC-MSCs for dense urban environments and utilize
multi-hop D2D communication to provide ubiquitous 5G services to its network subscribers.
Therefore, wireless multi-hop D2D communication is combined with the network coding
technology and proposed for an ultra-dense network that lacks a root of trust. This
absense of a root of trust poses significant issues in terms of key management since all
of the key management responsibilities are shifted to the network subscribers themselves.
We concluded that the scenario architecture requires a decentralized key management
solution and we proposed seven requirements that a key management scheme must satisfy
in order to be suitable as a valid candidate for adoption in the scenario architecture. These
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requirements are security, connectivity, overhead, scalability, sustainability, fairness and
secure routing independence. These seven requirements will serve as criterions to evaluate
decentralized key management schemes that exist in the literature, covered in Chapter 4.

The analysis of the security and privacy challenges in NC-MSCs was first published
in Key Management for Secure Network Coding-enabled Mobile Small Cells [38] and the
proposal of the seven key management requirements was first published in Key Management
for Beyond 5G Mobile Small Cells: A Survey [60].
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3 Cryptographic Preliminaries

3.1 Introduction

Cryptography is the study of mathematical techniques used to achieve various goals in
information security, such as data confidentiality, data integrity, entity authentication
and non-repudiation. These goals can be achieved through a variety of carefully designed
cryptographic schemes. In this chapter, we provide preliminary information on the aspects
of cryptographic key management, cryptographic assumptions and threshold cryptography.

3.2 Key Management

Key management refers to the management of cryptographic keys in a cryptosystem. This
includes dealing with the generation, exchange, storage, use, revocation and destruction of
keys. In general, there is a key management hierarchy that consists of two layers.

• The top layer consists of long-lived keys. These keys are generally stored in a highly
secure module on the device and never disclosed outside this module. This module is
capable of securely executing certain algorithms, such as deriving short-lived (session)
keys from the stored long-lived keys.

• The bottom layer consists of short-lived keys, also known as session keys. These are
symmetric keys and used for a pre-defined period of time to securely transmit data
from one device to another.

We mainly focus on the key management at the top layer since this lays the foundation
for secure communication. This section will discuss the main public key and private key
cryptographic infrastructures; frameworks that describe the methodology for key generation,
distribution or exchange, and authentication. Therefore, these frameworks provide the
initial steps for a key management solution as it enables network users to establish secure
communication channels between each other. Key management features such as the key
revocation and key destruction are not discussed in this section as these are dependent on
particular network characteristics and require tailored solutions.

3.2.1 Public Key Cryptographic Infrastructures

Public key cryptographic infrastructures were proposed for large-scale networks in which
network users wish to securely communicate between each other, even when these network
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users have non-existent relationships and thus no means of entity authentication. Every
network user would be in possession of a public key and a private key pair, linked
through a mathematically hard problem (e.g., the discrete logarithm problem or the
integer factorization problem), allowing these to be used for opposing cryptographic
algorithms. For example, a network user can use its public key to encrypt a message and
use the corresponding private key to decrypt the encrypted message. Each of these public
key cryptographic infrastructures relies on the existence of a TTP. This is a trusted entity
within the network that every network user believes is secure and trustworthy. The TTP
is the network’s root of trust, acting as a mediator who can vouch for the honesty and
correctness of exchanged keys. In terms of the key management hierarchy, the public and
private key pair is a long-lived pair of keys of which the private key is securely stored within
the device. This key pair is merely used for the purpose of securely establishing symmetric
session keys with other network users. These session keys are used to securely transmit
the main load of data, since cryptographic security solutions (e.g., data encryption, data
integrity) based on symmetric keys are most efficient.

We will cover four public key cryptographic infrastructures: (i) the traditional
certificate-based public key infrastructure, (ii) the traditional identity-based public key
infrastructure, (iii) the threshold-tolerant identity-based public key infrastructure, and (iv)
the certificateless public key infrastructure. Each infrastructure has a unique methodology
for key generation, distribution or exchange, and authentication.

Traditional Public Key Infrastructure. The most widely used public key crypto-
graphic infrastructure in modern-day networks is the traditional (certificate-based) public
key infrastructure (PKI). In this cryptographic infrastructure, each network user can
generate their own public and private key. The network user then contacts the TTP, known
as the Certification Authority (CA). The CA is also in possession of a public and private
key pair that is used to provide a key management service (e.g., the issuing of signed
public key certificates). The network user presents its identity, its public key, and proves
that it is in possession of the corresponding private key. After verification, the CA issues
a certificate that contains the user’s identity, its public key and an unforgable signature
(created from the CA’s private key). The network user is now able to distribute this
certificate to other network users. These network nodes can use the CA’s publicly available
public key to verify the authenticity of the certificate and its content. The certification
and authentication process prevents malicious network users from replacing certified public
keys for false public keys during the exchange of public key certificates. In case uncertified
public keys are exchanged, a malicious network user would be able to replace the public
key for its own. Since the exchange of uncertified public keys are unable to prove its legal
owner, this man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack allows the malicious network user to read
the confidential messages between honest network users.

Traditional Identity-based Public Key Infrastructure. We refer to the traditional
identity-based public key infrastructure (ID-PKI) as the key management framework used in
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identity-based public key cryptography (ID-PKC) [71]. In this cryptographic infrastructure,
any network user’s public key is defined by its network identity (e.g., IP address, MAC
address, e-mail address, phone number). This identity is considered publicly available
information and this concept eliminates the need for public key distribution. However, a
user’s corresponding private key cannot simply be generated from its public key. If this
were the case, any network user would be able to compute any other user’s private key
from its publicly available public key. Instead, a user’s private key can be obtained by
contacting the TTP, known as the Private Key Generator (PKG). The PKG is also in
possession of a public and private key pair that is used to provide a key management
service (e.g., providing users with their private key). The network user has to prove its
identity to the PKG in order to obtain its private key. After verification, the PKG uses its
private key to compute the private key of the network user and provides the network user
with it. Even though this public key cryptographic infrastructure effectively removes the
necessity to authenticate and distribute public keys, it comes at the cost of having a PKG
that is able to compute and store every user’s private key. This is also known as the key
escrow problem.

Threshold-Tolerant Identity-based Public Key Infrastructure. We refer to the
threshold-tolerant ID-PKI as the key management framework used in threshold-tolerant
ID-PKC [72]. This cryptographic infrastructure is similar to that of the traditional ID-PKI,
but with a few modifications. In this cryptographic infrastructure, any network user’s
public key is still defined by its network identity (e.g., IP address, MAC address, e-mail
address, phone number) which eliminates the need for public key distribution. Therefore, a
user’s corresponding private key cannot simply be generated from its public key. A user’s
private key can be obtained by contacting the TTP, or alternatively, by contacting some
threshold number of network users. The TTP is in possession of a public and private key
pair that is used to provide a key management service (e.g., providing users with their
private key). However, the private key is defined by a threshold secret sharing scheme
(see Section 3.4). This means that the private keys are essentially shares of the TTP’s
private key. A collaborative effort from a threshold number of network users (collectively
in possession of a threshold number of shares) allows the reconstruction of the TTP’s
private key. Therefore, a collaborative effort from a threshold number of network users
allows the provisioning of the key management service. The network user, requesting the
key management service, has to prove its identity in order to obtain its private key. After
verification, either the TTP or a collaboration of a threshold number of network users
can provide the requesting network user with its private key. Even though this public
key cryptographic infrastructure effectively removes the necessity to authenticate and
distribute public keys, it suffers from the key escrow problem. Furthermore, this public key
cryptographic infrastructure becomes compromised in the presence of a threshold number
of colluding network users.
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Certificateless Public Key Infrastructure. We refer to the certificateless public key
infrastructure (CL-PKI) as the key management framework used in certificateless public
key cryptography (CL-PKC) [73]. This cryptographic infrastructure was introduced as an
alternative to traditional PKI, which suffers from expensive certificate management, and
traditional ID-PKI, which suffers from the key escrow problem. It could be described as
a hybrid between traditional PKI and ID-PKI, attempting to only keep the benefits of
each scheme. A network user combines two key pairs to establish secure communication
channels; (i) a self-generated public-private key pair and (ii) an identity-based public-private
key pair. The identity-based private key is obtained from the TTP, known as the Key
Generation Center (KGC), after proving its identity. Every network user therefore has
a certificateless (self-generated) public key and an identity-based public key as well as a
self-generated private key and an identity-based private key. The certificateless public
keys can be exchanged without the need for certification since a MITM attack does not
break data confidentiality; the malicious network user lacks the identity-based private key
for this. Furthermore, the key escrow problem is resolved since the KGC is only able to
compute one of the two private keys.

3.2.2 Private Key Cryptographic Infrastructures

Private key cryptographic infrastructures are generally used in small-scale networks due to
their particular key distribution techniques [74, 75]. We will briefly describe two private
key cryptographic infrastructures, (i) key pre-distribution and (ii) key distribution. Both of
these infrastructures includes a methodology for key generation, distribution or exchange,
and authentication. They also rely on a TTP, better known as a Key Distribution Center
(KDC), to organize these initial steps of the key management.

Key Pre-Distribution. The key pre-distribution infrastructure relies on the KDC to
distribute symmetric keys to network users before the network becomes operational. The
KDC provides every network user with pairwise symmetric keys, such that every network
user has one pairwise symmetric key that it shares with every other network user. The use
of a particular symmetric key therefore informs both communicating entities who they are
communicating with, thus authentication is provided. For a network of n network nodes,
every network node is in possession of n − 1 pairwise symmetric keys. This leads to a
significant memory storage requirement in large-scale networks. Furthermore, a network
that relies on key pre-distribution is unable to support dynamic membership changes since
every network user would require a new pairwise symmetric key when a new user joins.

Key Distribution. The key distribution infrastructure also relies on a KDC. Every user
wishing to participate in the network contacts the KDC and establishes a pairwise symmetric
key with the KDC. The network users can utilize this secure communication channel with
the KDC to request for pairwise symmetric keys on-demand. Since the provided pairwise
symmetric keys come directly from the KDC, a trusted entity, the network users can
consider these keys as trustworthy. Hence, key authentication is provided. The on-demand
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request for pairwise symmetric keys limits the total number of keys in circulation and the
memory storage requirement. Dynamic membership changes are also supported; however,
it requires an online and constantly available KDC that is capable of fulfilling the key
distribution requests.

3.3 Cryptographic Assumptions

Public key cryptography (PKC) takes advantage of mathematically hard problems to
provide security in carefully designed cryptographic schemes. In this thesis, security is
based on the assumption that no probabilistic polynomial time algorithm exists that is
capable of solving the following discrete logarithm (DL)-based problems in the standard
setting: p and q are large primes such that q divides p− 1 and g denotes a generator of
cyclic subgroup G ∈ Z∗p of order q. For convenience, we denote DL(k) as any set of triples
(p, q, g) which satisfy the above constraints and where q is a k-bit prime that is sufficiently
large to fend off known attacks on the discrete logarithm.

Assumption 1 (Discrete Logarithm Assumption) For every probabilistic polynomial
time algorithm I and every triple (p, q, g) in DL(k) with the element x ∈ Zq chosen at
random, the probability Pr[I(p, q, g, gx) = x] is negligible.

Assumption 2 (Computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) Assumption) For every
probabilistic polynomial time algorithm I and every triple (p, q, g) in DL(k) with the
elements x, y ∈ Zq chosen at random, the probability Pr[I(p, q, g, gx, gy) = gxy] is negligible.

3.4 Threshold Cryptography

As covered in Section 3.2, many scenarios rely on a centralized TTP as the root of trust
that manages the group security. However, having to rely on a single entity can make a
system more vulnerable. This single entity may be the target of malicious attacks and
may disable or even compromise the entire system. Thus, it is beneficial, in general, to
distribute the security tasks as much as possible.

The idea of distributing a cryptosystem such that it is protected against a corruption of
some threshold of participating entities is known as threshold cryptography [76]. Threshold
cryptography has several benefits, such as an improved level of security and a better
fault tolerance. The security level is improved since threshold cryptography poses the
requirement that a threshold of participating entities must be involved in the execution of
a critical task instead of allowing a single entity to decide upon and execute these tasks.
Thus, the amount of trust is distributed among a larger set of entities. Furthermore, fault
tolerance is improved since a number of unavailable or compromised entities still allows a
threshold of entities to perform the task.

3.4.1 Threshold Secret Sharing

In ordinary secret sharing, a piece of secret data is divided into a multitude of shares and
distributed among a group of users. The secret data can be reconstructed by combining
a certain amount of shares. Threshold secret sharing is the particular case in which any
threshold number of shares allow for the reconstruction of the secret data.
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In this section, we present the threshold secret sharing technique as proposed by
Shamir [77]. This technique is based on polynomial interpolation and is information
theoretically secure. This means that a threshold number of entities can reconstruct the
secret data, whereas a smaller group of entities does not learn any information about the
secret data. We would like to denote that the secret sharing schemes take place in the
standard setting of the DL problem:

Setup: A trusted dealer (TD) chooses two large primes, p and q such that q is a factor
of p− 1, and selects a generator g of cyclic subgroup G ∈ Z∗p with order q. The TD also
selects a threshold t and a polynomial f(z) of degree t−1. In this polynomial, the constant
term a0 is equivalent to the secret value x, i.e., f(0) = a0 = x , whereas the coefficients
ai ∈ Z∗q for i ∈ [1, t− 1] and chosen at random:

f(z) =
t−1∑
i=0

ai · zi (3.1)

Share Distribution: The TD performs a polynomial evaluation to compute the share
for each entity as xi = f(idi), where idi is an identifier of entity Pi. The TD securely
transfers these shares to their respective entities.

Secret Reconstruction: Any group of t entities, collectively in possession of t shares
of the secret x, can reconstruct the secret x using the Lagrange interpolation formula:

f(z) =
∑t

i=1
xi · λi(z) (mod q), (3.2)

λi(z) =
t∏

j=1,j 6=i

z − idj
idi − idj

(mod q) (3.3)

In this thesis, we take advantage of threshold secret sharing to distribute the trust from
a centralized TTP to a group of users, also known as the distributed TTP. The centralized
TTP is generally in possession of a master key, necessary to provide a key management
service. The distribution of shares of this master key is equivalent to distributing trust, since
the distributed shares allow a threshold amount of users to provide the key management
service. Furthermore, it is possible to perform the key management service without users
having to disclose their individual share. This preserves the secrecy of the master secret.

3.4.2 Verifiable Secret Sharing

Verifiable secret sharing (VSS) is proposed as an extension to protect threshold secret
sharing schemes against malicious, compromised or faulty group members. Consider the
following scenario: a secret x has been distributed among a number of users and a threshold
number of these wish to reconstruct this secret. Among their midst is a dishonest user
which discloses a false share instead, making it impossible for the honest users to reconstruct
the secret. Furthermore, the honest users are unable to verify whether the disclosed shares
are correct, so there is no way of knowing which user(s) has been dishonest. In VSS,
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additional information (known as witness values or commitment values, depending on the
literature) is made publicly available such that users can verify whether the group users
behaved honestly.

In this thesis, we utilize the VSS scheme as proposed by Feldman [78], an extension
of Shamir’s threshold secret sharing scheme. We borrow the Setup, Share Distribution and
Share Reconstruction procedures as described in Section 3.4.1 and provide details of two
additional procedures, Witness Generation and Share Verification.

Witness Generation: The witness generation procedure can be executed after the Setup
procedure, since the generation of the so-called witness values depend on the coefficients
ai for i ∈ [0, t − 1] of polynomial f(z). The TD computes the set of witness values
Wi = gai (mod p), for i ∈ [0, t− 1] and publishes the witness values in some public domain
such that all users can access them.

Share Verification: The share verification procedure can be executed after the Share
Distribution and Witness Generation procedures. In that case, users are in possession of
their share and have access to the publicly available witness values. Any entity Pi with
identifier idi can verify that its share xi is correct by checking:

gxi ≡
t−1∏
j=0

Wj
(idij) (mod p) (3.4)

Feldman’s VSS is secure under the discrete logarithm assumption, since witness
W0 = ga0 = gx (mod p). An adversary who corrupts at most t entities (i.e., an adversary
that compromises t secret shares becomes capable of reconstructing the secret x), can be
converted to compute a discrete logarithm.

3.4.3 Proactive Secret Sharing

We consider a mobile adversary, an adversary that moves through the network, compro-
mising one user at a time, and steals shares of the secret [79]. After a sufficient amount of
time, the mobile adversary collects a threshold t number of shares such that it becomes
capable of reconstructing and uncovering the secret. Therefore, traditional threshold secret
sharing is not sufficient for long-lived secrets. Proactive secret sharing (PSS) is proposed
as an extension of threshold secret sharing schemes to protect the secrecy of the shared
secret for an extended period of time [80, 81]. The secrecy of the shared secret can be
maintained by periodically refreshing the individual shares, without changing the group
secret. Schemes that take advantage of PSS divides the network lifetime into time periods.
These time periods are determined by a common global clock (e.g., a day, a week, etc.).
At the end of each time period, a share updating round takes place. During the share
updating rounds, every entity has their share updated, such that compromised shares in
the previous time period are incompatible with the updated shares in the upcoming time
period in the reconstruction of the secret. Each time period is defined in a manner such
that an adversary is able to corrupt at most t− 1 entities.
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In this thesis, we utilize the PSS scheme as proposed by Jarecki [80, 81], an extension
of Shamir’s threshold secret sharing scheme. We borrow the Setup and Share Distribution
procedures as described in Section 3.4.1 and provide details of one additional procedure,
Share Updating.

Share Updating:

1. Every entity Pi chooses a random partial update polynomial δi(z) ∈ Z∗q [z] of degree
t−1 with the constant term being zero. The sum of these partial update polynomials
δi(z) defines the update polynomial δ(z) as follows:

δ(z) =
n∑
i=1

δi(z) (mod q) (3.5)

Note that δ(0) = 0.

2. Then, for each pair of entities (Pi, Pj), Pi transmits the share δi(idj) of its partial
update polynomial to Pj . Each Pi then computes its updated share x̄i as follows:

x̄i = xi +
n∑
j=1

δj(idi) = xi + δ(idi) (mod q) (3.6)

3. Since xi = f(idi) for all Pi, the new secret sharing polynomial f̄(z), where x̄i = f̄(idi)
for all Pi, is defined as follows:

f̄(z) = f(z) + δ(z) (mod q) (3.7)

Therefore, shares are updated due to the re-definition of the secret sharing polynomial
f̄(z) while the secret remains intact since f̄(0) = f(0) = x.

The VSS and PSS extensions can be combined such that secret sharing schemes are
secure against both types of malicious adversaries.

3.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we introduced a variety of cryptographic preliminaries. These crypto-
graphic preliminaries include (i) general key management processes such as key generation,
distribution or exchange, and authentication, and how these are organized in a variety of
public key cryptographic infrastructures, (ii) cryptographic assumptions regarding the in-
tractability of computationally hard discrete logarithm-based problems, and (iii) threshold
cryptographic schemes that enable the decentralization of key management processes. The
covered cryptographic preliminaries function as supporting documentation to the reader to
improve its understanding of content covered in the following chapters.
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4.1 Overview

The studied legacy decentralized key management schemes can be classified in a variety of
ways. In this thesis, the legacy decentralized key management schemes are classified by
whether the key management service is based on PKC (i.e., asymmetric key cryptography)
or private key cryptography (i.e., symmetric key cryptography). Furthermore, the key
management schemes that are based on PKC are differentiated further based on whether
the bootstrapping of trust is performed by the network nodes itself (i.e., fully self-organized)
or whether the bootstrapping of trust may rely on an offline centralized TTP (i.e., semi
self-organized).

We define a key management solution as a collective of key management schemes that
follow a similar approach, including work extending upon the original key management
scheme. This provides a detailed and wide scope of the potential of a key management
solution such that they can be properly evaluated for their adoptability to secure the
scenario architecture. It has been the aim to include proposed mechanisms such as network
initialization, key generation, key distribution, key authentication, key update and key
revocation. Details regarding the involved mathematics, algorithms or protocols are not
discussed in this chapter since these would not affect the outcome of the evaluation of the
key management solution for adoptability in the scenario architecture. The taxonomy of
legacy decentralized key management solutions is displayed in Figure 4.1.

4.2 Decentralized Key Management based on Public
Key Cryptography

Any public key cryptographic infrastructure relies on a TTP as a trust anchor, in possession
of a master private key, to perform some kind of key management service. This key
management service can be the creation and distribution of a signed certificate or (partial)
private key. Thus, the master private key can be used for different purposes, but in all
cases, they enable network users to establish secure communication channels with other
network users. Since a network of NC-MSCs is unable to support an online centralized TTP
during network operation, this section presents six decentralized key management solutions
that are based on PKC. These solutions propose decentralized methods to providing key
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Figure 4.1: Taxonomy of legacy decentralized key management solutions.

management services. We examine three fully self-organized solutions (i.e., the certificate
chaining-based, the mobility-based, and the self-certification-based solution) and three semi
self-organized solutions (i.e., the combinatorics-based, the partially distributed TTP-based,
and the fully distributed TTP-based solution).

4.2.1 Certificate Chaining-based Solution

The certificate chaining-based key management solution was introduced by Hubaux et al.
in [82], and later fully described by Capkun et al. in [54].

4.2.1.1 Solution Overview

This solution relies on network nodes establishing a web-of-trust, similar to the e-mail
security system Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [83], which allows for the authentication of
every node’s public key. The basic idea is that nodes which have a pre-existing trust
relationship uses this trust to create and sign certificates for each other, containing a node’s
identity and its public key. Suppose that two nodes trust one another and decide to issue
each other’s certificates. Both nodes create a certificate for each other and exchange these
while also keeping a copy of the certificate for their personal certificate repository. This trust
between nodes and the issuing of certificates can be uni- or bidirectional. After the issuing
of certificates, these same nodes exchange certificates from their certificate repository which
informs them of their two-hop trust relationships with other nodes. Suppose that two nodes
wish to communicate with each other without having a pre-existing trust relationship, they
merge their personal certificate repositories in order to look for a chain of trust connecting
each other. A discovered certificate chain can convince these nodes that the obtained
certificate and its public key is trustworthy. However, when no certificate chain exists
between two nodes after merging their personal certificate repositories, they have no reason
to trust the authenticity of obtained certificates. This solution is therefore probabilistic,
meaning that establishing communication between nodes cannot be guaranteed.
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4.2.1.2 Solution Details

This solution consists of five main phases; (i) the network initialization phase, (ii) the
certificate issuing phase, (iii) the certificate exchange phase, (iv) the certificate repository
update phase, and (v) the certificate chain discovery phase. In the first phase, the network
initialization phase, every node wishing to be a part of the network creates their own
public-private key pair. To establish some initial trust and connectivity in the network,
[84] proposed that a trusted dealer distributes the identities and public keys of k arbitrary
nodes to every network node. The following four phases are performed throughout the
entire lifetime of the network.

In the second phase, the certificate issuing phase, nodes issue certificates to neighboring
nodes. When a node believes that the presented public key by another node is correct,
it will issue a certificate for this node. This certificate includes this node’s identity, its
public key, the time of certificate issuing and the time of certificate expiration along with a
signature. The issuer then provides the other node with this certificate while also keeping
a copy. These certificates are stored in both node’s local certificate repository. Trust
relationships between nodes can be displayed in a graph as shown in Figure 4.2. This is a
directed graph in which the vertices represent the network nodes and their public key, and
the directed edges represent issued certificates. There is a directed edge from node A to
node B if node A issued a certificate for node B.

Figure 4.2: The certificate issuing phase creates one-hop trust relationship.

In the third phase, the certificate exchange phase, trusted nodes exchange certificates.
Obtained certificates are stored into the node’s local certificate repository. This certificate
exchange mechanism creates awareness of two-hop trust relationships and is illustrated
in Figure 4.3. Instead of exchanging certificates, [85, 86] proposed to exchange simple
trust relationship information to reduce the storage requirement. Certificates would only
be exchanged on-demand to establish a certificate chain. The certificate exchange phase
could even be entirely removed according to [87–95] and instead rely on an on-demand
routing protocol, such as ASNS [89–91], DSR [96] or AODV [97], to find certificate chains.
However, such a mechanism increases delay and communication overhead.

In the fourth phase, the certificate repository update phase, nodes update their local
certificate repositories. Due to the limited amount of storage on the mobile devices, the
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Figure 4.3: The certificate exchange phase creates awareness of two-hop trust relationships.

most recent certificates are kept in storage and nodes update their respective trust graphs
accordingly.

In the fifth phase, the certificate chain discovery phase, nodes without a pre-existing
trust relationship but wishing to securely communicate attempt to discover a certificate
chain. Suppose that node A wishes to communicate with node B, then node A first
examines its local certificate repository for a certificate chain connecting both nodes. If
node A is unable to find a certificate chain, then node A contacts node B and requests its
local certificate repository. Node A merges both certificate repositories in order to find a
certificate chain. This process is synonymous to merging both nodes’ trust graphs to find a
path connecting both nodes and is illustrated in Figure 4.4. Once node A finds a certificate
chain, it verifies the validity of each certificate in that chain to eventually verify the validity
of the public key of node B. Hubaux et al. [82] proposed two algorithms to find a certificate
chain. To simplify the certificate chain discovery process, [98–100] proposed the use of a
cluster-based hierarchy while [101–103] proposed the use of a (binary) tree-based hierarchy.
In case multiple certificate chains are discovered, [92, 94, 98, 99, 104–107] proposed various
methods of adding a continuous trust metric to links in order to select the most trustworthy
certificate chain. According to [108], some threshold amount of chains resulting in the
same public key should exist before it can be considered trustworthy.

Figure 4.4: The certificate chain discovery phase enables nodes to obtain public keys in a
trustworthy manner.
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Capkun et al. [54] described three scenarios in which certificates are revoked. In
the first scenario, a certificate reaches its expiration time. In this case, nodes move this
certificate from its local certificate repository to a non-updating certificate repository. To
prevent certificates from expiring, nodes within communication range of their certificate
issuer can request a new certificate. In the second scenario, nodes are allowed to revoke any
certificate they previously issued when they believe that the binding between the node’s
identity and its public key is no longer valid. In the third scenario, a node believes that
his private key has been compromised. This node contacts nodes which issued a certificate
to it and requests them to revoke these certificates. The created revocation statements
will spread through the network during the certificate exchange phases. To more rapidly
spread certificate revocation information, [87, 88] proposed to broadcast these statements
immediately to all two-hop neighbors.

To increase the security of this system, [95, 105, 107, 109, 110] proposed to combine
certificate chaining with a partially distributed TTP which acts as a trust anchor. Details
about the partially distributed TTP-based key management solution can be found in
Section 4.2.5.

4.2.1.3 Evaluation for NC-MSCs

Based on the following evaluations, it is believed that the certificate chaining-based key
management solution will not be able to provide efficient and effective key management to
support cryptographic security solutions and secure the scenario architecture.

• The security requirement is not met due to the reliance on the assumption that trust
is transitive while this may not necessarily be the case [111]. A node may believe that
another node is trustworthy, but not necessarily its judgement in the trustworthiness
of other nodes. Furthermore, trust is context-dependent [112]. A node may trust
another node as a sports coach, but not as a security expert. A malicious user may
therefore abuse his trust relationships to disrupt communication. Furthermore, the
certificate issuing process is assumed to be performed physically to prevent malicious
MITM attacks. Seeking physical contact to issue certificates is unrealistic in our
scenario architecture and requires an alternative approach.

• The connectivity requirement is not met either. To establish secure communication
between an arbitrary set of nodes, there must be a high probability that a certificate
chain exists. This key management solution was proposed for MANETs for use
cases such as military and rescue operations. In both cases, network nodes consist
of users with many pre-established trust relationships. This creates clusters of
trust relationship while inter-cluster relationships are established by cluster-heads
cooperating to achieve their common goal. This translates to a network with a high
certificate-density and therefore a high probability of establishing a certificate chain
between an arbitrary set of nodes. However, the NC-MSCs consists of users with
likely fewer pre-established trust relationships. The certificate-density is therefore
lower, reducing the chances of nodes establishing a certificate chain. Even though this
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solution is based on the small world phenomenon [113–115], we require four degrees
of trusted separation, as shown in Figure 4.4, to guarantee connectivity. Distributing
keying information from a trusted dealer during the network initialization phase
could improve connectivity [84], however this will have a reduced effect over time.

• The secure routing independence requirement is not met either. The exchange of
local certificate repositories between nodes, in an attempt to discover a certificate
chain, that are outside of each other’s transmission range rely on secure routing to
prevent MITM attacks.

4.2.2 Mobility-based Solution

The mobility-based key management solution was introduced by Capkun et al. in [116],
and later fully described by Capkun et al. in [55].

4.2.2.1 Solution Overview

This solution uses network mobility to its advantage. To establish secure communication,
this solution proposes that nodes initially meet physically in order for both to verify each
other’s identity. Both nodes would exchange keying information (i.e., issued certificates)
with their mobile devices using a short range communication system (e.g., infrared, wire).
It is assumed that the exchange over this secure side channel is activated by both nodes
simultaneously and consciously. By having short range entity authentication, some of the
classical remote entity authentication problems like identity impersonation and Sybil attacks
[117] are prevented. Friends, family members and colleagues (users with a bidirectional
trust relationship) inside this network would similarly exchange keying information offline
or over the secure side-channel. Simulations in [116] show that a reasonably long time
is required before sufficient connections are made to establish reliable communication
inside this network. To reduce this problem, they proposed that nodes sharing a common
friend can use that relationship to obtain trustworthy keying information. These security
associations can be established remotely since nodes previously established secure channels
with their friend. Simulations showed that the use of the common friend mechanisms, to
further distribute keying information, can reduce the convergence time of reliable network
communication by a factor of 10.

4.2.2.2 Solution Details

This solution consists of three main phases; (i) the network initialization phase, (ii) the
certificate issuing phase, and (iii) the certificate exchange phase. In the first phase, the
network initialization phase, every node wishing to be a part of the network creates their
own public-private key pair. The following two phases are performed throughout the entire
lifetime of the network.

In the second phase, the certificate issuing phase, network nodes exchange their public
keys to each other in order to issue and exchange certificates in the next phase. Due
to network mobility, nodes will physically meet every so often. Meeting nodes which do
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not have any prior trust relationship provide identifying information in order to prove
their identity to the other. If both nodes are convinced that the other node’s public key
belongs to the provided identity, they use the short range and secure side channel (e.g.,
infrared, wire) to exchange keying information on their mobile devices. This side channel
ensures data integrity by eliminating any active adversary. A series of exchanges provide
both nodes with each other’s public key and a signature to prove that the other node
has the private key corresponding to the public key. This provides both nodes with a
secure communication channel, displayed as mechanism (a) in Figure 4.5. Details of the
keying information exchange protocol can be found in [55]. Nodes which have an existing
bidirectional trust relationship are called friends and they can similarly use the secure side
channel to exchange their public keys.

Figure 4.5: Four mechanisms to establish security associations between nodes.

In the third phase, the certificate exchange phase, network nodes distribute certificates.
In mechanism (b) of Figure 4.5, two nodes A and B share a common friend F . Since friend
F previously exchanged its public key with both node A and node B, it can issue fresh
certificates on request and transmit these to both nodes. Both node A and B are able to
verify the certificate provided by F , since they both trust F and have the their friend F ’s
public key. Mechanisms (c) and (d) in Figure 4.5 are combinations of mechanism (a) and
(b). In mechanism (c), node A has a friend F , who previously exchanged keying information
with node B. On request from node A, friend F could issue a fresh certificate of node B’s
public key and transmit this to node A. Since node A exchanged public keys with friend
F , and also trusts friend F , it can verify the authenticity of node B’s certificate. However,
node B exchanged public keys with node F after meeting physically and was necessary for
node B to believe that the public key of node F is authentic. Node B has no further trust
relationship with node F , and therefore will not consider certificates coming from and
signed by node F as trustworthy. Mechanism (c) therefore only provides a unidirectional
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security association. Mechanism (d) is a further expansion of mechanism (c) in which, using
the same logic as before, can provide a bidirectional security association between nodes
A and B. According to simulations, the common friend mechanisms further distributes
keying information and reduces the convergence time of reliable network communication
almost by a factor of 10. To provide data integrity, [118] proposed the use of hash functions
in the creation of security associations such that chains of trust can be established which
are longer than just two links.

Capkun et al. [55, 116] also provide a symmetric key management variant. Instead
of having a common friend which distributes signed certificates, the friend would act as
a trusted entity to provide both of its friend nodes with a shared symmetric key. This
shared symmetric key could be generated by the common friend and distributed to both
nodes (similar to the Kerberos protocol [119, 120]), or one of the two nodes would generate
a symmetric key and the common friend would relay it to the other node (similar to the
Wide-Mouthed-Frog protocol [121]). No details are provided about certificate revocation.

4.2.2.3 Evaluation for NC-MSCs

Based on the following evaluations, it is believed that the mobility-based key management
solution will not be able to provide efficient and effective key management to support
cryptographic security solutions and secure the scenario architecture.

• The security requirement is conditionally met. Similar to the certificate chaining-
based key management solution, three mechanisms are proposed which rely on
transitive trust which is not necessarily secure [111, 112]. This scheme is still more
secure compared to the certificate chaining-based solution since the number of trusted
entities involved in exchanging keying information is limited to one. Nevertheless,
explicit security can only be guaranteed by omitting mechanisms (b), (c), and (d)
illustrated in Figure 4.5. The disadvantage is that reliance on only mechanism (a)
further disconnects the network. Furthermore, the physical contact required to set
up security associations is unrealistic in our scenario architecture and requires an
alternative approach.

• Assuming that we only utilize mechanism (a) such that the security requirement is
met, the connectivity requirement fails. To establish secure communication between
an arbitrary set of nodes, there must be a high probability that these nodes can
establish security associations with each other. However, connectivity in this solution
relies on the mobility intensity and the validity period of issued certificates. As
network nodes become increasingly mobile, they meet nodes more often and can
establish more security associations. A longer validity period also increases the
amount of valid security associations. Unfortunately, this also comes at the cost of
an increased memory overhead. Furthermore, this solution is limited when it comes
to connectivity in comparison to the certificate chaining-based solution which can
only establish two-hop security associations. A small network may be able to provide
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a sufficient level of connectivity, but this is not expected for a network covering the
urban landscape.

4.2.3 Self-Certification-based Solution

The self-certification-based key management solution was introduced by Li et al. [56].

4.2.3.1 Solution Overview

This solution does not rely on a web-of-trust in comparison to the previous two solutions.
Instead, network nodes issue their own certificates. Upon nodes joining the network or
moving into a new neighborhood, nodes broadcast a request for certificate distribution (while
also sending their own certificate) to everyone within their transmission range, also called
their one-hop neighborhood. These neighbors inform their own one-hop neighbors of the
neighborhood change by broadcasting certificates of its new neighborhood. This certificate
distribution mechanism informs the two-hop neighbors of the neighborhood change and
provides them with the relevant certificates. Finally, the new node broadcasts certificates
of its two-hop neighbors since it may have established new connections. Meanwhile,
neighborhood monitoring prevents nodes from sending false certificates. Suppose that a
node has been compromised and sends a false certificate during the certificate distribution
process, neighboring nodes can detect this false transmission due to their constant awareness
of their two-hop neighborhood. Any node wishing to communicate with a node within its
two-hop neighborhood can use the certificate provided during the certificate distribution.
If the node is not within its two-hop neighborhood, it can request a multi-hop certificate
distribution. This multi-hop certificate distribution floods the network in search for the
node that the requestor wishes to communicate with. Through a chain of certificates,
verified at every step against malicious users, a route can be established which enables the
sharing of each other’s verified certificates.

4.2.3.2 Solution Details

This system consists of three main phases; (i) the network initialization phase, (ii) the
neighborhood certificate distribution phase, and (iii) the multi-hop certificate distribution
phase. In the first phase, the network initialization phase, every node wishing to be a
part of the network creates their public-private key pair followed by a self-issuing of its
certificate. This is the creation of the certificate by the node itself in which it signs its own
certificate. The signature is created from the node’s private key such that any other node
can verify that the certificate is created with a valid public-private key pair. The following
two phases are performed throughout the entire lifetime of the network.

In the second phase, the neighborhood certificate distribution phase, nodes broadcast
certification information upon neighborhood changes. Every node in the network periodi-
cally broadcasts hello-messages to inform other nodes of their one-hop neighbors. When a
node joins a new neighborhood, a three-step neighborhood certificate distribution process
is triggered. In the first step, the joining node broadcasts a request for certificates of its
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neighbors, while distributing its own certificate. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.6(a).
In the second step, neighboring nodes receiving the request verify the received certificate
for authenticity. Upon correct verification, the node replies by broadcasting a message
containing its own certificate and the certificates of its one-hop neighbors. This informs the
two-hop neighbors of the node joining the neighborhood, while also informing the joining
node about its two-hop neighbors. This process is illustrated in Figure 4.6(b). Finally, the
joining node broadcasts a message containing its certificate and the certificates of all its
one-hop neighbors. This is necessary since the joining node may have created a two-hop
connection between nodes which previously did not exist. This process is illustrated in
Figure 4.6(c). Nodes perform neighborhood monitoring during this phase. Since every
node is aware of their two-hop neighbors, they are able to cross-check if every neighbor
broadcasts the correct certificates of its one-hop neighbors.

Figure 4.6: Illustration of the neighborhood certificate distribution mechanism: (a) joining node
initiates certificate distribution; (b) neighbor nodes inform their neighbors of neighborhood changes;
(c) joining node finalizes certificate distribution.

The third phase, the multi-hop certificate distribution phase, is triggered when a node
A wishes to establish a connection with a node B and are separated by more than two
hops. Node A broadcasts a request message containing its own certificate and the identity
of node B. The one-hop neighbors verify node A’s signature after which they append
the request message with their own certificate and a signature of this extended request
message. Then, these one-hop neighbors broadcast the extended request message further
along the network. The two-hop neighbors and subsequent neighbors verify the signature
from the previous two nodes and continue this process. Verification is necessary to detect
any malicious behavior. Nodes drop any returning requests such that the request message
travels from node A to its one-hop neighbors, two-hop neighbors, and so on, until it reaches
node B. This mechanism prevents a Sybil attack [117].

If a node believes that its public-private key pair is compromised, it can select a new
private key with its corresponding public key and create a self-issued certificate. Also, when
a node’s certificate expires it can self-issue a new certificate. The node then broadcasts
a certificate revocation message consisting of its old certificate, its new certificate, and a
signature. The one-hop neighbors will verify this message and broadcast it to inform the
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two-hop neighbors. There is no mention of a particular mechanism which reports malicious
activities discovered from neighborhood monitoring.

4.2.3.3 Evaluation for NC-MSCs

Based on the following evaluations, it is believed that the self-certification-based key
management solution will not be able to provide efficient and effective key management to
support cryptographic security solutions and secure the scenario architecture.

• The security requirement is not met. This is due to the key management solution
being outright vulnerable to an impersonation attack caused by self-certification. Li
et al. [56] points out that nodes inside the network, which previously exchanged the
certificate of the real node, have its certificate stored in their certificate table and
could therefore detect malicious behavior over time. However, the impersonator could
cause major damages by the time this is detected and reported. This impersonation
attack is claimed to be preventable by creating a strong one-to-one binding between
the certificate and the public key of the user [122]. The viability of this preventive
measure requires further investigation.

• The overhead requirement is not met either. Due to this solution relying on nodes
being constantly aware of their two-hop neighborhood to provide proper neighborhood
monitoring and NC-MSCs being proposed for an urban environment with a constantly
changing network topology, nodes are required to broadcast hello-messages with rather
short intervals. The broadcasting of hello-messages and the potentially constant
triggering of the neighborhood certificate distribution will cause immense amounts of
communication overhead.

• The scalability requirement is not met either. An increase in network density would
indicate more topological changes which further increases the communication overhead.
Also, an increase in network range (i.e., a larger portion of nodes are more than
two hops away from each other) would increase the use of the multi-hop certificate
distribution which relies on flooding the network with broadcast messages in order to
find the requested certificate. This scheme is therefore not scalable from an overhead
perspective.

4.2.4 Combinatorics-based Solution

The combinatorics-based key management solution was introduced by He et al. in [123, 124],
and later fully described by He et al. in [57].

4.2.4.1 Solution Overview

This solution utilizes combinatorics to distribute public and private keys and minimize
the memory storage requirement. In a typical network of n nodes, each node stores its
private key and the public key of every other node, such that each pair of nodes has a
secure channel. In such case, the memory storage requirement grows linearly with the
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size of the network. In this combinatorics-based solution, a TTP generates a large pool
of public-private key pairs during network initialization. This pool of public-private key
pairs must be large enough to provide every node with a unique combination of private
keys. As shown in Table 4.1, a network of six nodes only requires four public-private key
pairs. Prior to network operation, each node can be provided with a unique combination
of two private keys along with the entire pool of public keys. This limits the memory
storage requirement to six keys. This use of combinatorics means that the memory storage
requirement grows logarithmically and it makes this solution scalable. This TTP will be
offline during network operation.

After a node receives its unique set of private keys, it derives its identity from the
indexes of these keys. By exchanging identities between nodes, each node can derive which
unique set of private keys the other node has and uses the corresponding public keys to
securely communicate. When nodes wish to join the network, they contact the TTP in
an offline fashion to obtain their unique set of keys. If not enough unique combinations
exist anymore, the offline TTP generates additional keys. The additional keys will then be
introduced into the network by the joining node, provided with a signature which could
have only been created by the offline TTP.

4.2.4.2 Solution Details

This solution consists of three main phases; (i) the network initialization phase, (ii) the
secure communication establishment phase, and (iii) the new node joining phase. In the first
phase, the network initialization phase, an offline TTP generates a pool of public-private
key pairs. The size of this pool of keys is dependent on the number of nodes which are
projected to be participating in the network. Suppose a network is projected to contain six
nodes. Instead of ordinarily providing each node with a single unique public-private key
pair and five public keys related to the remaining five nodes, this solution proposes the
use of combinatorics to reduce the memory requirement. To accommodate six nodes with
keying material, only four public-private key pairs are necessary (as illustrated in Table 4.1).
Each node, before network operation, would receive a random and unique combination of
two private keys along with the pool of four public keys from the TTP. In this example,
the key storage requirement is reduced from seven to six keys. The identity of the node is
then derived from the indexes of the obtained private keys. Since the set of private keys is
unique for every node, the identities will also be unique. Notice that a node must use all
of their private keys to sign or decrypt a single message to provide security. Algorithms
provided in [57, 123, 124] estimate the most optimal values for public-private key pool size
and the number of private keys to be held by every node for an arbitrary network size while
considering the objectives of memory efficiency, computational complexity and resilience
requirement. To further reduce the memory storage requirement, [125, 126] proposed a
clustering-hierarchy and requires nodes to only store the public keys of its cluster members.
This only provides intra-cluster communication whereas inter-cluster communication has
to be routed through the cluster-head. Also, cluster-heads are assigned to provide each
cluster-member with appropriate keys upon dynamic membership changes. This proposal
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fails the fairness requirement and causes additional communication overhead by trying to
improve on an already low memory storage overhead.

Table 4.1: Example of public key distribution, private key distribution and identity assignment.

Node Assigned public keys Assigned private keys Identity

1 {PK0, PK1, PK2, PK3} {SK0, SK1} 0001
2 {PK0, PK1, PK2, PK3} {SK0, SK2} 0010
3 {PK0, PK1, PK2, PK3} {SK0, SK3} 0011
4 {PK0, PK1, PK2, PK3} {SK1, SK2} 0110
5 {PK0, PK1, PK2, PK3} {SK1, SK3} 0111
6 {PK0, PK1, PK2, PK3} {SK2, SK3} 1011

In the second phase, the secure communication establishment phase, a node A wishes
to communicate with another node B. First, the node A sends a message to request the
identity of node B. Then, node B responds with its identity. Node A inspects the identity
of node B and derives the indexes of the private keys that node B possesses. Node A uses
the public keys corresponding to the private keys in possession by node B to encrypt its
data and securely transmits this data. He et al. [57, 123, 124] proposed that each node’s
identity is a binary string of the indexes of the private keys it possesses, as illustrated
in Table 4.1. Suppose that a node received private (i.e., secret) keys SK0 and SK3. It
concatenates the binary values of these numbers to create its identity, in this case 0011.
Any other node wishing to securely communicate then uses public keys PK0 and PK3 to
encrypt its message.

In the third phase, the new node joining phase, new nodes contact the offline TTP
(i.e., physically) to obtain its keying material such that they can join the network. If
there are still unused combinations of private keys available, the TTP provides the joining
nodes with a random and unused combination of private keys and the entire pool of public
keys. The new nodes derive their identity from the indexes of the assigned private keys.
If all possible private key combinations are in use, then the TTP generates an additional
public-private key pair to accommodate the joining node. The joining node obtains a new
unique combination of private keys from the offline TTP and the extended pool of public
keys. This node then derives its identity from the indexes of the obtained private keys.
Once the new nodes go online, they broadcast the newly introduced public keys to every
network node. If the number of public keys has grown to a higher power of 2 then every
node also updates their identity to contain sufficient bits. To prevent malicious nodes from
introducing fake public keys, the offline TTP should sign the newly generated public keys.

He et al. [57, 123, 124] mentioned that key revocation should be organized by the
offline TTP since this authority also generates and maintains all the cryptographic keys.
The offline TTP could resort to signing key revocation messages with every private key in
the key pool, since only the offline TTP has access to these and every node has the public
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keys to verify the message. However, it is not mentioned which entity distributes these
revocation messages since the TTP is considered to be offline.

4.2.4.3 Evaluation for NC-MSCs

Based on the following evaluations, it is believed that the combinatorics-based key manage-
ment solution will not be able to provide efficient and effective key management to support
cryptographic security solutions and secure the scenario architecture.

• The security requirement is not met. He et al. [123] stated that their scheme is secure
against an identity impersonation attack, since a malicious node sending the identity
of another node leads to an encrypted message which the malicious node is unable to
decrypt. However, this scheme is vulnerable to an identity replacement attack. When
a node A wishes the obtain the identity of a node B, but is relayed by malicious
node C which replaces the identity of B for its own identity then the malicious node
can decrypt any message sent by A intended for B. This attack is possible since
the exchange of identities is similar to the ordinary public key exchange. However,
there is no means for the receiver of the identity for verify whether the retrieved
identity is authentic and has not been replaced in transmission. Furthermore, the
combinatorics-based solution causes vulnerabilities against colluding or compromised
[79] nodes. In our example, the compromise of two nodes (collectively in possession
of private keys SK0, SK1, SK2 and SK3) can jeopardize all communications.

• The connectivity requirement is conditionally met. Under the assumption that
identities can be securely exchanged and since every well-behaving network node is
capable of obtaining its set of private keys, every arbitrary set of nodes is capable of
establishing a secure channel, providing connectivity.

• The sustainability requirement is not met. This is due to the lack of a proposed
mechanism which deals with nodes leaving the network. If the key management
allows the reuse of private key combinations and identities, then each node leaving
the network has to contact the offline TTP such that it will be aware of recycling
keying material. Then, the offline TTP could decide to send a revocation message
to announce the inactivity of a formerly used identity. However, such a message
only presents itself when another node joins the network. However, these dynamic
membership changes would cause the constant flood of revocation messages. It may
therefore be more beneficial to not resort to the recycling of keying material. This
means that every node will have a unique set of private keys and identity provided
for the entire lifetime of the network. Due to the logarithmic growth of the memory
requirement the overhead may still be acceptable, however key revocation messages
will become unable to inform all network accessed nodes of compromised keys. It is
necessary to create an efficient mechanism to deal with nodes leaving the network in
order to satisfy the sustainability requirement.
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• The secure routing independence requirement is not met. This is due to fact that
identities in this key management solution are created as ordinary public keys. Since
the authenticity of exchanged identities cannot be verified, they are vulnerable to
replacement attacks by malicious intermediate nodes. The secure distribution of
identities over multiple hops would require a secure routing protocol.

4.2.5 Partially Distributed Trusted Third Party-based Solution

The partially distributed TTP (PD-TTP)-based key management solution was introduced
by Zhou et al. in [58]. Zhou et al. implemented their online distributed TTP [127, 128]
although not in an ad hoc environment. Their solution is based on traditional PKI. Khalili
et al. [129] proposed the first PD-TTP-based key management solution that is based
on traditional ID-PKC, and Zhang et al. [130] proposed the first PD-TTP-based key
management solution that is based on CL-PKC. This solution distributes the trust from
an ordinary centralized TTP to a proper subset of network nodes and is therefore called
partially distributed.

4.2.5.1 Solution Overview

The general idea of the PD-TTP-based key management solution is distributing the
trust from a single centralized TTP to a proper subset of nodes inside the network.
This subset of nodes, called servers, perform the key management service collectively.
As discussed in Section 3.2, the specific key management service depends on the used
public key cryptographic infrastructure (i.e., traditional PKI, ID-PKC, CL-PKC). The key
management service can therefore vary between the issuing of a signed certificate or the
computation and distribution of a node’s (partial) private key.

During the network initialization, a master public-private key pair is created. The
master public key is made public while the master private key is divided into n shares
and distributed to the n selected servers. These shares are created from a t-out-of-n
threshold secret sharing scheme [76, 77, 131, 132]. A threshold amount of honest servers
is required to successfully provide a network node with its requested key management
service. To provide robustness against active adversaries, [58, 129] proposed to incorporate
VSS [78, 133] and PSS [80, 81, 134–136]. VSS provides network nodes with the ability
to verify the correctness of a provided key management service, potentially allowing the
detection of compromised or malicious servers. The incorporation of PSS leads to the
periodic updating of secret shares, such that it becomes impossible for an adversary to
compromise t servers [79] within a share updating period. Otherwise, the adversary would
be capable of reconstructing the master private key and break the security of the system.

4.2.5.2 Solution Details

This solution consists of four main phases; (i) the network initialization phase, (ii) the
key management service phase, (iii) the server replacement phase, and (iv) the share
updating phase. In the first phase, the network initialization phase, a TTP bootstraps
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the network by executing a setup algorithm which generates the master public-private key
pair [58, 130, 137–141]. The master public key is published and the master private key
is divided into n shares using a (n, t) secret sharing scheme [77, 80, 81, 134–136]. These
secret shares are then distributed to n nodes inside the network which will function as the
distributed TTP. These nodes are called servers. Various researchers [142–148] proposed
that the TTP selects the servers based on physical security and computational ability,
[149, 150] proposed to select the servers that have a high success ratio of providing key
management services, and [151, 152] proposed to select the maximum clique in a trust
graph as servers.

If the network scenario is unable to rely on a TTP during network initialization, the
network can also be initialized by an initial set of nodes [129]. This set of nodes collabo-
ratively initialize the network by creating the master private key and the corresponding
master public key in a decentralized fashion using a distributed (n, t) secret sharing scheme
[132]. Similarly to the centralized approach, at the end of the protocol a set of n nodes are
provided with a share of the master private key to form the distributed TTP. After the
establishment of the distributed TTP, each server stores keying information (e.g., public
key, identity) of all the nodes in the network [58], including the other servers, so they have
a secure channel. The following three phases are performed throughout the entire lifetime
of the network.

In the second phase, the key management service phase, any network node can request
servers to provide them with a key management service. The key management service
can come from a joining node which wishes to obtain its initial keying material (e.g.,
a signed certificate, private key, or partial private key). For joining nodes to contact t
servers, it is assumed that [58] would resort to flooding the network with key management
service requests. This is necessary since servers have not yet established a secure channel
with these nodes, as illustrated with joining node J2 in Figure 4.7. To reduce delay and
communication overhead, [147, 148] proposed to have the servers form a multicast group
such that a joining node only requires to contact a single, uncompromised server which
then informs the other servers of the key management request. To prevent adversaries
from launching an identity impersonation attack, servers should refuse to provide the
initial keying material for a particular identity more than once. However, this will only
be effective if n ≤ (2× k) and it requires the servers to store the identities for which they
already provided the initial keying material.

Nodes can also request for key management services when their keying material is
soon to expire and must be updated [138–141]. These nodes contact at least t servers
and request for their keying material to be updated, as illustrated in Figure 4.7. Each
contacted server then uses its secret share to perform a partial key management service,
allowing the node to update its keying material. Zhou et al. [58] proposed the use of
so-called combiners, which would combine the outcomes of the partial key management
service of each server. To be more specific, the combiner would combine the created partial
signatures into a complete certificate signature and verify its correctness with the master
public key before transmitting it to the requesting node. Keep in mind that this would
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Figure 4.7: Illustration of the key management service phase in which two requester nodes wish
to join the network and one requester node wishes to update its keying material. In this illustration,
each requester node requires at least three key management service replies to obtain a successful
key management service.

not be secure in a scheme that is based on traditional ID-PKC, since the combiner would
combine partial private keys into the private key of the requester node. Instead, most
schemes [130, 142–148] proposed to have servers transmit the partial key management
service directly to the requesting node to reduce the workload of the servers. The use of
self-certifying keys [153] was proposed in [154] since these require nodes to contact servers
only once.

To improve the security of the system, [155] proposed a multi-level hierarchical scheme
in which a threshold of sibling nodes or parent nodes provide the key management service.
In contacting servers, [137, 139] proposed to use the anonymous routing protocol MASK
[156] to hide a nodes’ identity by using pseudonyms. This prevents mobile adversaries [79]
from uncovering the servers, therefore having to resort to compromising random nodes which
significantly increasing the security of the system. To reduce the communication overhead,
[155, 157, 158] proposed a mechanism that allows network nodes to determine which
servers are most likely to be well-behaving and should be contacted for key management
services. This mechanism reduces the odds of obtaining a faulty key management service
and therefore the total amount of key management service requests throughout the network
lifetime.

The third phase, the server replacement phase, was proposed by [130] and is triggered
when a server leaves the network. In such an event, a random network node is selected to
replace the leaving server. Other servers create partial shares of their own secret shares.
These partial shares are then distributed to the selected network node which combines
them into its own share of the master private key. This phase ensures that there are
always k online servers available to provide key management services. However, it was
not specified how a leaving server is detected or how the servers select a network node to
replace the leaving server.
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In the fourth phase, the share updating phase, servers update their individual shares
to prevent mobile adversaries [79] from collecting a threshold amount of secret shares.
Each server creates subshares which it distributes to the other servers. Then, each server
combines their original share with the received subshares to create their updated secret
share. This updated share is independent from the previous secret share, meaning that a
mobile adversary is unable to use previously obtained shares to reconstruct the master
private key. Algorithms for periodic share updating and share updating due to servers
leaving and/or joining the server group are provided in [147, 148, 159].

Various researchers proposed revocation mechanisms that utilize the security threshold
to guarantee the trustworthiness of accusations. The revocation mechanism in [145]
proposed that servers can create accusation messages with a partial signature, created from
their share of the master private key. These accusations are then broadcasted through
the network using flooding. When a node receives a threshold amount of accusations, it
creates the fully signed accusation which is then accepted as legitimate. Alternatively,
[138–140, 147, 148, 160] proposed that ordinary network nodes should also be able to report
misbehavior. When a node notices misbehavior from a neighboring node, it broadcasts an
accusation to all the nodes inside the network. The accused node is now classified as a
“suspect” in every node’s revocation list. When a threshold amount of accusations is received
within a certain time period, every node will reclassify the suspected node as “convicted”.
Every node will refuse communication and refuse key management service to a convicted
node and any accusations which came from a convicted node will be removed in each
node’s revocation list. To reduce the communication overhead, [161, 162] proposed that
misbehavior is reported only to the servers and that the servers will broadcast convictions
to all the network nodes once it received some threshold amount of accusations. To measure
trust of individual nodes, [163, 164] proposed the use of a Trust Management system which
decides whether a node is trustworthy enough to receive key management services. This
trust is measured by the node’s success rate of transmitting data during its lifetime in the
network.

To increase scalability and improve availability by distributing the servers evenly,
[165, 166] proposed to have the network partitioned into clusters such that each cluster-head
maintains the cluster structure and acts as a server of the PD-TTP. This inspired more
research into a PD-TTP with a clustered architecture [167–172]. To reduce the memory
storage overhead, [173–176] proposed key management schemes relying on elliptic curve
cryptography (ECC) [177]. On the contrary, [178–181] wished to mitigate the number
of computationally expensive pairing operations inherent in elliptic curve cryptography
(ECC)-based schemes by combining ECC with RSA.

4.2.5.3 Evaluation for NC-MSCs

Based on the following evaluations, it is believed that the PD-TTP-based key management
solution will not be able to provide efficient and effective key management to support
cryptographic security solutions to secure the scenario architecture.
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• The security requirement is conditionally met, depending on the bootstrapping of
trust during network initialization. The utilization of a TTP to bootstrap trust
provides security under the assumption that the key management service remains
trustworthy. Without a TTP to bootstrap trust, we consider this solution secure
as long as the nodes initializing the network are well-behaving. VSS allows the
detection of maliciously behaving servers and PSS provides robustness against mobile
adversaries such that the key management service remains trustworthy in long-term
networks. However, a node wishing to join the network could be vulnerable to a
MITM attack [129]. A malicious node could provide the joining node with a false
master public key for which the malicious node has the corresponding master private
key. Fortunately, this attack can be prevented when servers provide the master public
key along with their partial initial keying material to the joining node.

• The scalability requirement is not met. The scalability of the network is strongly
related to the number of servers acting as the distributed TTP since these servers
must provide all network nodes with key management services. This means that a
growth in the number of network nodes also increases the pressure on these servers
and subsequently reduces its battery life. It is reasonable to assume that the number
of nodes in NC-MSCs will fluctuate over time and could drastically increase in certain
areas during sporting events, concerts and national celebrations. The limited amount
of servers could become incapable of providing key management services at this point.
Khalili et al. proposed in [129] a scheme that did not consider periodic key updating,
thus stated that network nodes are required to interact with the servers only once
to obtain their initial keying material, reducing the impact. However, periodic key
updating is required to maintain network security. This scheme is therefore not
scalable from a connectivity perspective. Temporary on-demand auxiliary servers,
proposed in [146, 182], may be able to reduce the severity of this problem.

Furthermore, servers may suffer from a large memory storage overhead. As originally
proposed by Zhou et al. [58], each server stores the keying information of all the
nodes in the network. The upside is that an available key management service can
be guaranteed. The large memory storage requirement may be mitigated when the
servers form a multicast group [147, 148] such that requester nodes only need to be
in transmission range of a single honest server.

• The fairness requirement is not met due to the imbalance of overhead between network
nodes. Even if servers are replaced periodically in an attempt to fairly distribute the
key management tasks and its associated overhead over time, user’s mobile devices
which are temporarily assigned as a server may still choose to act selfishly.

4.2.6 Fully Distributed Trusted Third Party-based Solution

The fully distributed TTP (FD-TTP)-based key management solution was introduced by
Luo et al. in [183]. Their solution was later simulated and implemented in [59, 184, 185]
and is based traditional PKI. Deng et al. [186, 187] proposed the first FD-TTP-based key
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management solution that is based on traditional ID-PKC, and Li et al. [188] proposed
the first FD-TTP-based key management solution that is based on CL-PKC. This solution
distributes the trust from an ordinary centralized TTP evenly among all the network nodes
and is therefore called fully distributed.

4.2.6.1 Solution Overview

Similar to the PD-TTP-based key management solution, the general idea is to distribute
trust from a single centralized TTP to a set of network nodes since the scenario architecture
is unable to support a centralized TTP in a secure and reliable manner. In this FD-
TTP-based key management solution, trust is distributed among all the nodes. Luo et al.
[59, 183–185] assumes that each node has some one-hop neighborhood discovery mechanism
and that each node has at least a threshold t amount of one-hop neighbors at any time.
Upon network initialization, a master private key and the corresponding master public
key are created, either using a centralized TTP to bootstrap the network [59, 183–185]
or in a self-organized manner with an initial set of nodes [186–189]. The master public
key is made public while shares of the master private key are distributed to an initial set
of at least t neighboring nodes. The cluster of t neighboring nodes, each in possession
of a share of the master private key, is able to collaboratively create new shares for its
one-hop neighbors. This mechanism is used to spread shares to all the nodes inside the
network in a scalable manner such that all network nodes make up the FD-TTP. Thus,
every network node is also a server, able to provide key management services. The same
mechanism is used to provide nodes with a share when they join the network. Similar to
the PD-TTP-based solution, VSS [78, 190–193] and PSS [81] are incorporated to create,
verify, and update shares to guarantee a trustworthy key management service and provides
robustness against mobile adversaries [79]. Each node wishing to obtain or update its
keying material (e.g., a signed certificate, private key, or partial private key) broadcasts a
key management service request to their neighboring nodes. Nodes can exchange keying
material, verify its authenticity and establish secure communication channels. This solution
is designed to provide key management in wireless ad hoc networks which are dynamic,
scalable and have a high node density.

4.2.6.2 Solution Details

This system consists of three main phases; (i) the network initialization phase, (ii) the key
management service phase, and (iii) the share updating phase. In the first phase, the network
initialization phase, the master public-private key pair is created by a centralized TTP
[59, 130, 183–185, 194–196] or an initial set of collaborating nodes [186, 188, 189, 192, 197].
If an initial set of nodes initializes the network, [198, 199] proposed that nodes broadcast
complaints against malicious nodes when they are provided with faulty subshares. VSS
[78, 133, 190, 200] allows nodes to detect any falsely generated shares. The master public
key is made public and the master private key is divided into shares using a threshold secret
sharing scheme [77]. To make the initialization process scalable, only a threshold t amount
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of secret shares are created and provided to the initial cluster of network nodes, also called
servers. It is assumed that this initial distribution of shares takes place offline, since there
is no mechanism in place yet to do this securely online [186, 187]. The remaining nodes
that wish to participate in the network can obtain their secret share when they are within
broadcast range of at least a threshold amount of servers. Luo et al. [183, 184] proposed
a two-round communication protocol in which network nodes can be provided with their
share of the master private key and join the FD-TTP. After some amount of time, all the
network nodes are provided with their secret share of the master private key. The following
two phases are performed during the entire lifetime of the network.

In the second phase, the key management service phase, any network node can request
servers to provide them with a key management service. The key management service
can come from a joining node which wishes to obtain its secret share or its initial keying
material (e.g., a signed certificate, private key, or partial private key). Luo et al. [183, 184]
proposed to use the same two-round communication protocol to provide joining nodes with
their share of the master private key, assuming that the joining node entered the network
such that it has a threshold number of servers within its transmission range, illustrated in
Figure 4.8. Due to the incorporation of VSS to verify the trustworthiness of a server and
its provided key management service, any node can freely join the FD-TTP and provide
key management services to future joining nodes. Unfortunately, [201] demonstrated by
example that secret shares provided in [183, 184] to joining nodes are not verifiable. To
reduce the computational overhead, [202] proposed the use of algorithms based on the
DL problem since these are more efficient than the RSA-based algorithms proposed in
[59, 183–185]. Furthermore, various schemes [183, 187, 188, 195, 196, 203] mentioned that
a shuffling mechanism may be required to protect the secrecy of the server’s secret share.

An interesting idea is discussed in [197]. It proposes that the master key pair should
continue to consist of contributions made by each node within the network. This means
that a node which joins the network creates its own contribution to the master key pair,
generates shares for every node already inside the network and distributes these securely to
them. Each node then updates their master private key share and generates a subshare for
the joining node which it combines into its own master private key share. Master public
key shares are also shared and updated. Similarly, when a node leaves the network, the
node announces its departure and the remaining network nodes remove its contribution
from the master private key share and master public key. This scheme updates keys
upon membership changes of the network. Unfortunately, this comes with additional
communication and memory storage overhead that grows exponentially with the size of
the network.

To prevent identity impersonation attacks, various schemes [59, 183–185, 188, 197]
mentioned that nodes wishing to join the network must first authenticate themselves with
some physical proof prior to obtaining its initial keying material. However, this is not
always considered viable. In such case, a node wishing to join the network must send an
online request for key management services to obtain its initial keying material [186, 187]
and can request for its secret share at the same time. With the incorporation of VSS, the
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joining node can verify the correctness of its keying material obtained for the identity that
it provided to the server nodes. In [195, 196] it is argued that the initial keying material
should be kept secret throughout the entire network lifetime and only be used in a key
derivation function to derive new key pairs to be used for cryptographic applications. The
identity-based schemes [194, 199, 204] proposed a variety of structures that define a node’s
public key that are resistant against various attacks. An alternative was presented in [72],
which translated Feldman’s VSS scheme [78] to create a threshold-tolerant ID-PKC-based
key management scheme. In its scheme, the secret share would directly be used as a node’s
private key. This simplifies the key management as it merges the key management service
requests for obtaining a node’s secret share and for obtaining its keying material.

Figure 4.8: Illustration of the key management service phase in which three requester nodes
either wish to join the network by requesting for its secret share and its initial keying material or
the requester nodes wish to update its keying material before it expires. In this illustration, each
requester node requires at least three key management service replies to obtain a successful key
management service.

Nodes can also request for key management services when their keying material is
soon to expire and must be updated. These nodes broadcast a key management service
request for their keying material to be updated, as illustrated in Figure 4.8. It is assumed
that each node is equipped with some detection mechanism to detect misbehaving nodes
among its one-hop neighborhood. When neighbors receive the key management request and
have no reason to believe that the requesting node is not well-behaving, it uses its secret
share to perform a partial key management service. Keep in mind that the requesting node
can provide a partial key management service for itself as well and thus only requires t− 1
replies from servers. To reduce the communication overhead and delay, [157] proposed to
only contact the t most trustworthy servers for key updating. These most trustworthy
servers are selected based on local information from monitoring neighboring nodes. Various
other schemes proposed to establish a cluster-based [205, 206] or a logical tree-based
[202, 207, 208] hierarchy to organize the key management service phase.
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In the third phase, the share updating phase, a random node creates a coalition of
t nodes to initiate share updating [59, 183–185, 204]. This phase is necessary to prevent
a mobile adversary [79] from uncovering the master private key. It is assumed that a
mobile adversary can only collect t− 1 shares in between any consecutive share updating
phase. A sequential share updating process was proposed in [188, 204] that is based on the
share distribution during network initialization. A parallel share update process, suitable
for larger networks, was proposed in [183, 185]. In this parallel share update process
the coalition collaboratively generates, encrypts, and signs an update polynomial. This
update polynomial is then distributed to all the nodes inside the network by flooding. Each
node receiving the encrypted and signed update polynomial can check its authenticity
and decrypt it with the master public key. Then, each node sends a broadcast message
requesting subshares from its one-hop neighbors. Upon obtaining t valid subshares the
node is able to update its share of the updated master private key. At the end of each share
updating phase, the old shares will be destroyed and the new shares are used to provide
key management services. The shares are independent of the previous shares, meaning that
a mobile adversary is unable to use formerly collected shares to reconstruct the master
private key.

Similar revocation mechanisms were proposed in [160, 162, 183, 185, 209]. It was
generally assumed that each node is equipped with some detection mechanism, such as the
mechanism proposed in [210], to identify misbehaving nodes in its one-hop neighborhood.
Each node maintains monitoring records on neighboring nodes and a revocation list. Based
on the monitoring records, a node may believe that a neighboring node is misbehaving. If
misbehavior is detected, an accusation message is created, signed, and (locally) distributed.
Each node receiving the accusation checks if they believe the accuser is to be trusted and
if so, they create an entry in their revocation list with the suspected node’s ID and a list
of its accusers. A total of t accusations are necessary to convict a node. Once a node
is convicted, the accusers use their shares of the master private key to create a signed
conviction message and distribute this through the network. The extent of the conviction
message distribution depends on the time that the convicted node’s keying material is
still valid. The distribution must cover enough nodes inside the network to prevent the
convicted node from “escaping” to a new neighborhood to successfully renew its keying
material before it expires. Nodes with expired keying material are assumed to be malicious
and should not be provided with key management services. Also, in order to minimize the
storage requirement of the revocation list it is proposed to remove entries of convicted
nodes once their keying material has expired.

Various researchers proposed to make the security threshold dynamic to maximize
the availability and security at any time. It is proposed to reduce this threshold when
the network density decreases to keep certification services available [211] and to increase
this threshold when the network density increases to provide sufficient security [212].
Alternatively, [213, 214] recognized that the FD-TTP-based solution provides availability
at the cost of security compared to the PD-TTP-based solution and proposed a trade-off
where multiple nodes can have duplicate secret shares.
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4.2.6.3 Evaluation for NC-MSCs

Based on the following evaluations, it is believed that the FD-CA-based key manage-
ment solution has potential to provide efficient and effective key management to support
cryptographic security solutions to secure the scenario architecture.

• The security requirement is conditionally met, depending on the bootstrapping of
trust during network initialization and the security of an appropriate access control
mechanism to counter Sybil attacks [117]. The utilization of a TTP to bootstrap
trust provides security under the assumption that the key management service
remains trustworthy. Without a TTP to bootstrap trust, we consider this solution
secure as long as the nodes initializing the network are well-behaving during network
initialization. VSS allows the detection of malicious behavior and PSS provides
robustness against mobile adversaries. However, a node wishing to join the network
could be vulnerable to a MITM attack [129]. A malicious node could provide a
joining node with a false master public key for which the malicious node has the
corresponding master private key. Fortunately, this attack can be prevented by having
well-behaving servers transmit the master public key since a mobile adversary is
assumed to be incapable of simultaneously controlling a threshold amount of servers.

The more severe security threat is posed by the Sybil attack [117]. In the Sybil
attack, a malicious node takes on multiple identities, thereby representing multiple
nodes. Since each identity obtains a unique secret share, a Sybil attacker is capable of
collecting a threshold amount of shares, reconstruct the master private key and break
the security system. In such an attack, a malicious user could purchase a threshold t
amount of mobile devices, register these with different network providers, and obtain
a threshold amount of secret shares. This attack must be prevented through an
appropriate access control mechanism.

4.3 Decentralized Key Management based on Private
Key Cryptography

With private key cryptography (i.e., symmetric key cryptography), a set of network nodes
wishing to securely communicate are provided with a shared symmetric key. This shared
symmetric key performs cryptographic security solutions in a symmetric manner, meaning
that it can be used for both encryption and decryption, or signing and verification purposes.
The secrecy of this shared symmetric key, being only known to the involved network
nodes, provides security within this branch of cryptographic key management. Two main
advantages of symmetric keys over asymmetric keys (i.e., the public and private key that
is used in PKC) is that each key does not require as many bits while providing similar
amounts of security. These smaller keys reduce the memory storage overhead and make
cryptographic primitives, such as AES [215], more computationally and energy efficient.
However, these advantages generally come at the expense of flexibility in areas such as
scalability and dynamic membership, important characteristics of ad hoc networks. The
advantages of symmetric key management are particularly helpful to resource restricted
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devices such as wireless sensors. Therefore, many key management proposals for wireless
sensor networks (WSNs) attempt to mitigate the disadvantages of having to resort to
private key cryptography. These resource restrictions do not apply to the user equipments
considered in our scenario architecture and can therefore enjoy the flexibilities offered by
PKC. Yet, some private key cryptographic key management schemes have been proposed
for MANETs and ad hoc D2D networks that attempt to mitigate its disadvantages. There
are three main classes of organizing the private key cryptographic key management in
which network nodes establish shared symmetric keys in an authenticated manner, namely
key pre-distribution, key distribution and key agreement. Unfortunately, no promising
solution was eventually found to be able to securely decentralize the key management for
our scenario architecture.

4.3.1 Key Pre-Distribution-based Solution

This class of private key cryptographic key management solutions, independently introduced
by Blom [216] and Matsumoto and Imai [217], is organized by a KDC. This KDC provides
each network node with long-lived symmetric keys during the network initialization phase.
These symmetric keys are generally used to derive pairwise keys to secure peer-to-peer (P2P)
communications. The exact pre-distribution of keys depends on the security requirements
of the network. For a network which requires strong security, the KDC could distribute
a pairwise key for every pair of network nodes. Every node in a network of n nodes will
therefore obtain n− 1 pairwise keys, posing a high memory storage requirement. However,
any pair of nodes that has not been compromised by an adversary is guaranteed to remain
secure. A network which does not require such strong security standards can use alternative
key pre-distribution schemes to reduce the memory requirement. Such schemes provide
security against eavesdroppers as long as a certain threshold of network nodes are not
colluding and have not been compromised [218].

Once every node is provided with keying material, network initialization is complete
and every pair of nodes can use their symmetric keys to establish a secure communication
channel between each other. During this time, the KDC is considered to be offline. This
is the only class of private key cryptographic key management that is resilient against
dynamic topological changes inside the network [219, 220] while the offline KDC prevents
adversaries from having to compromise only a single target to jeopardize the security of the
entire network. However, a problem occurs when nodes wish to join the network during
network operation. These nodes are unable to establish pairwise keys with nodes that are
already part of the network. Suppose that the new nodes are able to obtain keying material
in an offline fashion from the KDC prior to joining the network, the offline KDC is still
unable to provide the online nodes with keying material such that they can authenticate
the joining nodes and establish a secure communication channel with them. Thus, the class
of key pre-distribution-based key management is unable to support certain membership
changes in dynamic ad hoc networks [74, 75].

Two works [219, 220] proposed key management schemes for WSNs and based their
schemes on key pre-distribution. They claimed that key pre-distribution is the only
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practical option out of the three classes of private key cryptographic key management.
Chan [221, 222] used this advice when he proposed a key management scheme for a MANET
in which he attempted to solve the inherent issue of dynamic membership changes in key
pre-distribution-based schemes. He proposed the use of a large public set of private keys of
which nodes would select a random subset for personal use. Chan provided a shared-key
discovery protocol in which network nodes interactively can discover which private keys
they have in common while preventing one another from revealing the private keys that they
do not have in common. These shared keys would then be used to secure communication
between these nodes. Chan claimed that his scheme has a high probability that users share
at least one private key with each other while providing resiliency against colluding (or
compromised) network nodes. Goratti et al. [223] proposed a similar solution to secure
communications for an ad hoc D2D network. Unfortunately, Wu and Wei [224] pointed out
a flaw which nullifies Chan’s claim and shows that either a high probability of a shared
private key can be guaranteed or resiliency against colluding network nodes but not both
at the same time, making their solution impractical. No other private key cryptographic
key management schemes based on key pre-distribution has been found which would make
a suitable candidate to secure the scenario architecture.

4.3.2 Key Distribution-based Solution

This class of private key cryptographic key management schemes is also organized by a
KDC. Each node wishing to participate in the network contacts the KDC in an offline
and secure fashion to obtain a shared symmetric key. This shared symmetric key enables
each node to establish a secure channel with the KDC during network operation. When
a network node wishes to securely communicate with another network node (or a group
of network nodes), it contacts the online KDC and follows an interactive protocol. The
execution of this interactive protocol results in each network node obtaining a shared
symmetric key for short-term use. The class of key distribution schemes therefore establishes
keys on-demand and supports both P2P key management schemes as well as group key
management schemes.

Key distribution schemes have the advantage that every network node is only required
to store a single long-lived symmetric key which they share with the KDC. Therefore,
key distribution-based solutions do not suffer from a large memory storage requirement.
However, key distribution schemes have several issues in a dynamic ad hoc environment.
Several key distribution-based schemes that were proposed for an ad hoc network [225–229]
rely on the online centralized KDC to organize the key management. This is not only
difficult to support, but it also poses a security risk. DoS-type attacks could make the
key management service unavailable and a compromise of the KDC would jeopardize the
security of the entire network. An ad hoc network could overcome this single-point-of-attack
by selecting a group of online network nodes to perform the task of the KDC [230]. However,
this solution relies on an underlying public key management solution. Even if a centralized
or a decentralized KDC could be supported and secured against malicious attacks, it may
still not be able to set up secure communication between nodes due to communication
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range limitations, network partition and link breakages caused by node movement or the
unknown network topology prior to network deployment. No private key cryptographic
key management scheme based on key distribution has been found that does not rely on
a centralized KDC or an underlying public key management scheme to make a suitable
candidate to secure the scenario architecture.

4.3.3 Key Agreement-based Solution

In the class of key agreement schemes, multiple network nodes contact each other to
establish a shared symmetric key. These nodes follow an interactive protocol in which
each node contributes some secret input in the creation of this key. This key can then be
used to secure communication. The major advantage of this scheme is that the interactive
protocol is fully distributed, self-organized and it does not rely on a TTP. However, this
class of schemes also comes with drawbacks.

The interactive protocol is not robust against the topological changes and link break-
ages which occur in networks with a dynamic topology. This is especially troublesome for
the establishment of a shared group key since this requires more time and more message
exchanges to complete the protocol. Furthermore, key agreement schemes would also
require support of a routing infrastructure since it is likely that two nodes wishing to
communicate are not within each other’s transmission range. Therefore, they have to rely
on intermediate nodes to forwarding messages. As already discussed, secure routing is not
available at this stage and means that these protocols are vulnerable to MITM attacks.
The only way to prevent MITM attacks is by combining the key agreement scheme with a
mutual authentication scheme. These are also called authenticated key agreement schemes
(AKAS). Shen et al. [231] proposed to include a short visual or verbal message for the
purpose of mutual authentication. Unfortunately, identity and location privacy issues arise
from this ordinary form of mutual authentication. Anonymous mutual authentication is
necessary to tackle these issues. However, anonymous mutual authentication relies on a
pre-established secret between the network nodes. This pre-established secret is provided
by an underlying key pre-distribution scheme [232, 233], key distribution scheme (also
known as a trusted server scheme) or PKC-based scheme (also known as a self-enforcing
scheme) [234–238]. Due to this reliance on an underlying key management scheme, key
agreement schemes are not explored further in this chapter.

4.4 Evaluation and Comparison

Based upon an extensive evaluation, we summarized the proposed key management solutions
and their abilities to satisfy each proposed requirement in table 4.2. It is clear that many
key management solutions fail to satisfy every proposed requirement to secure the scenario
architecture. However, some failed requirements could potentially be resolved by proposed
solutions. This section compares the evaluation of each key management solution and
highlights the main drawbacks and its ability to overcome these in order to be considered
as a candidate to secure the scenario architecture.
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Table 4.2: Evaluation and comparison of studied key management solutions.

Key Management Solutions Key Management Requirements1

Sec. Conn. Overh. Scal. Sust. Fairn. SRI

Certificate Chaining-based X X X X

Mobility-based X X X X

Self-Certification-based X X X X

Combinatorics-based X X X X

Partially Distributed TTP-based X X X X X

Fully Distributed TTP-based X X X X X X X

1The seven key management requirements are: security, connectivity, overhead, scalability,
sustainability, fairness and secure routing independence (defined in Section 2.3).

The certificate chaining-based solution [54, 82], as discussed in Section 4.2.1, is
considered insecure due to its reliance of transitive trust. We demand a high level of security
which this solution is unable to satisfy. Furthermore, if transitive trust is considered secure
for an alternative ad hoc network use case, large-scale networks still suffer from the reliance
on secure routing to exchange certificate repositories.

The mobility-based solution [55, 116], as discussed in Section 4.2.2, is only considered
conditionally secure. Again, this is due to its reliance on transitive trust. By eliminating
mechanisms (i.e., mechanisms (b), (c), (d) of Section 4.2.2) that exchange keying material
and rely on transitive trust, keying material can only be obtained through short range
communication. This not only leaves us with a highly disconnected network, it is also not
realistic for our scenario architecture since nodes can already rely on the existing network
infrastructure to connect them.

The self-certification-based solution [56], as discussed in Section 4.2.3, generates a
tremendous amount of communication overhead in a dense and highly dynamic network
due to its neighborhood monitoring process. This provides security and connectivity but
cannot simply be adjusted without breaking the entire key management. This is the major
drawback which makes this solution unlikely to efficiently secure the scenario architecture.

The combinatorics-based solution [57, 123, 124], as discussed in Section 4.2.4, is
outright insecure due to the exchange of identities, essentially public keys, which have no
means of verification. This exchange would only be suitable in small-scale networks where
every node is within each other’s transmission range. For large-scale networks, the insecure
identity exchange could be resolved by secure routing; however, this is not possible at this
stage. If a solution to this problem can be found, then the combinatorics-based solution
still requires an efficient mechanism which deals with nodes leaving the network.

The PD-TTP-based solution [58, 129, 130], as discussed in Section 4.2.5, suffers from
the asymmetric relationship and workload of network nodes. This asymmetry promotes
free-riding and could cripple the key management and its provided security of the entire
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network. It will therefore be increasingly difficult to develop mechanisms which stimulate
cooperation.

The FD-TTP-based solution [59, 183, 187, 188], as discussed in Section 4.2.6, has
the potential to satisfy all the requirements simultaneously. Security challenges can be
overcome while these solutions provide connectivity, scalability, sustainability, fairness, and
routing independence. The adoption of this solution for our scenario architecture provides
opportunities when it comes to the key management and routing since assistance from
the network infrastructure is available. Overall, the FD-TTP-based solution is considered
a solution worth pursuing to secure communication through NC-MSCs in our scenario
architecture.

4.5 Fully Distributed Trusted Third Party-based Key
Management

4.5.1 General Key Management Structure

The general key management structure of a FD-TTP-based key management scheme exists
of two main network phases; (i) the network initialization phase, and (ii) the network
operational phase. Furthermore, the network operational phase can be divided into two
subphases, namely the operational subphase and the share updating subphase. The general
key management structure is summarized in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3: The general key management structure of FD-TTP-based key management schemes.

Network Phase & Subphase Associated Protocols

Network Initialization Phase
• Initialization • Network Setup

• Secret Share Establishment
• Key Establishment

Network Operational Phase
• Operational • Secure Channel Establishment

• Key Updating
• Key Revocation
• Distributed Secret Share Establishment
• Distributed Key Establishment

• Share Updating • Secret Share Updating

In the network initialization phase, either a centralized TTP is present to initialize a
set of at least a threshold number of network users or these network users initialize the
network in a distributed manner [239]. A centralized or decentralized network initialization
depends on the assumption whether the networking scenario could support a centralized
TTP during this phase. This phase consists of three main protocols, the network setup
protocol, the secret share establishment protocol (i.e., the distributed TTP establishment
protocol), and the key establishment protocol. The exact nature of the key depends on the
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used cryptographic infrastructure. In a traditional PKI-based system, the key represents a
signed certificate. In an ID-PKC-based system, the key represents a user’s private key. In
a CL-PKC-based system, the key represents a user’s partial private key.

In the network operational phase, a centralized TTP is no longer accessible online
which makes the network self-organized by the individual network users. During the
operational subphase, network users can establish a secure communication channel, request
the distributed TTP to have their key updated, accuse and convict malicious users to have
their key revoked, and accept new users to the network through the distributed secret
share and key establishment protocols. Periodically, the network enters the share updating
subphase to execute the network-wide share updating protocol. This protocol updates
every user’s secret share and reduces the chances of a successful mobile adversary attack
[79]. It is important to mention that this protocol generally should not change the master
private key and the associated master public key.

4.5.2 Adversarial Model

In the FD-TTP-based solution that relies on the distribution of trust through secret
sharing techniques, the most important aspect of security is the continued secrecy of the
master private key. We discuss, underneath, three types of attacks that are related to the
establishment and maintenance of a secure and trustworthy key management service, and
one important and inherent characteristic of public key cryptographic infrastructures and
their impact on providing security for a FD-TTP-based key management scheme.

• Disruptive Adversary Attack
In the disruptive adversary attack [35], a malicious server provides a false key
management service to a requesting node. This false key management service can be
categorized in two ways:

1. False partial secret share: The disruptive adversary could send a false partial
secret share to a joining node, leading to the creation of an incorrect secret
share. Consequently, this incorrect secret share will cause a well-behaving server
to unknowingly provide false key management services to joining nodes in the
future.

2. False partial keying material: The disruptive adversary could also send false
partial keying material (e.g., a false partially signed certificate or a false partial
private key) to a requesting node, leading to the creation of incorrect keying ma-
terial. This is then followed by the inability to establish a secure communication
channel with other network nodes.

A disruptive adversary can therefore have crippling effects on the key management
service and prevents nodes from establishing secure communication.

• Mobile Adversary Attack
In the mobile adversary attack [79], a malicious adversary moves dynamically through
the network and compromises network nodes, one at a time, with the goal to extract
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and collect a threshold number of shares of the master private key. If the mobile
adversary is successful in collecting a threshold number of shares, it is capable of
reconstructing the master private key. This allows the adversary to impersonate a
distributed TTP and launch a variety of malicious attacks. The severity of these
attacks depends on the public key cryptographic infrastructure of the key management
scheme (i.e., traditional PKI, ID-PKC, CL-PKC), as this defines the capabilities of
the master private key and therefore the trust level of the distributed TTP.

• Sybil Attack
In the Sybil attack [117], a malicious adversary creates a large amount of unique
identities and wishes to join the network with each one in order to be provided with
a large set of secret shares. Collecting a threshold amount of secret shares enables
the adversary to reconstruct the master private key. This allows the adversary to
impersonate a distributed TTP and launch a variety of malicious attacks. The
severity of these attacks depend on the public key cryptographic infrastructure of the
key management scheme (i.e., traditional PKI, ID-PKC, CL-PKC), as this defines the
capabilities of the master private key and therefore the trust level of the distributed
TTP.

• Trust Level of the Distributed TTP
Girault [153] found that public key cryptographic infrastructures have a variety of
trust levels. After careful analysis, he defined these levels as follows:

1. The TTP knows (or can easily compute) a node’s private key and therefore,
launch identity impersonation attacks without being detected.

2. The TTP does not know (and cannot easily compute) a node’s private key but
is still able to launch identity impersonation attacks without being detected.

3. The TTP does not know (and cannot easily compute) a node’s private key nor
is it able to launch identity impersonation attacks without being detected.

In the event that the master private key is exposed, the adversary in possession of
the master private key is capable of impersonating a malicious TTP. These malicious
capabilities depend on the capabilities of the master private key, which can be defined
as a trust level of the distributed TTP. This characteristic is important in the design
of a key management scheme as it can provide an additional layer of security.

4.5.3 Security Objectives

To prevent the attacks described in the adversary model, the following security objectives
must be achieved to guarantee a high level of security in a key management scheme that
relies on the FD-TTP-based key management model.

• The incorporation of Verifiable Secret Sharing
To mitigate the disruptive adversary attack, a requesting node must be capable of
verifying the correctness of the provided key management service. This becomes
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possible by incorporating VSS [78, 192] into the key management design. Furthermore,
the detected misbehaving servers can be removed from the network. Incorporating
VSS should therefore discourage servers from providing a false key management
service.

• The incorporation of Proactive Secret Sharing
The secrecy of the master private key must be maintained during the entire network
lifetime. Since the mobile network has a long lifetime, a mobile adversary has an
extensive period of time to make its attack successful. To limit the window of
opportunity, we require network nodes to be proactive when it comes to maintaining
the secrecy of the master private key. Therefore, network users should periodically
update their secret shares [80, 81] such that a mobile adversary is incapable of
collecting a threshold amount of secret shares in between two share updating phases.

• Sybil Attack Resistance
The Sybil attack is generally dismissed in adversarial models of FD-TTP-based key
management schemes. This is mainly because different use-case scenarios require
different solutions. Use-case scenarios such as rescue operations in remote areas or
international military operations assume the existence of an offline authority, such
as a main base or headquarters, where users are authenticated prior to joining the
network [59]. However, our scenario architecture does not allow such an access control
mechanism. Instead, we wish to accept any requesting user to the network without
requiring any physical interaction and remove users that are identified as malicious. If
authentication through physical interaction would be required, then mobile network
users will continue to communicate through the existing network infrastructure
and refrain from using communication through NC-MSCs. An appropriate access
control mechanism is therefore required to prevent a successful Sybil attack. This
access control mechanism can potentially be provided by the network operator(s),
deciding whether a mobile device should be provided with a secret share and join
the distributed TTP, since only they are aware of subscribed mobile devices that
are in possession of a certain user. They could provide nodes with some form of
credential or token that acts as proof that the device may be provided with a share
of the master private key. However, details of such an access control mechanism are
required.

• The Distributed TTP must reach Trust Level 3
Having a FD-TTP which reaches trust level 3 provides the highest level of security
since it allows the detection of network compromise. This gives network operator(s)
the ability to reboot the network with enhanced security parameters, such as a higher
security threshold or a reduced time interval between share updating phases. The
limited payoff should discourage malicious adversaries from attempting to compromise
the network. The detection of network compromise is vital for the next generation
mobile network to guarantee the maintained security in its extended lifetime.
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4.5.4 Assumptions

For our key management scheme, we consider a network of MSCs which cover an urban
environment. This urban environment has the highest node density in the center and
has a gradually decreasing node density as we distance ourselves from the center. We
assume that each node carries an identity that is unique, unchanged during its lifetime and
non-transferable. Furthermore, each node has a mechanism to discover the identities of
the other nodes within its one-hop neighborhood. The network contains n network nodes
and the size of the network is defined as the area within the urban environment in which
every network node generally has at least the threshold t amount of neighbors within its
direct transmission range. The network topology is dynamic; network nodes can move
freely inside the network and nodes may join or leave the network at any time. We assume
the existence of a TTP (e.g., a network operator or a collaborative effort from multiple
network operators) during network initialization to bootstrap an initial set of nodes. We
assume that the transmission range of each node is equal, meaning that a node either
has no connection to another particular node or that the connection between the nodes is
bidirectional. Nodes are capable of sending unicast, multicast or broadcast messages. We
define a unicast message as a message which is cryptographically secured (e.g., by means of
encryption) by the sender and only one receiver has the corresponding cryptographic keying
material to extract the information from the message. Similarly, we define a multicast
message as a message which is cryptographically secured by the sender and a set of multiple
receivers have corresponding cryptographic keying material to extract the information from
the message. We define a broadcast message as a message which is sent in plaintext such
that every network node within transmission range of the sender receives and can extract
the information from this message. Broadcast messages are invulnerable to malicious
message modification attacks when both the sender and receiver are within each other’s
transmission range. We assume that each of the protocols which involves communication
between multiple nodes remain within each other’s transmission range during the execution
of the protocol. Finally, we assume that network nodes periodically send beacon messages
to informs nearby and incoming nodes that they are within the boundaries of the network.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we provided a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art decentralized
key management solutions. A key management solution is defined as a collective of key
management schemes that follow a similar approach. The study of these key management
solutions provided us with a wide scope of their potential and adoptability to secure the
scenario architecture. Based on the seven key management requirements, proposed in
Section 2.3, we concluded that the FD-TTP-based key management solution is the most
suitable option. This study of the legacy decentralized key management solutions and
the evaluation for their suitability in the scenario architecture was first published in Key
Management for Beyond 5G Mobile Small Cells: A Survey [60].

Based on our conclusion that the FD-TTP-based key management solution is the
most suitable option to pursue to provide security in the scenario architecture, it was
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necessary to provide a more formal description. This formal description includes the
general FD-TTP-based key management structure, a definition of the adversarial model
and the corresponding security objectives, and the necessary assumptions. The general
FD-TTP-based key management structure can be used as a guideline to better understand
the structure of the novel key management schemes (see Chapter 5 and 6). Furthermore,
the adversarial model, the security objectives, and the assumptions motivate certain choices
in the design of the novel key management schemes. The formal definition of the FD-TTP-
based key management structure and the adversarial model was first published in Security
for UDNs: A Step Toward 6G [37].
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5 DISTANT: Distributed Trusted Authority-based
Key Management

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present the novel DISTANT (Distributed Trusted Authority-based
key management) scheme. This is the first of the two proposed contributions on key
management schemes and specifically designed for the purpose of efficiently and effectively
supporting cryptographic security solutions (e.g., encryption and integrity schemes) to
secure multi-hop wireless D2D communication for next generation NC-MSC networks. This
key management design follows the FD-TTP-based key management solution, as this was
found the most suitable option based on the key management requirements (see Chapter
4).

The core feature of this scheme is the combination of threshold secret sharing [77]
with self-generated certificates [240, 241]. As previously covered in Section 3.4, threshold
secret sharing has trust distributing capabilities which allow key management services
to be provided in a decentralized manner. Furthermore, the secret sharing extentions
VSS [78, 192] and PSS [80, 81] provide robustness against malicious adversaries. The
utilization of self-generated certificates is the result of our desire to limit the communication
overhead while maintaining a high level of security. The self-generated certificates paradigm
originates from CL-PKC [73] combined with the concept of self-certificates [242]. In this
particular construction, nodes are only required to interact with a TTP once to obtain a
personalized proxy key pair. This proxy key pair allows them to create proxy signatures
on their self-generated certificates, meaning that they can sign their own certificates on
behalf of the TTP. This ability to issue and renew self-generated certificates with a single
interaction allows our key management scheme to benefit from a low communication
overhead.

The DISTANT scheme has three main phases; (i) a network initialization phase, (ii)
an operational phase, and (iii) a share updating phase. During the network initialization
phase, a cluster of nodes are initialized by a centralized TTP. The centralized TTP creates
a master private key along with the corresponding master public key. Then, the TTP
initiates an interactive protocol with each node in which the node is securely provided with
a personalized proxy key pair, the master public key and a share of the master private
key. The proxy key pair enables these nodes to issue and periodically update their own
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self-generated certificate, the master public key allows for the verification of the exchanged
self-generated certificates, and the share of the master private key enables a threshold
amount of nodes to collectively initialize and provide keying material (i.e., a personalized
proxy key pair, the master public key and a share of the master private key) to nodes
wishing to join the network. After at least a threshold amount of nodes are initialized, the
centralized TTP leaves the network and the network becomes self-organized. During the
operational phase, joining nodes can request key management services in which they are
provided with their keying material, network nodes can issue and renew their self-generated
certificates, and self-generated certificates can be exchanged and verified to set up secure
communication channels. During the share updating phase, a cluster of network nodes
collaborate to update their shares of the master private key. This process is followed by
nearby network nodes requesting for key management services to have their share updated,
spreading like wildfire until all the network nodes have their share updated. A numerical
example of the DISTANT scheme is presented in Appendix A.

DISTANT’s primary focus has been on minimizing the communications overhead as
this restriction remains relevant over time whereas the computational and memory storage
overheads become less of an issue as technology improves. The proposed protocols are
evaluated analytically for its security strength and its performance. Results show that the
protocols are mathematically sound and that DISTANT provides a higher level of security
and in many cases a reduction in communication overheads compared to related works. To
sum up the main contributions:

• We designed a novel and decentralized key management scheme that is capable of
supporting cryptographic security solutions (e.g., encryption and integrity schemes)
to secure next generation NC-MSC networks in dense, urban environments.

• The key management scheme is the first of its kind to be resistant to disruptive
adversaries, mobile adversaries and the distributed TTP reaches the highest level of
trust.

• We provided guidelines for selecting an appropriate security threshold, based on the
size and node density of the network through performed simulations.

• We evaluated and compared the performance of our novel key management scheme
with related FD-TTP-based key management schemes that follow the conventional
structure [59, 130, 183, 187, 188, 196, 203, 209] (see Section 4.5.1) and found our
design to be either competitive or more efficient from a communication overhead
perspective.

5.2 Related Work

Research into decentralized and self-organized key management solutions took off around
the turn of the century when the concept of the MANET was introduced. Providing
security in such networks has been a challenge since ordinary networks generally have
access to a secure and reliable TTP. The lack of a TTP in MANETs required security
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researchers to come up with novel key management solutions to provide secure multi-hop
D2D communications. Our system model is similar to that of a MANET (with a few
exception) and are therefore inspired by those key management solutions. The recent
survey [33] identified that the FD-TTP-based key management solution is the most suitable
candidate to establish secure communication in our system model.

The FD-TTP-based key management solution was proposed by Luo et al. [59, 183].
Traditionally, a centralized TTP is in possession of a master key pair that is used to
provide key management services (e.g., issue certificates or generate and distribute private
keys). In this solution, the master private key is split into shares using threshold secret
sharing techniques [77]. These shares are then distributed to a proper subset of nodes,
called servers, such that a threshold amount of them can collaboratively provide the key
management service during network operation. However, the use of a distributed TTP
comes with a variety of security challenges which must be addressed. The incorporation
of VSS [78, 192] allows joining nodes to verify that an honest key management service
is provided. Therefore, malicious activity can be detected. The incorporation of PSS
[80, 81] allows servers to periodically update their shares, protecting the secrecy of the
master private key in long-lasting networks. Finally, a malicious server that still manages
to compromise enough shares of the master private key, enabling its reconstruction, is
capable of impersonating the FD-TTP. The trust level [153] of the FD-TTP describes the
malicious capabilities in case of compromise. The malicious capabilities are most severe at
level 1 and the least severe (and even detectable) at level 3. A key management scheme
with an FD-TTP that reaches trust level 3 is therefore the most desirable, since it provides
an additional layer of security. For more details about the relevant attacks and security
objectives, see Sections 4.5.2 and 4.5.3. Unfortunately, neither of the previously proposed
schemes that follow the FD-TTP-based key management solution satisfies these security
objectives. The security drawbacks of these schemes are summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Security drawbacks of FD-TTP-based key management schemes.

Cryptographic Scheme FD-TTP VSS PSS
Infrastructure Trust Level

Traditional PKI Luo et al. [59, 183] 3 31 3

Identity-based PKC Deng et al. [187] 1 7 7

da Silva et al. [209] 1 7 7

Certificateless PKC Zhang et al. [130] 2 7 7

Li et al. [188] 2 32 3

Gharib et al. [196] 2 7 7

Lai et al. [203] 3 7 7

1Verifiability is limited to the combined key management service. The inability to verify
partial key management services complicates the detection of malicious servers.
2Verifiability is limited to the distributed key establishment protocol. Their distributed
secret share establishment protocol and the secret share updating protocol lack verifiability.
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The initial proposal by Luo et al. [59, 183] is based on traditional PKI. In this
cryptographic infrastructure, every network node generates their own public-private key
pair and requests the FD-TTP to certify its public key. Upon receiving a threshold
amount of partially signed certificates, the network node combines these to obtain its issued
certificate. Unfortunately, it was demonstrated in [201] that network nodes are unable
to verify whether the obtained partial certificates and partial secret shares are correct.
This allows a malicious server to provide a faulty key management service without being
detected.

Deng et al. [187] and da Silva et al. [209] proposed FD-TTP-based key management
schemes that are based on ID-PKC. In this cryptographic infrastructure, the node’s identity
(e.g., e-mail address, phone number, MAC address) is used as the user’s public key. A
node’s private key can be computed using the master private key; thus, every node must
request the FD-TTP for pieces of its private key. This cryptographic infrastructure achieves
only Girault’s trust level 1 [153, 243]. Therefore, a compromised FD-TTP gains tremendous
power to launch malicious attacks while remaining undetected. It has been suggested that
schemes based on ID-PKC are more suitable in small and closed networks with limited
security requirements due to this drawback [130, 188].

Zhang et al. [130], Li et al. [188], Gharib et al. [196] and Lai et al. [203] proposed FD-
TTP-based key management schemes that are based on CL-PKC [73]. This cryptographic
infrastructure is a hybrid between traditional PKI and ID-PKC. A network node essentially
combines the self-generated public-private key pair with an identity-based public-private
key pair. The self-generated public key and the node’s identity are combined into the
node’s public key and the self-generated private key and the identity-based partial private
key (obtained from the FD-TTP) are combined into the node’s private key. Al-Riyami
and Paterson [73] showed that the TTP can reach either trust level 2 or trust level 3,
depending on the key generation technique. By inspection, we found that [130, 188, 196]
only reach FD-TTP trust level 2, whereas the scheme by Lai et al. [203] reaches trust level
3. This means that only their scheme is capable of detecting malicious activities in case
the network becomes compromised. Unfortunately, their key management scheme did not
integrate security features such as VSS or PSS, making their design still vulnerable against
certain malicious adversaries.

5.3 Key Management Design

5.3.1 Design Overview

The DISTANT scheme, schematically illustrated in Figure 5.1, has three phases. The
first phase is the network initialization phase. In this phase, we rely on a TTP (such as
a network operator or a collaborative effort from multiple network operators) to execute
the network setup algorithm and inject trust into the network by bootstrapping an initial
set of nodes. These initial nodes are provided with the public network parameters along
with their initial keying material (i.e., a share of the master private key, a personalized
proxy key pair and the master public key). After at least a threshold amount of nodes
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are initialized, the TTP leaves the network and the network becomes operational in a
self-organized manner.

The second phase is the operational phase. In this phase, network nodes can use their
proxy key pair to issue and update their own self-generated certificate, as if it was issued
directly by the TTP, in a non-interactive fashion. Any arbitrary set of network nodes can
exchange their self-generated certificates, verify their authenticity, and establish a secure
communication channel. It is also possible for new nodes to join the network during the
operational phase. Joining nodes can broadcast a joining request to obtain its initial keying
material. The network nodes that are within transmission range of the joining node and
receive the joining request, can use their share of the master private key to provide partial
proxy key pairs and partial shares of the master private key to the joining node. The
joining node can combine these pieces to establish its own proxy key pair and share of the
master private key.

The third phase is the share updating phase and it is triggered periodically. In this
phase, every network node updates its share of the master private key. The obtained
and updated share will be independent from its previous shares, effectively preventing
a mobile adversary from successfully collecting a threshold number of shares in between
share updating phases. This provides long-term security for our network.

5.3.2 Network Initialization Phase

The network is initialized by a TTP and a cluster of t initial nodes. The TTP could be a
network operator or a collaborative effort from multiple network operators. We assume
the existence of a secure channel between the TTP and each initial node during this phase.
The following algorithm and protocols are executed during this phase:

1. Network Setup: The TTP executes the network setup algorithm to define public and
private network parameters.

2. Centralized Secret Share Establishment: The TTP computes and provides each initial
node with a personalized secret share of the master private key along with the set of
public witness values.

3. Centralized Proxy Key Pair Establishment: The TTP initiates an interactive protocol
with each initial node to establish their initial proxy key pair.

5.3.2.1 Network Setup

The network setup algorithm is executed by the TTP. The algorithm generates, selects and
defines public network parameters (i.e., primes p and q, generator g, security threshold t,
master pulic key MPK and the set of witness values ω) and public network functions (i.e.,
hashes h1, h2, h3, signature scheme SIG, public encryption scheme ENC, message authen-
tication code MAC and symmetric encryption cipher CIP ). These network parameters
and functions are published such that every node knows how to perform its mathematical
operations. Furthermore, the TTP generates a master polynomial f(x) that defines the
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Figure 5.1: The schematic design of DISTANT with protocol localization.
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master private key MSK and allows the TTP to compute the shares of the master private
key for the initial set of nodes. The technical details are described in Figure 5.2.

Network Setup

1. First, the TTP generates two large primes p and q such that q|p− 1 and selects
a generator g of cyclic subgroup G ⊂ Z∗p which has order q. The TTP also
selects security parameter t, the threshold value that indicates the number of
network nodes required to provide a successful key management service.

2. The TTP generates the master polynomial f(x) of degree t− 1 with randomly
chosen coefficients ai from finite field Z∗q :

f(x) =
t−1∑
i=0

aix
i ∈ Z∗q [x]. (5.1)

3. The TTP defines the master private key as MSK = f(0), the master public key
as MPK = gMSK (mod p) and the witness values as ω = {wi ≡ gai (mod p)}
for 0 ≤ i ≤ t− 1.

4. The TTP defines three collision-free hash functions (h1, h2, h3), a secure DL-
based signature SIG (e.g., Schnorr [244], DSA [245]) and encryption ENC (e.g.,
ElGamal [246]) scheme, a forge-resistant message authentication code function
MAC (e.g., HMAC [247, 248]), and a semantically secure symmetric encryption
and decryption cipher CIP (e.g., AES [215]).

5. Finally, the TTP publishes the public network parameters (p, q, g, t, MPK,
h1, h2, h3, SIG, ENC, MAC, CIP ) in a secure, public domain.

Figure 5.2: The TTP executes the network setup algorithm to establish and defines the network
parameters.

5.3.2.2 Centralized Secret Share Establishment

In this protocol, the TTP bootstraps the network and establishes the distributed TTP by
providing each initial node with a share of the master private key. The TTP computes the
share of the master private key for an initial node by evaluating the master polynomial
after which this is securely transmitted along with the set of witness values. Due to our
incorporation of VSS, every initial node is capable of verifying whether its obtained share
is correct. Every initial node that obtains a correct share of the master private key is
capable of providing a partial key management service to nodes that wish to join the
network during the network operational phase. These partial key management services
include the provisioning of (i) a partial secret share or (ii) a partial initial proxy key
pair. A threshold amount of partial key management services converges to a successful
key management service, as if this was directly provided by a centralized TTP. Our secret
sharing construction is based on the work of Shamir [77] and the verifiability extension is
based on the work of Feldman [78]. The technical details of the protocol is described in
Figure 5.3.
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Centralized Secret Share Establishment

1. First, the TTP computes the secret share ssl for initial node Nl as follows:

ssl ≡ f(IDl) (mod q) (5.2)

where IDl represents the identity of node Nl. We assume that the TTP and the
initial nodes have access to a secure channel. Thus, the TTP securely transmits
secret share ssl and witness values ω to node Nl.

2. Each initial node Nl computes the corresponding public share psl as follows:

psl ≡
t−1∏
i=0

wi
(IDli) (mod p). (5.3)

3. Finally, each initial node Nl verifies whether its secret share ssl is correct by
verifying whether both terms in the equation underneath are equivalent:

psl
?≡ gssl (mod p). (5.4)

Figure 5.3: The technical details of the centralized secret share establishment protocol.

5.3.2.3 Centralized Proxy Key Pair Establishment

In this protocol, the TTP initiates an interactive protocol with each initial node to provide
them with their initial proxy key pair and the associated initial commitment value. This
initial commitment value consists of two partial commitments, one generated by the TTP
and one generated by the initial node. The initial commitment value is then bound by the
TTP to the initial node’s partial private proxy key. The initial node verifies whether the
TTP provided an honest key management service by checking that the binding between its
initial commitment and its partial private proxy key is correct. This binding technique in
our protocol allows our scheme to benefit from a FD-TTP with trust level 3 (see Section
5.4.3). Finally, the initial node computes its initial proxy key pair.

The initial public proxy key PKl,0 and the initial private proxy key SKl,0 are long-
lasting keys and should never be disclosed. Instead, these are used as key derivation keys for
issuing self-generated certificates. After the cluster of t initial nodes obtained their shares
of the master private key and their initial keying material (i.e., the initial commitment,
private proxy key and public proxy key), the network becomes self-organized and is no
longer reliant on a centralized TTP. The TTP destroys the master polynomial and its
secret coefficients after which it leaves the network. The technical details of our interactive
centralized proxy key pair establishment protocol between the TTP and initial node Nl is
described in Figure 5.4.

5.3.3 Operational Phase

With a cluster of t nodes initialized by the TTP, the network enters the operational phase.
During the operational phase, the network functions in a fully self-organized manner. We
define a network node to be a fully initialized node that obtained its personalized share of
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Centralized Proxy Key Pair Establishment

1. First, the TTP selects a random secret value svTTP ∈ Z∗q . Then, the TTP
computes the partial commitment value cTTP as follows:

cTTP ≡ gsvTTP (mod p). (5.5)

The TTP securely transmits the partial commitment cTTP to initial node Nl.
2. Initial node Nl selects a random secret value svl ∈ Z∗q to compute its own partial

commitment cl. Both partial commitments are then combined into its initial
commitment cl,0:

cl,0 ≡ cl · cTTP (mod p) ≡ gsvl · cTTP (mod p). (5.6)

Initial node Nl securely transmits its initial commitment cl,0 to the TTP.
3. The TTP computes the partial private proxy key SKTTP as follows:

SKTTP ≡ svTTP +MSK · h1(IDl, cl,0) (mod q). (5.7)

The TTP securely transmits partial private proxy key SKTTP to initial node
Nl.

4. Initial node Nl checks whether the TTP provided an honest key management
service by verifying whether the TTP incorporated the random secret value
svTTP in the establishment of its partial commitment cTTP as well as the partial
private proxy key SKTTP . Initial node Nl checks the following:

gSKTTP
?≡ cTTP ·MPKh1(IDl,cl,0) (mod p). (5.8)

5. Finally, initial node Nl utilizes partial private proxy key SKTTP in establishing
its initial proxy key pair. Node Nl computes its initial private proxy key SK l,0
and corresponding initial public proxy key PK l,0 as follows:

SK l,0 ≡ svl + SKTTP (mod q), (5.9)

PK l,0 ≡ gSKl,0 (mod p). (5.10)

Figure 5.4: The technical details of the centralized proxy key pair establishment protocol.

the master private key and its initial proxy key pair. By this definition, the network node
is also member of the FD-TTP. The following protocols are executed during this phase:

1. Certificate Issuing & Updating: Network nodes can issue and periodically update
their own public key certificate in a non-interactive fashion.

2. Secure Channel Establishment: Network nodes can exchange their self-generated
certificates and verify the authenticity of received certificates. The network nodes
establish secure communication channels using the public key on authenticated
certificates.
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3. Distributed Proxy Key Pair Establishment: Nodes can join the network by requesting
a threshold amount of nearby network nodes for key management services. The
nearby network nodes can collectively provide the joining node with its initial proxy
key pair.

4. Distributed Secret Share Establishment: Nodes can join the network by requesting a
threshold amount of nearby network nodes for key management services. The nearby
network nodes can collectively provide the joining node with its secret share of the
master private key, thereby joining the distributed TTP.

5. Certificate Revocation: Network nodes can update their self-generated certificate
frequently, making certificate revocation redundant. This feature simplifies the key
management design.

5.3.3.1 Certificate Issuing & Updating

In this protocol, network nodes issue or update their self-generated certificate in a non-
interactive manner. To execute this protocol, a node must be in possession of its initial
commitment and its initial proxy key pair. A network node first selects a random secret
value from which it computes a certificate-specific commitment and a corresponding
certificate-specific proxy key pair. This certificate-specific proxy key pair is essentially
derived from its initial proxy key pair. For a network node Nl, its certificate will contain at
least the following parameters: the identity of the network node, IDl, its initial commitment
cl,0, the certificate-specific commitment cl, the certificate-specific public proxy key PK l

and a timestamp TS. The network node uses these parameters and its certificate-specific
private proxy key SK l as inputs to generate a signature σ. The network node then adds
the signature to define its self-generated certificate. The technical details of the certificate
issuing and updating protocol is described in Figure 5.5.

5.3.3.2 Secure Channel Establishment

This protocol describes the process of verifying exchanged self-generated certificates such
that network nodes can establish a secure communication channel. Thus, we assume that
a pair of network nodes exchanged their self-generated certificates with each other. The
network node first inspects whether the received certificate is still valid by examining the
timestamp. Then, the network node verifies whether the binding between the published
identity, the public proxy key and the commitments is correct. If this verification step is
successful, the network node can be confident that the public proxy key is created by the
network node with the identity on the certificate. Finally, the network node verifies whether
the information on the certificate has not been tampered with and that the signature
is created with the private proxy key that corresponds to the public proxy key that is
published on the certificate. If all these verification steps are successful, the network node
can compute a pairwise symmetric key for encryption and decryption purposes, and a
pairwise symmetric key for signing and verification purposes. The pairwise symmetric
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Certificate Issuing & Updating

1. First, network node Nl selects a random secret value svl ∈ Z∗q . Then, the
network node computes the corresponding commitment cl, private proxy key
SK l and public proxy key PK l as follows:

cl ≡ gsvl (mod p), (5.11)

SK l ≡ svl + SK l,0 · h1(IDl, cl) (mod q), (5.12)

PK l ≡ gSKl (mod p). (5.13)

2. Network node Nl creates a signature σ on the certificate using its private
proxy key SK l. The contents of the certificate (i.e., node identity IDl, initial
commitment cl,0, commitment cl, public proxy key PK l and timestamp TS)
are used as input to create the signature:

σ = SIGSKl
(IDl, cl,0, cl, PK l, TS) (5.14)

where the timestamp is an indication of the validity period or expiration time
of the certificate.

3. Finally, network node Nl defines its self-generated certificate as:

CERT l = {IDl, cl,0, cl, PK l, TS, σ}. (5.15)

Figure 5.5: The technical details of the certificate issuing & updating protocol.

key is created from the network node’s own private proxy key (that was used to sign the
certificate that it transmitted to the other network node) and the public proxy key that was
published on the received and verified certificate of the other network node. The technical
details of the secure channel establishment protocol is described in Figure 5.6.

This construction enables network nodes to perform authenticated encryption. The
most secure form of authenticated encryption follows the “Encrypt-then-MAC” principle,
in which a plaintext message is first encrypted after which the MAC is produced from the
resulting ciphertext. The ciphertext and MAC are then sent together. This is the standard
method according to ISO/IEC 19772:2009 [249] and is used in Internet Protocol Security
(IPSec) [250].

5.3.3.3 Distributed Proxy Key Pair Establishment

Nodes are allowed to join the network during the operational phase. Assuming that at least
a threshold amount of network nodes are within the transmission range of the joining node,
key management services can be provided. In the distributed proxy key pair establishment
protocol, a joining node starts by selecting a random temporary private key from which it
computes the corresponding temporary public key. This temporary key pair allows the
nearby servers to securely transmit data later on in the protocol. The nearby servers are
informed of the joining node, prompting the establishment of the joining node’s initial
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Secure Channel Establishment

1. First, network nodes Nl and Nk exchange their self-generated certificates. The
following three verification steps are executed by network nodeNk to authenticate
certificate CERT l.

2. Network node Nk inspects timestamp TS to verify that certificate CERT l has
not expired.

3. Network node Nk verifies whether the binding between identity IDl, public
proxy key PK l, and commitments cl and cl,0 is correct by checking whether
both terms in the equation underneath are equivalent:

PK l
?≡ cl · (cl,0 ·MPKh1(IDl,cl,0))h1(IDl,cl) (mod p). (5.16)

4. Network node Nk verifies whether the information on the certificate has not
been tampered with and that the certificate has been signed by the proxy private
key SK l that corresponds to public proxy key PK l:

σ
?= SIG−1

PKl
(IDl, cl,0, cl, PK l, TS), (5.17)

where SIG−1 represents the verification algorithm of a signature scheme.
5. If network node Nk has been able to execute each verification step successfully,

it computes two shared symmetric keys. The shared symmetric ciphering and
deciphering key Kcip

k,l and the shared symmetric signing and verification key
Kmac
k,l :

Kcip
k,l = h2(PK l

SKk (mod p)) (5.18)

Kmac
k,l = h3(PK l

SKk (mod p)) (5.19)

These symmetric keys enable any two network nodes to establish a secure unicast
communication channel.

Figure 5.6: The technical details of the secure channel establishment protocol.

commitment value with partial commitments provided by the servers as well as the joining
node itself. The nearby servers are then informed of the joining node’s initial commitment,
from which the servers can compute partial private proxy keys. These partial private proxy
keys are securely transmitted using the joining node’s temporary public key. The joining
node then verifies whether the partial private proxy keys have been honestly generated with
the server’s share of the master private key. Once the joining node received a threshold
amount of correct partial private proxy keys, it can compute its initial private proxy key
and its corresponding initial public proxy key. The technical details of the distributed
proxy key pair establishment protocol, for joining node Nl and the set of nearby servers
denoted by φ, are described in Figure 5.7.

5.3.3.4 Distributed Secret Share Establishment

This protocol can directly follow the distributed proxy key pair establishment protocol such
that the same set of servers can provide the joining node with its share of the master private
key. In such case, the joining node previously received the self-generated certificates of
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Distributed Proxy Key Pair Establishment

1. First, joining node Nl selects a random temporary private key SKl ∈ Z∗q and
computes its corresponding temporary public key PK l as follows:

PK l ≡ gSKl (mod p). (5.20)

Joining node Nl broadcasts its identity IDl and temporary public key PK l to
nearby servers Nk ∈ φ. Based on our definition of the broadcast message, we can
assume that every server receives the same unique identity IDl and temporary
public key PK l.

2. Server Nk ∈ φ selects a random secret value svk ∈ Z∗q and computes the partial
initial commitment value ck as follows:

ck ≡ gsvk (mod p) (5.21)

Server Nk ∈ φ then broadcasts its certificate CERT k, partial initial commitment
ck and witness values ω. The exchange of the joining node’s temporary public
key PK l and the certificates CERT k of the nearby servers allows for the
establishment of secure unicast channels between the joining node and its
servers.

3. Joining node Nl selects a random secret value svl ∈ Z∗q to compute its own
partial commitment cl. Its own partial commitment and t received partial
commitments are then combined into its initial commitment cl,0:

cl,0 ≡ gsvl ·
∏
Nk∈φ

ck
λφ
k

(0) (mod p), (5.22)

where λφk(x) represents the Lagrange coefficient:

λφk(x) ≡
∏

Nj∈φ,k 6=j

x− IDj

IDk − IDj
(mod q). (5.23)

Joining node Nl broadcasts its initial commitment value cl,0.
4. Server Nk ∈ φ computes the partial private proxy key SKk as follows:

SKk ≡ svk + ssk · h1(IDl, cl,0) (mod q), (5.24)

where ssk represents the secret share of server Nk. Server Nk ∈ φ securely
transmits partial private proxy key SKK to joining node Nl.

5. Joining node Nl verifies whether each received partial private proxy key SKk is
correct by verifying the binding between the partial private proxy key SKk and
the earlier received partial commitment ck with the following equation:

gSKk
?≡ ck · pskh1(IDl,cl,0) (mod p), (5.25)

where psk represents the public share of server Nk, described in Equation 5.3.
6. Finally, joining node Nl combines the t verified partial private proxy keys SKk

to establish its initial proxy key pair. Joining node Nl computes its initial
private proxy key SK l,0 and corresponding initial public proxy key PK l,0 as
follows:

SK l,0 ≡ svl +
∑
Nk∈φ

(SKk · λφk(0)) (mod q), (5.26)

PK l,0 ≡ gSKl,0 (mod p). (5.27)

Figure 5.7: The technical details of the distributed proxy key pair establishment protocol.
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these servers and have established secure unicast channels. For the servers to maintain the
secrecy of their own share, they must perform a shuffling mechanism. Therefore, the joining
node broadcasts the set of certificates from its nearby servers of which every server chooses
a random assisting server’s certificate to perform the shuffling mechanism with. Each
server generates a shuffle value that is securely transmitted to the assisting server. One
server adds and the assisting server subtracts the shuffle value and computes its shuffled
partial secret share. These are securely transmitted to the joining node that combines
them together and verifies its correctness. The technical details of the distributed secret
share establishment protocol, for joining node Nl and the set of nearby servers denoted by
φ, are described in Figure 5.8.

5.3.3.5 Certificate Revocation

Certificate revocation is an important feature within key management and requires mecha-
nisms for the following four scenarios:

1. Network nodes require a mechanism in which they can revoke their own certificate
when they believe that its key pair has been compromised.

2. Network nodes require a mechanism in which they can accuse and revoke the certificate
of a network node which is behaving suspiciously and may have been compromised.

3. A mechanism is required which informs all the network nodes about recently revoked
certificates.

4. A node which joins the network must also be provided with a list of revoked unexpired
certificates.

It is important to notice that certificate revocation is important when certificates have
become compromised long before their expiration date. Therefore, if we limit the period
of time between certificate compromise and certificate expiration, certificate revocation
becomes redundant [203, 251]. In our DISTANT scheme, we take advantage of the fact that
self-generated certificates can be updated non-interactively. Therefore, we proposed that
these certificates are updated frequently (e.g., daily) to limit the time between certificate
compromise and certificate expiration. The frequent updating of self-generated certificates
only causes a minor computational overhead increase while alleviating the key management
from complicated and expensive certificate revocation mechanisms.

5.3.4 Share Updating Phase

The network alternates between the operational phase and the share updating phase. This
phase only contains the share updating protocol in which every network node will be
provided with a new and independent secret share of the master private key. This makes a
collection of less than t secret shares, collected by a mobile adversary [79] in the previous
operational phase, unusable in the reconstruction of the master private key. This phase is
therefore necessary to maintain long-term security.
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Distributed Secret Share Establishment

1. First, joining node Nl broadcasts the set of certificates from its nearby servers
Nk ∈ φ:

CERT φ = {CERT k | Nk ∈ φ}. (5.28)

2. ServerNk ∈ φ selects a random serverNj ∈ φ to perform the shuffling mechanism
with. Server Nk selects a random shuffle value δk→k ∈ Z∗q and defines the random
shuffle value for Nj as:

δk→j ≡ −δk→k (mod q). (5.29)

Server Nk encrypts δk→j such that only server Nj can decrypt it. Server Nk then
securely transmits a 3-tuple with its identity IDk, the identity of the assisting
server IDj and the encrypted shuffle value ENC(δk→j) to joining node Nl.

3. Joining node Nl broadcasts the set of encrypted shuffle values:

δφ = {(IDk, IDj , ENC(δk→j)) | Nk ∈ φ}. (5.30)

4. Server Nk ∈ φ inspects the received tuples and decrypts any encrypted shuffle
values that are intended for it. Server Nk ∈ φ then sums up all collected shuffle
values:

δk ≡ δk→k +
∑
Ni∈φ

δi→k (mod q). (5.31)

5. Server Nk ∈ φ computes the shuffled partial secret share ssk→l:

ssk→l ≡ ssk · λφk(IDl) + δk (mod q), (5.32)

where λφk(x) represents the Lagrange coefficient as defined in Equation 5.23.
Server Nk then securely transmits the shuffled partial secret share ssk→l to
joining node Nl.

6. Joining node Nl combines the t shuffled partial secret shares to obtain its secret
share ssl:

ssl ≡
∑
Nk∈φ

ssk→l (mod q). (5.33)

7. Finally, joining node Nl verifies whether its secret share ssl is correct by checking
whether the terms in the equation underneath are equivalent:

gssl ≡ psl (mod p) ≡
t−1∏
i=0

wi
(IDli) (mod p), (5.34)

where psl represents the public share of Nl and wi represent the public witness
values.

Figure 5.8: The technical details of the distributed secret share establishment protocol.
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5.3.4.1 Share Updating

The share updating protocol is triggered by the mobile network or the software-defined
controller. This entity can transmit a signal to the cluster-head of a MSC which then
informs the members of that MSC to initiate the share updating protocol. The protocol is
initiated by having each network node within this cluster broadcast their self-generated
certificate to establish secure unicast channels between the cluster nodes. Each cluster node
then generates a random update polynomial with its leading coefficient being 0, allowing
the update of secret shares without updating the master key pair. Based on the update
polynomial, each cluster node computes update witness values and partial update shares
for every other cluster node. These are securely transmitted and verified. Failing to verify
the correctness of a partial update share prompts an accusation procedure. The details
of this accusation procedure is covered in [80, 81]. When no accusation procedures are
prompted, every cluster node computes its updated secret share and the updated witness
values. The technical details of the share updating protocol, initiated by a cluster of t
network nodes denoted by φ, are described in Figure 5.9.

After this cluster of t network nodes has their secret shares updated, they broadcast a
notification such that other nearby network nodes can request to have their share updated.
These shares are updated according to the distributed secret share establishment protocol.
The requesting node is therefore required to be within transmission range of a cluster of
t network nodes with updated secret shares. This process continues until every network
node has their share updated.

5.4 Security Analysis

In this section, we prove that DISTANT satisfies the following security objectives:

1. DISTANT is resilient against disruptive adversaries such that a trustworthy key
management service can be guaranteed;

2. DISTANT is resilient against mobile adversaries such that long-term network security
can be provided;

3. DISTANT benefits from a FD-TTP with trust level 3 such that an additional layer
of security against network compromise can be provided.

Furthermore, we present the simulation results that give insight into selecting a proper
security threshold for various network densities. This is important since every urban
environment is unique and has their own individual mobile node densities. Therefore, a
proper security threshold must be chosen such that the security level of the network is
maximized while also guaranteeing that every network node has enough servers within its
transmission range to be provided with key management services.

5.4.1 Security Evaluation against Disruptive Adversaries

In the following three theorems, we prove that our DISTANT scheme is resilient against
disruptive adversaries providing false key management services. This applies to both the
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Share Updating

1. First, each network node Nl ∈ φ broadcasts its certificate CERT l such that
every network node within the cluster can establish secure unicast channels with
each other.

2. Each network node Nl ∈ φ generates an update polynomial fl(x) of degree t− 1
with random coefficients ai from finite field Z∗q and leading coefficient a0 = 0:

fl(x) =
t−1∑
i=1

aix
i ∈ Z∗q [x]. (5.35)

3. Each network node Nl ∈ φ computes the t − 1 corresponding update witness
values wi,l. The set of update witness values generated by network node Nl is
denoted as ωl:

ωl = {wi,l ≡ gai (mod p)} for 1 ≤ i ≤ t− 1. (5.36)

4. Each network node Nl ∈ φ computes partial update shares ssl→k for every
network node Nk ∈ φ (including itself) and encrypts these such that only
intended network node Nk can retrieve it:

ssl→k ≡ fl(IDk) (mod q). (5.37)

el→k ≡ CIPKcip
l,k

(ssl→k) for all k 6= l. (5.38)

Then, network node Nl broadcasts a message containing its identity IDl, the
set of update witness values ωl, the set of encrypted partial update shares el→k
and a signature.

5. Each network node Nl ∈ φ decrypts the update shares intended for Nl and
verifies whether the obtained partial update shares ssk→l are correct:

gssk→l
?≡
t−1∏
i=1

wi,k
(IDli) (mod p) (5.39)

6. Each network node Nl ∈ φ computes its updated secret share by combining its
current secret share with the t partial update shares.

ssl ≡ ssl +
∑
Nk∈φ

ssk→l (mod q). (5.40)

7. Each network node Nl ∈ φ computes the updated witness values by combining
the current witness values with the t sets of update witness values and redefines
ω as:

ω = {w0, wi ≡ wi ·
∏
Nk∈φ

wi,k (mod p)} for 1 ≤ i ≤ t− 1. (5.41)

Figure 5.9: The technical details of the share updating protocol.
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key management service in which nodes request their share of the master private key and
the key management service in which nodes request the establishment of their initial proxy
key pair.

Theorem 5.1. Any individual network node Nl can verify that the provided key manage-
ment service from the distributed secret share establishment protocol by the set of servers
Nk ∈ φ where |φ| ≥ t has been trustworthy, i.e., the network node can verify that obtained
secret share ssl is correct.

Proof. We prove this theorem by showing that network node Nl can utilize the public
witness values wi ∈ ω to pre-compute its public share psl. The key management service
has been trustworthy if and only if the provided secret share ssl corresponds to the pre-
computed public share psl. This proves that the servers Nk ∈ φ used their secret share
and correctly applied the shuffling values during the execution of the distributed secret
share establishment protocol. We prove that the network node Nl is able to verify this
mathematical correspondence between its public share psl, secret share ssl and the public
witness values wi ∈ ω through a series of mathematical equivalences:

psl ≡
t−1∏
i=0

wi
(IDli) (mod p), (5.42)

≡
t−1∏
i=0

gai·IDl
i (mod p), (5.43)

≡ g
∑t−1

i=0 ai·IDl
i

(mod p), (5.44)

≡ g
∑

Nk∈φ
(ssk·λφk(IDl)) (mod p), (5.45)

≡ g
∑

Nk∈φ
(ssk·λφk(IDl)+δk) (mod p), (5.46)

≡ gssl (mod p). (5.47)

Theorem 5.2. Any individual network node Nl can verify that the provided key manage-
ment service from the distributed proxy key pair establishment protocol by the set of servers
Nk ∈ φ where |φ| ≥ t has been trustworthy, i.e., the network node can verify that obtained
initial proxy key pair (PKl,0, SKl,0) is correct.

Proof. We prove this theorem in a similar fashion as we did for Theorem 5.1. We prove that
the key management service has been trustworthy if and only if every server Nk ∈ φ used
their secret share ssk in the establishment of the partial private keys SKk. We prove that
the network node Nl is able to verify this mathematical correspondence between its initial
public proxy key PK l,0, its initial private proxy key SK l,0 and its initial commitment cl,0
through a series of mathematical equivalences:

PK l,0 ≡ cl,0 ·MPKh1(IDl,cl,0) (mod p), (5.48)

≡ gsvl · g
∑

Nk∈φ
(svk·λφk(0)) · gMSK·h1(IDl,cl,0) (mod p), (5.49)
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≡ gsvl · g
∑

Nk∈φ
(svk·λφk(0)) · g

∑
Nk∈φ

(ssk·λφk(0))·h1(IDl,cl,0) (mod p), (5.50)

≡ gsvl · g
∑

Nk∈φ
((svk+ssk·h1(IDl,cl,0))·λφ

k
(0)) (mod p), (5.51)

≡ gsvl+
∑

Nk∈φ
(SKk·λφk(0)) (mod p), (5.52)

≡ gSKl,0 (mod p). (5.53)

Theorem 5.3. Any individual network node Nl can detect which server(s) Nk ∈ φ where
|φ| ≥ t provided a malicious key management service during the execution of the distributed
proxy key pair establishment protocol.

Proof. We prove this theorem in a similar fashion as we did for Theorem 5.1 and Theorem
5.2. First, network node Nl knows the partial commitment ck and is able to compute the
public share psk of every server Nk ∈ φ. This allows network node Nl to compute the
partial public proxy key PKk that corresponds to the partial private proxy key SKk that
server Nk ∈ φ is supposed to provide. We prove that the key management service from
server Nk ∈ φ has been trustworthy if and only if server Nk ∈ φ honestly incorporated their
secret share ssk in computing the partial private key SKk through the following series of
mathematical equivalences:

PKk ≡ ck · pskh1(IDl,cl,0) (mod p), (5.54)

≡ gsvk · (gssk)h1(IDl,cl,0) (mod p), (5.55)

≡ gsvk+ssk·h1(IDl,cl,0) (mod p), (5.56)

≡ gSKk (mod p). (5.57)

5.4.2 Security Evaluation against Mobile Adversaries

In the following two theorems, we prove that our key management scheme is resilient
against mobile adversaries under the assumption that share updating phases are executed
prior to any mobile adversary compromising and extracting a threshold number of secret
shares. We prove that the updated secret shares are a correct sharing of the master private
key MSK and that a mobile adversary that collects fewer than t secret shares in between
share updating phases is unable to reconstruct the master private key MSK.

Theorem 5.4. The updated secret shares, created at the end of each share updating phase,
can be used to reconstruct the original master private key MSK.

Proof. This is a two-part proof. First, we show that the updated secret share of any
arbitrary network node Nl, denoted by ssnewl , is defined through the evaluation of a
random polynomial with the master private key MSK as its leading coefficient. We prove
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this through the following series of mathematical equivalences:

ssnewl ≡ ssl +
∑
Nk∈φ

ssk→l (mod q), (5.58)

≡ f(IDl) +
∑
Nk∈φ

fk(IDl) (mod q), (5.59)

≡MSK +
t−1∑
i=1

(ai +
∑
Nk∈φ

anewi ) · xi (mod q), (5.60)

≡MSK +
t−1∑
i=1

bi · xi (mod q). (5.61)

As per usual, the master private key MSK can be reconstructed by combining the
secret shares ssk from at least a threshold amount of servers Nk ∈ φ through Lagrange
interpolation:

MSK ≡
∑
Nk∈φ

ssk · λφk(0) (mod q), (5.62)

where λφk(x) represents the Lagrange coefficient:

λφk(x) ≡
∏

Nj∈φ,k 6=j

x− IDj

IDk − IDj
(mod q). (5.63)

Theorem 5.5. An adversary who knows fewer than the threshold number of secret shares
before any share updating period, cannot determine the master private key MSK.

Proof. We prove this theorem by contradiction. Assuming that the adversary gathered
m < t secret shares in between two consecutive share updating periods. From the set of m
secret shares {ss1, ss2, · · · , ssm}, we construct the following system of linear equations:

ss1 = MSK + a1 · ID1 + a2 · ID1
2 + · · ·+ at−1 · ID1

t−1

ss2 = MSK + a1 · ID2 + a2 · ID2
2 + · · ·+ at−1 · ID2

t−1

...

ssm = MSK + a1 · IDm + a2 · IDm
2 + · · ·+ at−1 · IDm

t−1

Based on the fundamental theorem of linear algebra, it is not possible to solve a system of
m linearly independent equations with t unknowns where m < t. Therefore, the adversary
is unable to determine the master private key MSK with fewer than t secret shares.

5.4.3 Security Evaluation regarding DISTANT’s Trust Level

In the following two theorems, we prove that a compromised and malicious TTP is unable
to compute any node’s private key and is unable to launch identity impersonation attacks
without being detected. This means that the FD-TTP in our key management scheme
reaches trust level 3.
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Theorem 5.6. A compromised and malicious TTP is unable to (easily) compute the initial
private proxy key SK l,0 of any network node Nl.

Proof. This theorem can be proven through the inspection of the construction of the initial
private proxy key SK l,0 of any network node Nl:

SK l,0 ≡ svl + svTTP +MSK · h1(IDl, cl,0) (mod q). (5.64)

The secret value svl of network node Nl is never disclosed to the malicious TTP. The
malicious TTP is only able to estimate the secret value svl by solving the equation
underneath. However, this is equivalent to solving the DL problem. Therefore, we conclude
that the malicious TTP is unable to (easily) compute a node’s private proxy key.

cl,0 ≡ cl · cTTP (mod p) ≡ gsvl+svTTP (mod p). (5.65)

Theorem 5.7. A compromised and malicious TTP is unable to launch identity imperson-
ation attacks without being detected.

Proof. As stated by Al-Riyami et al. [73], a scheme that is based on CL-PKC can either
reach trust level 2 or trust level 3 depending on the key generation technique. The key
generation technique that we employ includes a binding between the initial private proxy
key SK l,0 and the initial commitment cl,0 for the arbitrary network node Nl. This binding
effectively restricts network nodes as they can only create a single correct initial proxy key
pair. This unique proxy key pair is then used to issue self-generated certificates that are
linked to that initial proxy key pair.

For the malicious TTP, it is statistically impossible to generate the same unique initial
proxy key pair as generated by network node Nl. The creation of an alternative initial
private proxy key SK∗l,0 that is linked to an alternative initial commitment c∗l,0 would lead
to an alternative set of self-generated certificates. Identity impersonation attacks from a
malicious TTP can be detected since there would be self-generated certificates circulating
for the node Nl with identity IDl, but one of the self-generated certificates would contain
the original commitment cl,0 and the other would contain the fake commitment c∗l,0. This
indicates malicious activity from the TTP. Therefore, in our key management design,
a compromised and malicious TTP is unable to launch identity impersonation attacks
without being detected.

5.4.4 Security Threshold versus Key Management Service Availability

The deployment of MSCs in urban environment requires appropriate network parameters,
such as the security threshold or the time period in between share updating phases. Every
urban environment is unique with their particular mobile node densities and distributions.
Therefore, we ran numerous simulations for eight urban environments (eight of the largest
Portuguese cities) to investigate how the key management service availability is affected
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by the security threshold. For the execution of these simulations, we made the following
assumptions:

• For each urban environment, we computed the population density and made the
assumption that every citizen possesses, on average, one mobile device. Therefore, we
utilized a one-to-one correspondence between the number of citizens and the number
of mobile devices.

• To estimate the number of servers that are within the transmission range of a mobile
device, we assumed that the transmission range of every mobile device is equal.
Furthermore, we based the transmission range on the predicted size of the MSC. As
stated in Section 2.1, a MSC has an approximate radius of 50 to 100 meters. If we
assume that the hotspot can be at the edge of its MSC but is still able to control its
cluster through D2D communication, it requires a range of approximately 100 to 200
meters to reach all its cluster members. We selected the transmission range of every
mobile device to be the average of that, thus 150 meters.

• The simulated mobile devices were randomly distributed throughout the network.

We ran simulations for eight of the largest cities in Portugal (Lisbon, Vila Nova de
Gaia, Porto, Braga, Amadora, Almada, Coimbra and Funchal) with a population density
varying between 7,365 to 449 people per square kilometer. We assumed that every citizen
has, on average, one mobile device and thus simulated networks with node densities that
vary between 7,365 to 449 mobile devices per square kilometer. Networks that have a
higher node density have more servers within their transmission range to provide key
management services. Therefore, the security threshold can be set higher in more dense
networks without affecting the key management service availability of its network nodes.
These findings are graphically represented in Figure 5.10.

Figure 5.10: The estimated key management service availability for varying security threshold
levels for eight of the largest Portuguese cities.

In order to provide sufficient network nodes with an available key management service,
we recommend that about 95% to 98% of all network nodes should have enough servers
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within its transmission range due to the steep reduction in key management service
availability for a slight increase in security. We collected the relevant data for each of the
eight urban environments and summarized them in Table 5.2, sorted by network density.
Notice that the network density and the recommended security thresholds to provide 98%,
95%, 90% and 80% key management service availability seem to have a linear relationship.
For any particular node density, the recommended security threshold that guarantees
approximately 98% key management service availability is about 1/20th. This linear
relationship also means that with a doubling of the network density, the recommended
security threshold is about twice as large.

Table 5.2: Simulation results for the deployment of the MSC networking scenario in eight Por-
tuguese cities. The security thresholds maximize the security level while simultaneously guaranteeing
a high chance of obtaining a successful key management service for participating network nodes.

City Population Area Density Service % for Threshold t
(km2) (pop./km2) 80% 90% 95% 98%

Amadora 175,136 23.78 7,365 466 436 412 388
Porto 287,591 41.42 6,943 436 406 381 352
Lisbon 505,526 100.05 5,053 310 285 264 241
Almada 174,030 70.21 2,479 154 144 134 124
Vila Nova de Gaia 302,295 168.46 1,794 112 104 98 91
Funchal 111,892 76.15 1,469 93 88 83 78
Braga 192,494 183.4 1,050 65 60 55 50
Coimbra 143,397 319.4 449 28 25 23 21

To provide proper security thresholds for other urban environments, we extrapolate
our data. This enables the network initiator of any urban environment with its particular
node density to select proper security thresholds that provide the highest level of security
while simultaneously guaranteeing that a large percentage of the network nodes have
access to obtaining their required key management services. These results are graphically
presented in Figure 5.11.

Keep in mind that the security threshold also affects the overhead, thus it may not
always be necessary to maximize the security threshold. For example, a high security
threshold increases the communication overhead since more servers are requested to respond
to key management service requests. Similarly, the computational overhead increases since
more partial keying materials must be verified and combined in the establishment of
the initial proxy key pair or the secret shares. Instead, the densest urban environments
may prefer to reduce the security threshold and instead decide to have the secret shares
updated more frequently. For example, if we assume that a mobile adversary is capable
of compromising a stable number of mobile devices per time period, then the network
initiator may prefer to half the security threshold in exchange for share updating phases
that occur twice as frequent.
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Figure 5.11: The near-linear relationship between network densities and the security threshold
that guarantees a high percentage of network nodes to have access to key management services.

5.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we propose the design of the novel decentralized key management scheme
entitled DISTANT. This key management scheme follows the conventional structure of FD-
TTP-based key management and reaches the highest level of security compared to related
schemes. Namely, the distributed proxy key pair establishment protocol, the distributed
secret share establishment protocol and the share updating protocols include steps in
which the network nodes can verify whether the combined key management service has
been provided honestly. The ability to verify the correctness of obtained keying material
prevents disruptive adversaries from crippling the key management. In the distributed
proxy key pair establishment protocol and the share updating protocol, it is even possible
to detect which server provided a false key management service and accuse this server to
be removed from the network. Furthermore, the incorporation and the frequent execution
of the share updating protocol prevents mobile adversaries from uncovering the master
private key. Finally, the utilization of the self-generated certificate paradigm limits the
amount of malicious capabilities by a compromised FD-TTP and can even be detected,
thereby reaching the highest possible trust level according to the trust hierarchy by Girault
[153]. These security properties were proven in Section 5.4. The DISTANT scheme is
therefore much more resilient against malicious attacks compared to the related works
covered in Table 5.1. The initial key management design was published in Distributed
Trusted Authority-based Key Management for Beyond 5G Network Coding-enabled Mobile
Small Cells [33], a high-level overview of the key management design was published in
Secure Virtual Mobile Small Cells: A Stepping Stone Towards 6G [34], and the complete
key management design was published in DISTANT: Distributed Trusted Authority-based
Key Management for Beyond 5G Wireless Mobile Small Cells [35].

The security guarantees provided by DISTANT makes it the ideal candidate to secure
multi-hop wireless D2D communications with NC-MSCs integrated into the mobile network
infrastructure. Its ability to withstand disruptive adversaries means that network operators
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can be confident that the key management can function in a correct and self-organized
manner. Furthermore, the selection of appropriate network security parameters such as
the security threshold and the share updating frequency prevents a mobile adversary from
impersonating a malicious FD-TTP and compromise secure communication within the
NC-MSC network. Even in the event that an adversary manages to impersonate a malicious
FD-TTP, any malicious activity can be detected after which the network can be rebooted.
Network operators can therefore guarantee its network subscribers with end-to-end security
which should ease its adoption into the next generation mobile network.
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6 DECENT: Decentralized and Efficient Key
Management

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we present the DECENT (Decentralized and Efficient key management)
scheme. This is the second out of two worked out key management schemes and specifically
designed for the purpose of efficiently and effectively supporting cryptographic security
solutions (e.g., encryption and integrity schemes) to secure multi-hop wireless D2D commu-
nication for next generation NC-MSC networks. This key management design also follows
the FD-TTP-based key management solution, as this was found the most suitable option
based on the key management requirements (see Chapter 4).

The core feature of the DECENT scheme is the combination of threshold-tolerant
ID-PKC [72] with threshold secret sharing techniques that utilize bivariate polynomials
[252]. This combination allows us to construct a secure key management scheme that is
much more simplistic and overhead-friendly compared to previously proposed schemes.

Threshold-tolerant ID-PKC can be considered a translation of Feldman’s VSS scheme
[78]. Namely, the VSS scheme by Feldman [78] allows nodes to validate the correctness of
their received secret share through publicly available commitment values (also known as
witness values, depending on the literature). To be more precise, any node can compute
the public share which corresponds to its obtained secret share. Furthermore, the node is
capable of computing its public share by combining the publicly available commitment
values with the node’s personal identifier. This allows any node to verify whether the
obtained secret share corresponds to the public share that it computes from the public
commitment values. This equivalence validates the correctness of the received secret
share. Saxena [72] proposed to have the secret shares act directly as private keys, turning
the corresponding public shares into the public keys. The commitment values and the
users’ personal identifiers remain publicly available information. This allows any node
to non-interactively compute the public key of any other node without having to rely on
the distribution of public keys, similar to traditional ID-PKC. The main difference with
traditional ID-PKC is that the private keys of all the users are linked to the master secret
such that the system remains secure as long as no adversary is able to collect a threshold
number of secret shares (i.e. private keys).
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Saxena [72] proposed using threshold-tolerant ID-PKC for ad hoc networks based on
the above described translation. To emphasize, the secret shares are directly used as private
keys. The secret shares are therefore no longer used as a tool to provide a network node with
a public and private key pair, which is the case in all the previous distributed TTP-based
key management schemes. A key management scheme that is based on threshold-tolerant
ID-PKC therefore has significant overhead-related benefits. One benefit is the reduced
memory storage requirement since a network node is no longer required to store both a
unique secret share alongside its public-private key pair. Furthermore, the computational
cost and the communication overhead is reduced since the distributed key pair establishment
protocol and the distributed secret share establishment protocol are combined into one, as
well as the key updating protocol and the share updating protocol.

Saxena [252] also proposed an efficient node admission protocol that utilizes bivariate
polynomials instead of univariate polynomials for secret sharing purposes. As mentioned
in Section 5.5, bivariate polynomial secret sharing allows joining nodes to obtain partial
secret shares directly from servers without these having to perform some kind of shuffling
mechanism to protect the secrecy of their secret shares. Both of these works were eventually
merged in [253] to propose a key management scheme for short-lived MANETs.

Our DECENT scheme is based on the works from Saxena [72, 252, 253] to provide
secure multi-hop D2D communications for long-lived next generation NC-MSC networks.
We combine threshold-tolerant ID-PKC [72] with VSS [78] and PSS [80, 81] that utilize
bivariate polynomials [252]. The incorporation of PSS allows the secret shares of network
nodes to be periodically updated. It is important to mention that the original description
of PSS wishes to update the shares while keeping the master secret the same. Keeping the
master secret unchanged is an important requirement in previously covered FD-TTP-based
key management schemes since they are required to reconstruct the master secret to provide
some kind of key management service. However, a key management scheme that is based
on threshold-tolerant ID-PKC does not require honest users to reconstruct the master
secret, allowing the master secret to be updated as well. A successful mobile adversary
attack in previously covered FD-TTP-based key management schemes therefore leads to a
compromised network for its entire lifetime, whereas a key management scheme based on
threshold-tolerant ID-PKC will only remain compromised until the next updating phase.
Our scheme is therefore capable of independently recovering from network compromise,
which is ideal for long-lived networks. Furthermore, this self-healing characteristic is
unique to DECENT and not enjoyed by other FD-TTP-based key management schemes.
A numerical example of the DECENT scheme is presented in Appendix B. To sum up the
main contributions:

• We designed a novel and decentralized key management scheme that is capable of
supporting cryptographic security solutions (e.g. encryption and integrity schemes)
to secure next generation NC-MSC networks in dense, urban environments.
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• The key management scheme relies on threshold-tolerant ID-PKC and bivariate
polynomials, which allows for a much more simplistic and overhead-efficient key
management design compared to related works.

• We evaluated and compared the performance of our key management scheme with re-
lated FD-TTP-based key management schemes that follow the conventional structure
[35, 59, 130, 183, 187, 188, 196, 203, 209] (see Section 4.5.1) and found our design to
be significantly more efficient while providing a sufficient level of security.

6.2 Related Work

In the last two decades, a variety of key management solutions had been proposed to
provide security for distributed environments. Depending on the deployment scenario, the
key management design must satisfy a unique set of requirements. For our deployment
scenario, it was evaluated in [33] that the FD-TTP-based key management solution is the
most suitable option.

The general FD-TTP-based key management solution simulates a TTP to provide
key management services in a decentralized manner. The FD-TTP-based key management
scheme by Luo et al. [59, 183] was based on traditional PKI. Therefore, the FD-TTP took
the role of the CA to issue certificates to the network nodes with a signature that can
only be created from the master private key. The FD-TTP, consisting of all the network
nodes with a share of the master private key, is capable of fulfilling this task when at
least a threshold amount of servers contribute in this procedure. The schemes by Deng
et al. [187] and da Silva et al. [209] were based on traditional ID-PKC and the schemes
by Zhang et al. [130], Li et al. [188], Gharib et al. [196], Lai et al. [203] and DISTANT
[35] were based on CL-PKC. Therefore, the FD-TTP took the role of the PKG and the
KGC, respectively, to provide network nodes with a (partial) private key. Each scheme
relies on the secret shares as a tool to provide network nodes with their respective keying
materials. These conventional FD-TTP-based key management schemes therefore suffer
from an overly complicated key management design which requires individual establishment
and updating protocols for the secret shares and the node’s keying material. Consequently,
these additional protocols contribute to the computational and communication overheads.

Saxena [253] proposed a key management scheme that utilizes bivariate polynomial
secret sharing [252] to construct an efficient distributed secret share establishment protocol
that does not require a shuffling mechanism [183, 187, 188, 196, 203] and that is based on
threshold-tolerant ID-PKC [72]. In this construction, the secret share is directly used as a
private key whereas the corresponding public share is used as a node’s public key. This
means that the share and key related protocols are no longer separated, simplifying the
key management complexity. Unfortunately, their scheme does not protect against mobile
adversaries [79] since it was only designed for short-lived MANETs.
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6.3 Key Management Design

6.3.1 Design Overview

The DECENT scheme has three main phases. The first phase is the network initialization
phase. In this phase, we rely on a TTP (such as a network operator or a collaborative effort
from multiple network operators) to execute the network setup algorithm and inject trust
into the network by bootstrapping an initial set of nodes. These nodes are provided with
the public network parameters, the public witness values and their initial keying material
(i.e., a share of the master secret that is used as a private key). After at least a threshold
amount of nodes are initialized, the centralized TTP leaves the network and the network
becomes operational in a self-organized manner.

The second phase is the operational phase. In this phase, network nodes can utilize
their share of the master secret (i.e., private key) to compute pairwise keys with other
network nodes. Thus, the network nodes are able to establish secure communication
channels between each other. It is also possible for new nodes to join the network during
the operational phase. Joining nodes can broadcast a joining request to its nearby network
nodes to obtain its own share of the master secret. Similarly, the joining node can establish
secure communication channels with the other network nodes after obtaining its share of
the master secret.

The third phase is the share updating phase and it is triggered periodically. In this
phase, every network node updates its share of the master secret. The updated shares will
be independent of any previous shares, effectively requiring a mobile adversary to collect
a threshold number of shares in between consecutive share updating phases if it wishes
to reconstruct the master secret. Frequent share updating therefore prevents the mobile
adversary attack and provides long-term security for our network.

6.3.2 Network Initialization Phase

The network is initialized by a TTP and a cluster of at least t initial nodes. The TTP
could be a network operator or a collaborative effort from multiple network operators. We
assume the existence of a secure channel between the TTP and each initial node during
this phase. The following procedures are executed during this phase:

1. Network Setup: The TTP executes the network setup algorithm to define public and
private network parameters.

2. Node Initialization: The TTP computes and provides each initial node with a
personalized polynomial share along with the set of public witness values.

6.3.2.1 Network Setup

The network setup algorithm is executed by the TTP. The algorithm generates, selects and
defines public network parameters (i.e., primes p and q, generator g, security threshold t
and the set of witness values ω) and public network functions (i.e., hashes h1, h2, signature
scheme SIG, public key encryption scheme ENC, message authentication code MAC
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and symmetric key encryption cipher CIP ). These network parameters and functions
are published such that every node knows how to perform the mathematical operations.
Furthermore, the TTP generates a master bivariate polynomial f(x, y) that defines the
master secret A = [αij ] for i, j ∈ [0, t− 1] and allows the TTP to compute the polynomial
shares for the initial set of nodes. The technical details are described in Figure 6.1.

Network Setup

1. First, the TTP generates two large primes p and q such that q|p− 1 and selects
a generator g of cyclic subgroup G ⊂ Z∗p which has order q.

2. The TTP selects security parameter t. This is the threshold value which
indicates the number of network nodes that are required to provide a successful
key management service.

3. The TTP generates a symmetric bivariate polynomial f(x, y) of degree t − 1
with randomly chosen coefficients αij = αji from finite field Z∗q . The symmetry
of coefficients provides the symmetric property f(x, y) = f(y, x). The master
secret is defined as the symmetric matrix A = [αij ]:

f(x, y) =
t−1∑
i=0

t−1∑
j=0

αijx
iyj ∈ Z∗q [x, y]. (6.1)

4. The TTP defines the set of witness values as ω = {wij ≡ gαij (mod p)} for
i, j ∈ [0, t− 1].

5. The TTP defines two collision-free hash functions (h1, h2), a secure DL-based
signature scheme SIG (e.g., Schnorr [244], DSA [245]) and encryption scheme
ENC (e.g., ElGamal [246]) scheme, a forge-resistant message authentication code
function MAC (e.g., HMAC [247, 248]), and a semantically secure symmetric
ciphering scheme CIP (e.g., AES [215]).

6. Finally, the TTP publishes the public network parameters (p, q, g, t, h1, h2,
SIG, ENC, MAC, CIP ) in a secure, public space.

Figure 6.1: The TTP executes the network setup algorithm to establish and define the network
parameters.

6.3.2.2 Node Initialization

In this protocol, the TTP bootstraps the network and establishes the distributed TTP
by providing each initial node with a polynomial share of the master secret. The TTP
computes these polynomial shares by evaluating the master bivariate polynomial and
securely transmits these to the initial nodes along with the set of witness values. Due to
the incorporation of VSS, every initial node is capable of verifying whether the provided
polynomial share is correct. Every initial node that obtains a correct polynomial share
is capable of providing a partial key management service to nodes that wish to join the
network during the network operational phase. This partial key management service covers
the provisioning of a partial polynomial share. The provisioning of a threshold number
of partial key management services converges to a key management service as if this
was directly provided by a centralized TTP. We modified the secret sharing scheme from
Shamir [77] and the VSS extension from Feldman [78] to share the secret through bivariate
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polynomials instead of univariate polynomials. The technical details of the protocol is
described in Figure 6.2.

Node Initialization

1. First, the TTP computes a polynomial share sk(x) for each initial node Nk ∈ φ
as follows:

sk(x) = f(x, IDk) ≡
t−1∑
i=0

t−1∑
j=0

αijx
iIDk

j (mod q) (6.2)

where IDk represents the identity of initial node Nk. We assumed that the TTP
and the initial nodes have access to a secure channel. Thus, the TTP securely
transmits polynomial share sk(x) and witness values ω to initial node Nk ∈ φ.

2. Each initial node Nk ∈ φ verifies the correctness of its polynomial share sk(x)
using the set of witness values. We denote the polynomial share sk(x) of initial
node Nk ∈ φ as follows:

sk(x) ≡
t−1∑
i=0

aix
i (mod q). (6.3)

Each initial node Nk ∈ φ verifies the correctness of its polynomial share by
verifying that every coefficient ai where i ∈ [0, t− 1] corresponds to the witness
values as follows:

gai
?≡
t−1∏
j=0

wij
(IDkj) (mod p). (6.4)

3. Finally, upon verification of the polynomial share sk(x), each initial node Nk ∈ φ
defines its private key SKk and its corresponding public key PKk as follows:

SKk = sk(0) = a0, (6.5)

PKk ≡ gSKk (mod p). (6.6)

Figure 6.2: The technical details of the node initialization protocol.

6.3.3 Operational Phase

With a cluster of at least t nodes initialized by the TTP, the network enters the operational
phase. During the operational phase, the network functions in a self-organizing manner
without having to rely on an online centralized TTP to provide key management services.
We define a network node as a node that effectively joined the network through the
provisioning of a share of the master secret. A network node is therefore also considered a
member of the FD-TTP and a potential server to provide the key management service to
nodes that wish to join the network. The following procedures are executed during this
phase:

1. Node Joining: Nodes can join the network by requesting a threshold number of nearby
network nodes for partial key management services. The nearby network nodes can
collectively provide the joining node with its polynomial share of the master secret,
thereby effectively joining the network and becoming a member of the FD-TTP.
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2. Pairwise Key Establishment: Network nodes can use their polynomial share to
compute a shared pairwise key with any other network node. The shared pairwise
key can be used to establish a secure communication channel.

6.3.3.1 Node Joining

Nodes are able to join the network during the operational phase. Assuming that at least a
threshold number of network nodes are within transmission range of the joining node, the
combined key management service can be provided. In the node joining protocol, a joining
node starts by selecting a random temporary private key from which it computes the
corresponding temporary public key. This temporary key pair enables the nearby servers
to securely transmit partial polynomial shares, later in the protocol. The joining node
broadcasts a key management service request which includes transmitting its temporary
public key. Each nearby server computes a partial share and securely transmit this to
the joining node. The joining node verifies whether each partial share has been honestly
generated with the server’s polynomial share. Once the joining node received a threshold
number of correct partial shares, it computes its polynomial share. The technical details of
the node joining protocol, for joining node Nl and the set of nearby servers denoted by φ,
are described in Figure 6.3.

6.3.3.2 Pairwise Key Establishment

Each network node can compute a pairwise key that it shares with any other network
node through the evaluation of its polynomial share. The shared pairwise key can be used
to establish a secure communication channel. To prevent any security vulnerabilities, we
employ key separation [74]. We utilize the two publicly defined hash functions h1 and h2

to generate two seperate shared symmetric keys. One shared symmetric key can be used
for the purpose of data confidentiality (i.e., through enciphering and deciphering messages).
The other shared symmetric key can be used for the purpose of data integrity (i.e., through
the use of MACs). The technical details of the pairwise key establishment protocol is
described in Figure 6.4.

The two defined pairwise symmetric keys can be used to perform authenticated
encryption based on the “Encrypt-then-MAC” principle. This is the most secure form
of authenticated encryption. The sender of a message starts by enciphering its plaintext
message after which it produces a MAC from the ciphertext. The sender then transmits the
ciphertext and the MAC to the intended receiver. This is the standard method according
to ISO/IEC 19772:2009 [249] and is used in Internet Protocol Security (IPSec) [250].

Our pairwise key establishment is similar to that of Saxena [252, 253]. However,
Saxena claims that this pairwise key establishment provides unconditional security, i.e., not
based on any complexity assumption. We argue that, unlike Saxena’s claim, the pairwise
key establishment is only secure under the DL assumption. Utilizing the public witness
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Node Joining

1. First, joining node Nl selects a random temporary private key SK l ∈ Z∗q and
computes its corresponding temporary public key PK l as follows:

PK l ≡ gSKl (mod p). (6.7)
Joining node Nl broadcasts its identity IDl and temporary public key PK l to
the network nodes within transmission range. We denote a server as Nk ∈ φ
and assume |φ| ≥ t.

2. Each server Nk ∈ φ computes the partial share sk→l for joining node Nl by
evaluating its polynomial share sk(x) as follows:

sk→l = sk(IDl) ≡
t−1∑
i=0

ai · IDl
i (mod q). (6.8)

Each server Nk ∈ φ securely transmits its identity IDk, the set of witness
values ω and the partial share sk→l to joining node Nl. This message is securely
transmitted by signing the message with private key SKk and then encrypting
the whole with temporary public key PK l.

3. Joining node Nl decrypts the incoming messages with its temporary private
key SK l in order to extract the identity IDk and the set of witness values ω to
determine the public key PKk of server Nk:

PKk ≡
t−1∏
i=0

w0i
(IDki) (mod p). (6.9)

Joining node Nl uses public key PKk to verify the signature and prove the
authenticity of partial share sk→l. The joining node then verifies whether server
Nk provided an honest key management service by checking partial shares sk→l:

gsk→l
?≡
t−1∏
i=0

t−1∏
j=0

wij
(IDli·IDkj) (mod p). (6.10)

4. Joining node Nl computes its polynomial share sl(x) by combining t correct
partial shares. Due to the symmetry property, we have the equivalence:

sk→l ≡ sk(IDl) ≡ sl(IDk) ≡
t−1∑
i=0

ai · IDk
i (mod q). (6.11)

Joining node Nl takes advantage of this property to estimate the coefficients ai
for i ∈ [0, t− 1] of its polynomial share sl(x) through Gaussian elimination:

a0 + a1 · IDk1 + a2 · IDk1
2 + . . .+ at−1 · IDk1

t−1 = sk1→l

a0 + a1 · IDk2 + a2 · IDk2
2 + . . .+ at−1 · IDk2

t−1 = sk2→l
...

a0 + a1 · IDkt + a2 · IDkt
2 + . . .+ at−1 · IDkt

t−1 = skt→l

5. Joined network node Nl defines its private key SK l and its corresponding public
key PK l as described in equations 6.5 and 6.6, respectively.

Figure 6.3: The technical details of the node joining protocol.
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Pairwise Key Establishment

1. Suppose that network nodes Nk and Nl wish to securely communicate. Both
nodes can compute a symmetric pairwise key Kk,l without any interaction by
evaluating their polynomial shares:

Kk,l = sk(IDl) = f(IDl, IDk) = f(IDk, IDl) = sl(IDk) (6.12)

2. To prevent any security vulnerabilities, we employ key separation. The network
nodes Nk and Nl determine their shared symmetric key Kcip

k,l for enciphering
and deciphering purposes as follows:

Kcip
k,l = h1(Kk,l) (6.13)

The network nodes Nk and Nl compute a separate shared symmetric key Kmac
k,l

to sign the enciphered messages with a MAC:

Kmac
k,l = h2(Kk,l) (6.14)

These symmetric keys enable any two network nodes Nk and Nl to establish a
secure unicast communication channel.

Figure 6.4: The technical details of the pairwise key establishment protocol.

values wij ∈ ω, we are able to compute the following:

gKk,l ≡
t−1∏
i=0

t−1∏
j=0

wij
(IDli·IDkj) (mod p). (6.15)

The secrecy of the shared pairwise key between any two network nodes is therefore not
unconditionally secure, but secure under the DL assumption. The shared pairwise keys
only provide unconditional security if the scheme did not disclose the public witness values
wij .

6.3.4 Share Updating Phase

During network deployment, the network alternates between the operational phase and
the share updating phase. The share updating phase solely consists of the share updating
protocol in which every network node is provided with an updated share that is independent
of any previous shares. This limits the window of opportunity for a mobile adversary, which
attempts to collect a threshold number of compatible polynomial shares and reconstruct
the master secret, and provides long-term security for our network.

6.3.4.1 Share Updating

The share updating protocol is triggered periodically, possibly by the mobile network or the
software-defined controller by signaling the cluster-head of a MSC. For our share updating
protocol, we denote the cluster of network nodes that initialize the protocol by φ and
assume |φ| = t. Each network node in φ creates a random bivariate update polynomial,
computes the corresponding witness values, and provides each network node in φ with
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their update share. Each update share can be verified with the corresponding witness
values and, upon receiving t correct update shares, the update shares can be combined to
create the updated polynomial share. We modified the PSS scheme of [80, 81] to update
the secret shares through bivariate polynomials instead of univariate polynomials. The
protocol details are provided in Figure 6.5.

Share Updating

1. First, each network node Nk ∈ φ generates a symmetric bivariate update
polynomial fk(x, y) of degree t− 1 with random coefficients αij = αji ∈ Z∗q :

fk(x, y) =
t−1∑
i=0

t−1∑
j=0

αij · xi · yj ∈ Z∗q [x, y]. (6.16)

2. Each network node Nk ∈ φ defines their updated set of witnesses ωk as:

ωk = {wkij ≡ gαij (mod p)} for i, j ∈ [0, t− 1]. (6.17)

3. Each network node Nk ∈ φ computes update share sk→l(x) = fk(x, IDl) for
every network node Nl ∈ φ (including itself). Network node Nk ∈ φ then
broadcasts its set of witness values ωk and securely transmits update share
sk→l(x) to each network node Nl ∈ φ.

4. Each network node Nk ∈ φ verifies whether obtained update share sl→k(x) from
Nl ∈ φ is correct. We denote the obtained update share sl→k(x) as:

sl→k(x) =
t−1∑
i=0

ai · xi ∈ Z∗q [x]. (6.18)

Network node Nk ∈ φ verifies whether each coefficient ai for i ∈ [0, t − 1] in
update share sl→k(x) is correct by checking the following equivalence:

gai
?≡
t−1∏
j=0

wlij
(IDkj) (mod p) (6.19)

5. Each network node Nk ∈ φ updates its polynomial share sk(x) and the set of
witness values ω as follows:

sk(x) ≡ sk(x) +
∑
Nl∈φ

sl→k(x) (mod q), (6.20)

ω = {wij ·
∏
Nl∈φ

wlij (mod p)} for i, j ∈ [0, t− 1]. (6.21)

Figure 6.5: The technical details of the share updating protocol.

After the successful execution of the share updating protocol, the network nodes
in φ can broadcast a notification that nearby network nodes can request to have their
polynomial share updated. These nearby network nodes can update their polynomial
share by broadcasting a polynomial share updating request. In our scheme, these network
nodes essentially execute the node joining protocol (see Figure 6.3) to obtain its updated
polynomial share and broadcast a notification to its nearby network nodes that it is
available to provide them updating services. This process continues until all network nodes
have obtained their updated polynomial share. Network nodes that are no longer within
the boundaries of the network (i.e., there are no longer a threshold number of network
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nodes within its transmission range) are unable to update their polynomial share and are
effectively removed from the communications network.

6.4 Security Analysis

In this section, we prove that DECENT satisfies the following security objectives:

1. DECENT is resilient against disruptive adversaries such that a trustworthy key
management service can be guaranteed;

2. DECENT is resilient against mobile adversaries such that long-term network security
can be provided;

Furthermore, even though the FD-TTP in our key management scheme technically only
reaches a trust level of 1 according to the definition by Girault [153], we argue that our
key management scheme still reaches a similar level of security compared to ordinary
FD-TTP-based key management schemes that enjoy a FD-TTP trust level of 2 (such as
[130, 188, 196]). We propose a novel hierarchy of trust levels that is more suitable to
evaluate trust levels for FD-TTP-based key management schemes.

6.4.1 Security Evaluation against Disruptive Adversaries

In the following two theorems, we prove that our DECENT scheme is resilient against
disruptive adversaries that attempt to provide a false key management service.

Theorem 6.1. Any individual joining node Nl can detect which server(s) Nk ∈ φ where
|φ| ≥ t provided a malicious key management service during the execution of the node
joining protocol, i.e., the joining node Nl can verify that provided partial share sk→l from
server Nk is correct.

Proof. We prove this theorem by showing that the public witness values wij ∈ ω can be
utilized to pre-compute the public equivalent of partial share sk→l that joining node Nl

should received from server Nk ∈ φ. We prove that the key management service from
server Nk ∈ φ has been trustworthy if and only if server Nk ∈ φ honestly evaluated their
polynomial share sk(x) in computing the partial share sk→l through the following series of
mathematical equivalences:

t−1∏
i=0

t−1∏
j=0

wij
(IDli·IDkj) ≡

t−1∏
i=0

t−1∏
j=0

g(αij ·IDli·IDkj) (mod p), (6.22)

≡ g(
∑t−1

i=0

∑t−1
j=0 αij ·IDl

i·IDkj) (mod p), (6.23)

≡ gf(IDl,IDk) (mod p), (6.24)

≡ gsk(IDl) (mod p), (6.25)

≡ gsk→l (mod p). (6.26)
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Theorem 6.2. Any individual server node Nl can detect which server(s) Nk ∈ φ provided
a malicious key management service during the execution of the share updating protocol,
i.e., the server node Nl can verify that provided update share sk→l(x) from server Nk is
correct.

Proof. We prove this theorem by showing that the coefficients αij of update polynomial
fk(x, y), corresponding to the broadcasted witnesses ωkij ∈ ωk, of server Nk were used in
the generation of the update share sk→l(x). First, we rewrite the update share sk→l(x) as
follows:

sk→l(x) ≡ fk(x, IDl) (mod q) (6.27)

≡
t−1∑
i=0

t−1∑
j=0

αij · xi · IDl
j (mod q) (6.28)

≡
t−1∑
i=0

(
t−1∑
j=0

αij · IDl
j) · xi (mod q) (6.29)

≡
t−1∑
i=0

ai · xi (mod q) (6.30)

In the above series of mathematical equivalences, we found the following relationship
between the coefficients of the obtained update share ai ∈ sk→l(x) and the coefficients of
the update polynomial αij ∈ fk(x, y):

ai ≡
t−1∑
j=0

αij · IDl
j (mod q) for i ∈ [0, t− 1] (6.31)

The server node Nl can use the witnesses ωkij ∈ ωk to verify that the coefficients ai ∈ sk→l(x)
are created from the coefficients of update polynomial fk(x, y), thereby verifying that the
update share sk→l(x) has been generated honestly.

gai ≡ g
∑t−1

j=0 αij ·IDl
j

(mod p) (6.32)

≡
t−1∏
j=0

(gαij )IDlj (mod p) (6.33)

≡
t−1∏
j=0

ωkij
IDl

j

(mod p) (6.34)

6.4.2 Security Evaluation against Mobile Adversaries

In the following theorem, we prove that our DECENT scheme is resilient against mobile
adversaries under the assumption that share updating phases are executed prior to any
mobile adversary compromising and extracting a threshold number of polynomial shares.
We prove that a mobile adversary is unable to uncover the master secret, defined as the
symmetric matrix A = [αij ] with coefficients of symmetric bivariate polynomial f(x, y).
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Theorem 6.3. An adversary who knows fewer than the threshold number of polynomial
shares before any share updating period, cannot determine the master secret A = [αij ].

Proof. This proof is similar to that of theorem 5.5, though in the setting of bivariate
polynomials instead of univariate polynomials. We prove this theorem by contradiction.
We denote that the adversary gathered m < t (i.e., the threshold) polynomial shares in
between two consecutive share updating periods. We denote the polynomial share of a
network node Nk as follows:

sk(x) ≡
t−1∑
i=0

a
(k)
i · x

i (mod q), where a(k)
i ≡

t−1∑
j=0

αij · IDk
j (mod q). (6.35)

For any fixed value of i (i.e., selecting the ith coefficient of each polynomial share), the
mobile adversary obtains the following system of linear equations:

a
(1)
i = α

(1)
i0 + α

(1)
i1 · ID1 + α

(1)
i2 · ID1

2 + · · ·+ α
(1)
i|t−1 · ID1

t−1

a
(2)
i = α

(2)
i0 + α

(2)
i1 · ID2 + α

(2)
i2 · ID2

2 + · · ·+ α
(2)
i|t−1 · ID2

t−1

...

a
(m)
i = α

(m)
i0 + α

(m)
i1 · IDm + α

(m)
i2 · IDm

2 + · · ·+ α
(m)
i|t−1 · IDm

t−1

Based on the fundamental theorem of linear algebra, it is not possible to solve a system of
m linearly independent equations with t unknowns where m < t. Therefore, the adversary
is unable to determine any item of the master secret A = [αij ] with fewer than t polynomial
shares.

6.4.3 Security Evaluation regarding DECENT’s Trust Level

The DECENT scheme does not require the virtual reconstruction of a master private key
(in a decentralized manner) to perform some type of key management service. Recall that
the conventional FD-TTP-based key management schemes use their shares of a master
private key to perform such a key management service, of which the honesty of the key
management service can be verified with the master public key. Therefore, it is imperative
in those schemes that the master private key and the master public key remain the same.
DECENT is not bound to this restriction, meaning that our scheme can update all the
coefficients of the master secret polynomial without it impacting the key management.

The ability to periodically renew the entire master secret provides significant benefits
in terms of security. This periodic renewal of the master secret effectively reboots the
network on a periodic basis. In the event that a mobile adversary or a Sybil attacker has
successfully been able to recover the master secret prior the next share updating phase, they
are able to successfully impersonate a malicious FD-TTP. However, a mobile adversary or
Sybil attacker is only able to impersonate the FD-TTP until the master secret is updated.
This limits the window of opportunity for malicious attacks and significantly reduces the
payoff to launching such attacks. By incorporating the window of opportunity, or the
amount of compromising effort required by an attacker, we can redefine the trust levels of
FD-TTP-based key management schemes as follows:
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• The TTP knows (or can easily compute) a node’s private key and launch identity
impersonation attacks for an indefinite amount of time (similar to Girault’s trust
level 1).

• The TTP knows (or can easily compute) a node’s private key and launch identity
impersonation attacks for a limited amount of time (the security level of DECENT).

• The TTP does not know (and cannot easily compute) a node’s private key but is
still able to launch identity impersonation attacks for an indefinite amount of time
(similar to Girault’s trust level 2).

• The TTP does not know (and cannot easily compute) a node’s private key, but is still
able to launch identity impersonation attacks for a limited amount of time (similar
to Girault’s trust level 3).

Based on these definitions, we find that the security level of our DECENT scheme is better
than those that reach Girault’s trust level 1 and worse than those that reach Girault’s
trust level 3. However, we argue that the security level of our DECENT scheme is not by
definition better nor worse than schemes which reach Girault’s trust level 2. Therefore, we
propose to classify the trust levels of distributed TTP-based schemes on the definitions
above instead of Girault’s original trust hierarchy that was covered in the adversarial
model in Section 4.5.2. We can construct table 6.1 that classifies the trust levels of the
distributed TTP in DISTANT, DECENT and other previously proposed FD-TTP-based
key management schemes.

Table 6.1: Reclassification of trust levels for FD-TTP-based key management schemes.

Level of malicious capabilities
of a compromised FD-TTP

Indefinite compromised
schemes

Limited-time
compromised schemes

Complete compromise1 Deng et al. [187] DECENT [36]
Da Silva et al. [209]

Partial compromise2
Zhang et al. [130] Luo et al. [59, 183]
Li et al. [188] Lai et al. [203]

Gharib et al. [196] DISTANT [33, 35]

1Complete compromise allows the malicious TTP to compute a node’s private key, com-
promising all communications.
2Partial compromise limits the abilities of the malicious TTP to identity impersonation
attacks.

6.5 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we proposed the design of the novel decentralized key management scheme
entitled DECENT. This key management scheme deviates from the conventional structure
of FD-TTP-based key management. FD-TTP-based key management schemes that follow
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the conventional structure require the virtual reconstruction of the master private key to
perform some kind of key management service (e.g., issue a certificate or provide a node
with its private key). The shares of the master private key are therefore tools to provide a
key management service. In the DECENT scheme, the secret share directly defines a node’s
public-private key pair. Therefore, the establishment or update of a node’s secret share is
equivalent to the establishment or update of that node’s public-private key pair. This means
that the share establishment protocol is equivalent to the key establishment protocol, and
the share updating protocol is equivalent to the key updating protocol. These equivalences
simplify the key management design and significantly reduces the communication overhead.
The DECENT scheme is therefore an energy-efficient alternative if the DISTANT scheme
(or any other key management scheme that follows the conventional FD-TTP-based key
management structure) is still considered to be inefficient for the deployment use case. For
example, the DECENT scheme may be more suitable if the heterogeneous mobile devices in
the network of NC-MSCs includes more resource-constraint devices such as smart watches.
The initial idea of the key management design was published in Public Key Cryptography
without Certificates for Beyond 5G Mobile Small Cells [36].

The DECENT scheme has as well benefits as drawbacks compared to the DISTANT
scheme in terms of security. The main security drawback of DECENT is that it does
not allow network operators to guarantee its network subscribers with continuous end-
to-end security. Even though the proper selection of network security parameters (i.e.,
the security threshold and the frequency of share updating) reduces the chances of a
malicious adversary uncovering the master private key, compromise and malicious activity
can not be detected. The share updating protocol does update the master private key,
thus the amount of malicious activity will be limited. On a positive note, the DECENT
scheme is unique in the matter that it is self-healing. With self-healing, we mean that
a potential network compromise is restored on a periodic basis through the execution of
the share updating protocol. To compare, network compromise in the DISTANT scheme
(as well in Luo et al. [59, 183] and Lai et al. [203]) is detectable but it requires action
from the network operator(s) to reboot the network. Furthermore, the DECENT scheme
allows verifiability of every partial key management service (i.e., allowing the detection of a
disruptive adversary), whereas DISTANT lacks the verifiability of a partial key management
service of its distributed secret share establishment protocol. Eventually, it will be up to
the network operator, based on the network requirements, to decide whether the DECENT
scheme is the most suitable option for deployment in NC-MSCs.
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7 Evaluation of the Novel Key Management
Solutions

7.1 Security Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the security strength of each FD-TTP-based key management
scheme. This includes the legacy FD-TTP-based key management schemes and the novel
key management schemes, DISTANT and DECENT. The FD-TTP-based key management
schemes are categorized by the cryptographic infrastructure that they are built on, since
schemes that follow a certain cryptographic infrastructure have common characteristics
such as the trust level of the FD-TTP. Table 7.1 summarizes the security evaluations of
the FD-TTP-based key management schemes.

The summarizing table clearly shows that none of the FD-TTP-based key management
schemes have an inherent defense mechanism that protects the security system against
Sybil attacks [117]. This has to do with that fact that every node that wishes to join the
network is considered honest unless proven otherwise. They are therefore provided with a
share of the master secret upon joining the network. A network node, and member of the
FD-TTP, would only be removed once it has been identified, accused, and convicted as a
malicious node that provided false partial key management services.

To provide security against the Sybil attack, we came up with the idea to design
an FD-TTP-based key management scheme that employs a so-called cloaking-technique.
This cloaking-technique would hide the value of the secret share such that these are never
disclosed to nodes that wish to join the network. The key management scheme would be a
hybrid between traditional PKI and threshold-tolerant ID-PKC in the sense that the node’s
private key is a combination of two partial private keys: (i) a partial private key selected
by the node itself, and (ii) a partial private key related to the identity of the node. Key
generation is therefore similar to that of schemes that are built on CL-PKC. We proposed
this initial idea for the design of a FD-TTP-based key management scheme in [36]. Based
on this initial idea, we continued our efforts in the design of the first FD-TTP-based key
management scheme that would inherently be secure against the Sybil attack. During the
design process, we found that our preliminary scheme suffered from an inherent security
vulnerability that outweighed the expected benefits. Therefore, we decided not to continue
pursuing the idea further.
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Table 7.1: The security evaluation of FD-TTP-based key management schemes, separated by the
cryptographic infrastructure that it is built on.

FD-TTP-based Key FD-TTP Verifiable Proactive Sybil
Management Scheme Trust Level Secret Sharing Secret Sharing Attack

Traditional Public Key Infrastructure
Luo et al. [59, 183] 3 32 3 7

Traditional Identity-based Public Key Cryptography
Deng et al. [187] 1 73 7 7

Hoeper et al. [251] 1 7 7 7

da Silva et al. [209] 1 7 7 7

Threshold-Tolerant Identity-based Public Key Cryptography
Saxena et al. [253] 1 3 7 7

DECENT 1-31 3 3 7

Certificateless Public Key Cryptography
Zhang et al. [130] 2 7 7 7

Li et al. [188] 2 34 3 7

Lai et al. [203] 3 73 7 7

Gharib et al. [196] 2 73 7 7

DISTANT [35] 3 35 3 7

1An important benefit of DECENT is that the master private key is periodically updated,
limiting the payoff of a malicious adversary that aims to compromise the network. It was shown
that Girault’s trust hierarchy [153] is inadequate to assign an accurate trust level to DECENT,
but that it lies in between 1 and 3 based on our trust level reclassification. For more details,
see Section 6.4.3.
2The scheme incorporates VSS and allows nodes to verify whether they obtained an honest
combined key management service; however, it is incapable of verifying the honesty of a partial
key management service and is thus unable to detect malicious servers [201].
3The scheme mentions VSS; however, it is not incorporated in any protocol that requires the
verification of an honest key management service.
4The scheme mentions the use of VSS; however, it is not incorporated in the distributed share
establishment nor the share updating protocol to verify whether the combined or partial key
management service has been honest.
5The scheme incorporates VSS and allows nodes to verify whether they obtained an honest key
management service; except that it is incapable of detecting malicious servers that provide false
partial shares in the distributed share estbalishment protocol.
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7.1.1 Based on Traditional Public Key Infrastructure

Luo et al. [59, 183] proposed a FD-TTP-based key management scheme that is based
on the traditional PKI cryptographic infrastructure. In this cryptographic infrastructure,
every network node generates their own public-private key pair. The network node would
then request the FD-TTP to certify its public key. Upon receiving a threshold amount of
partially signed certificates, the network node can combine these into its complete public
key certificate. This certificate can then be exchanged to other network nodes, which can
verify its authenticity. The authenticated public key can then be used to establish a secure
communication channel. Clearly, the FD-TTP achieves trust level 3 in schemes that are
based on traditional PKI. The FD-TTP is unable to compute any node’s private key and
the existence of two (or more) different public key certificates for the same identity would
prove that the FD-TTP has cheated [153, 243].

The security of the FD-TTP-based key management scheme by Luo et al. [59, 183]
relies on the intractability of the integer factorization problem. This means that certain
network parameters must remain hidden during the entire network lifetime. It was
demonstrated in [201] that these hidden network parameters prevent network nodes from
verifying whether the obtained partially signed certificates and partial secret shares are
correct. A malicious server is therefore capable of providing a false key management service
without the fear of being identified. To resolve this problem, [201] proposed the use of a
threshold DSA scheme. However, the practicality of threshold DSA was questioned by
Saxena et al. [254] which showed that it has a communication overhead complexity of
O(t2) for t signers.

7.1.2 Based on Traditional Identity-based Public Key Cryptography

Deng et al. [187], Hoeper et al. [251] and da Silva et al. [209] proposed FD-TTP-based
key management schemes that are based on traditional ID-PKC. In this cryptographic
infrastructure, the node’s network identity (e.g., e-mail address, phone number, MAC
address) is used as the node’s public key. This public key is considered public knowledge
and thus eliminates the need to exchange public keys. However, a node is unable to compute
its private key from the public key. A node’s private key can only be computed using the
master private key; thus, any node must request the FD-TTP for pieces of its private key.
It is clear that the FD-TTP following the traditional ID-PKC cryptographic infrastructure
only achieves trust level 1 [153, 243]. Therefore, a compromised FD-TTP gains tremendous
power which will last for the entire network lifetime. It has been suggested that schemes
based on traditional ID-PKC are more suitable in small and closed networks with limited
security requirements due to this drawback [130, 188].

Furthermore, neither of the schemes [187, 209, 251] incorporate VSS nor PSS in their
design. This gives malicious adversaries a large attack surface to break the security and
functionality of these key management schemes.
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7.1.3 Based on Threshold-Tolerant Identity-based Public Key Cryptography

Saxena et al. [253] proposed a FD-TTP-based key management scheme that is based
on threshold-tolerant ID-PKC [72]. This cryptographic infrastructure is essentially a
translation of Feldman’s VSS scheme [78] where the secret shares are directly used as
private keys. Similar to traditional ID-PKC, the public key of a network node can be
computed from publicly available information and the private key must be obtained through
interaction with the FD-TTP. Therefore, the FD-TTP reaches a trust level of 1 based on
the definition in Girault’s trust hierarchy.

However, directly using the secret shares are private keys has significant consequences
to the key management structure. As mentioned in [36]: (i) the key management design can
be significantly simplified since secret share-related and key-related protocols are combined;
and (ii) the master private key is no longer necessary to provide a key management service.
Thus, the master private key no longer needs to be preserved during the share updating
phase. In that case, a malicious FD-TTP will only be capable of launching malicious
attacks prior to the next share updating phase. Therefore, we can make a distinction
between the FD-TTP trust level achieved by Saxena et al. [253] and DECENT [36]. The
lack of PSS in [253] not only makes their scheme insecure against mobile adversaries
[79], a successful attack compromises all forms of communication for the entire network
lifetime. In contrast, once the master private key has been compromised in the DECENT
scheme [36], the malicious adversary can only launch attacks until the master private key
is changed during the next share updating phase. We could even argue that the FD-TTP
trust level in DECENT is equal or higher than 2, since malicious adversaries are required to
re-compromise the network in between share updating phases in order to launch malicious
attacks. Therefore, the amount of effort required from a malicious adversary is much higher.
Alternatively, the goal of an adversary may be to simply monitor or control certain network
communications during a short period of time. In that case, the malicious adversary would
contribute similar amounts of effort while able to compromise network communications
at a higher level. With that argument, the trust level of DECENT seems to be below 2.
Either way, we can conclusively claim that the trust level of the FD-TTP in DECENT is
higher than 1 and lower than 3. For more details on this argument, see Section 6.4.3.

7.1.4 Based on Certificateless Public Key Cryptography

Zhang et al. [130], Li et al. [188], Lai et al. [203], Gharib et al. [196] and DISTANT
[35] proposed FD-TTP-based key management schemes based on CL-PKC [73]. This
cryptographic infrastructure is a hybrid between traditional PKI and traditional ID-PKC.
A network node essentially combines the self-generated public-private key pair with an
identity-based public-private key pair. The self-generated public key and the node’s identity
are combined into the node’s public key, and the self-generated partial private key and
the identity-based partial private key (obtained from the FD-TTP) are combined into the
node’s private key. Al-Riyami [73] mentioned that the TTP could reach either trust level 2
or trust level 3, depending on the key generation technique. By inspection, we found that
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the key generation techniques in [130, 188, 196] reach a FD-TTP trust level of 2, whereas
the key generation techniques used in [35, 60, 203] increases the FD-TTP trust level to 3.

Furthermore, the schemes [130, 196, 203] did not incorporate VSS in any protocols that
require the verification of an honest combined or partial key management service. Therefore,
any malicious server is capable of providing a false key management service without being
identified. These schemes are also vulnerable against mobile adversaries, since neither of
these schemes incorporated a share updating protocol. Mobile adversaries are therefore
provided with sufficient time to capture shares of the master secret, reconstruct the master
private key and launch malicious identity impersonation attacks for the remaining network
lifetime.

The schemes [35, 188] incorporate both VSS and PSS in their designs. However, [188]
only allows joining nodes to verify that their obtained private key and every partial private
key is correct. It does not include the verifiability of obtained secret shares or update
shares. Disruptive adversaries can therefore still provide a false key management service
such that a network node creates an incorrect secret share and would unknowingly provide
false key management services in the future. The DISTANT scheme [35] is able to verify
whether a combined key management service has been provided honestly and, in case of a
malicious partial key management service, it can identify the malicious server that provided
the false partial key management service during the distributed key estbalishment protocol
and the share updating protocol. Unfortunately, it is unable to identify the malicious
servers during the distributed share establishment protocol. The inability to identify the
malicious server during the distributed share establishment protocol is due to the shuffling
mechanism. This problem can be resolved by incorporating public witness values that
correspond to the shuffle values, as proposed in [183].

7.2 Performance Evaluation

This section will analyze and compare the communication overhead for various protocols
in FD-TTP-based key management schemes. As previously stated, we focus our attention
on the communication overhead and not necessarily on the computational overhead or the
memory storage overhead. This is because restricting the communication overhead remains
relevant over time whereas the computational and memory storage overhead become less
of an issue as technology improves. We define the communication overhead as the number
of unique messages which are transmitted to complete a protocol and is independent of
the number of receivers. With this definition, we consider a unicast, a multicast and a
broadcast message to contribute to the communication overhead by one unique message as
these are single transmissions (even though the number of receivers vary). The estimated
communication overheads can depend on the total number of network nodes n, the selected
security threshold t, the average distance between two arbitrary network nodes d and the
number of hops m that floods a local area with messages. The communication overhead
per protocol per scheme is summarized in Table 7.2. Unfortunately, it is not possible to
compare these protocols solely by their communication overhead, since some of them are
insecure and require additional overhead in order to make them secure.
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7.2.1 Initial Share & Key Establishment Protocols

For the initial share establishment protocol and the initial key establishment protocol, we
assume that a cluster of t nodes are initialized. We estimate the communication overhead
to be the number of transmissions required to provide every initial node with their share
of the master private key and their initial key pair.

In the protocol designs of DISTANT [35] and DECENT, we assume that a centralized
TTP can initialize the network. This assumption was also made in [59, 130, 183, 196, 253].
In each protocol, the centralized TTP would generate a random master polynomial, define
the master key, compute the secret share for every initial node and transmit these by
unicast. Therefore resulting in an overhead of the order of t. The existence of a centralized
TTP to initialize the network was not assumed in [187, 188, 203, 209]. In their protocols,
the master key and secret shares are established in a distributed fashion. These protocols
have a communication overhead of the order of t2.

These protocols are executed only once (during network initialization) and therefore
barely contribute to the communication overhead of the key management scheme as a whole.
Furthermore, it is unfair to compare the efficiency of these protocols as their overhead
mainly depends on the assumption whether a centralized TTP could perform the network
initialization process.

7.2.2 Secure Channel Establishment Protocol

For the secure channel establishment protocol, we denote the average number of hops
between two arbitrary network nodes as d and is dependent on the network size. We
estimate the communication overhead to be the number of transmissions required for two
arbitrary nodes to establish a secure channel.

In the protocol designs of DECENT, as well as the protocols designs from [187, 209, 253]
have a communication overhead of 0, since their key management schemes are based on
ID-PKC. The ability to establish a secure channel without any interaction are especially
beneficial for large-scale networks where usually many key exchange take place. The secure
channel establishment protocls of DISTANT [35] and [59, 130, 183, 188, 196, 203], two
network nodes are required to exchange their keying information to establish a secure
channel. The keying material from both nodes therefore traverses on average d hops,
leading to a communication overhead of 2× d.

7.2.3 Distributed Key Establishment Protocol

For the distributed key establishment protocol, we assume that exactly t servers are within
transmission range of a joining node. With this assumption, we do not have to bother
which t servers out of many are contributing to the establishment of a joining node’s key.
We estimate the communication overhead to be the number of transmissions required to
provide a joining node with its initial key pair.

In the protocol design of DISTANT [35], a joining node initiates the interactive
protocol by broadcasting a request to t nearby servers. These t servers broadcast a reply
with partial commitment values. The joining node combines these with its own and
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then broadcasts its initial commitment value. The t nearby servers compute the partial
private keys and securely transmits these to the joining node. Thus, our protocol has a
communication overhead of t+ 3.

The distributed key establishment protocol of the other key management schemes follow
a similar progression, in which public information can be broadcasted and t secure unicast
transmissions from the servers are required. The protocols from [59, 130, 183, 188, 209]
benefit from a lower communication overhead of t+ 1, since the distributed TTP is directly
able to provide partial keys. On the other hand, the protocols from Lai et al. [203] and
Gharib et al. [196] have multiple rounds of secure exchanges, leading to a communication
overhead of 2t+ 2 and 5t+ 1, respectively. Interestingly, Deng et al. [187] mentioned that a
joining node has to disseminate its public key to every network node, which seems ominous
as their scheme is based on ID-PKC. This causes their protocol to have a communication
overhead of n+ t+ 1.

7.2.4 Distributed Share Establishment Protocol

For the distributed share establishment protocol, we assume that exactly t servers are
within transmission range of a joining node. With this assumption, we do not have to bother
which t servers out of many are contributing to the establishment of the joining node’s
secret share. We estimate the communication overhead to be the number of transmissions
required to provide a joining node with its share.

The protocol designs of DECENT, as well as [209, 253] take advantage of bivariate
polynomial secret sharing, which have the advantage that servers are not required to
perform some kind of shuffling mechanism to protect the secrecy of their secret shares. The
joining node initiates the interactive protocol by broadcasting a request to the t servers
that reply with a partial share, leading to a communication overhead of t+ 1.

The protocols as proposed in [130, 187, 188, 196, 203] rely on univariate polynomial
secret sharing. They proposed that a joining node would broadcast a request to which t
servers would respond with partial shares, leading to a communication overhead of t+ 1 as
well. However, they did mentioned that some form of shuffling must be incorporated to
protect the secrecy of their shares, but did not provide any details how to do this. Therefore,
the proposed protocols with an overhead of t+ 1 are incomplete and insecure. The shuffling
mechanism was incorporated in the protocols designs of DISTANT [35] and [59, 183]. In
these protocols, a joining node initiates the interactive protocol by broadcasting a request
to the t servers within transmission range. These t servers then reply with encrypted and
signed shuffle values. The joining node combines these in a single message and broadcasts
these shuffle values. The t network nodes decrypt and verify the shuffle values intended for
them and incorporate these in their computation of a shuffle partial share. Each of the
t servers now securely transmits these to the joining node. Thus, their protocols have a
communication overhead of 2t+ 2. This seems to be the lowest communication overhead
possible for securely providing joining nodes with their secret share in schemes that rely
on univariate polynomial secret sharing.
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7.2.5 Key Revocation

For the key revocation protocol, we assume that each network node has t servers within
its transmission range, that at least t accusations are required to convict a network node
for being malicious, and we denote m to be the number of hops in which a local flooding
of accusations or revocation messages is taking place. We estimate the communication
overhead to be the number of transmissions required to accuse, convict and disseminate
the conviction of a network node.

In the protocol design of DISTANT [35], as well as [196, 203], network nodes are able
to update their keying information periodically and in a non-interactive manner. With
frequent updates, there is only a short time period between compromise and expiration.
This makes certificate revocation redundant [203, 251]. Thus, our protocol and the protocols
in [196, 203] have a communication overhead of 0.

Luo et al. [59, 183] and Hoeper et al. [251] proposed similar key revocation protocols,
in which a network node is essentially removed from the network once its keying information
expires. Their key revocation protocols aim at preventing a malicious node from updating
their keys before expiration. When a network node detects malicious behavior, it sends
an accusation message to every network node within its m-hop neighborhood. The value
of m depends on the time before the malicious node’s key expires. Once network nodes
receive at least a threshold amount of accusations, they consider the accused node as
malicious and reject any of its key updating requests. The communication overhead of
the key revocation protocols of [59, 183] and [251] are estimated at (m − 1)2t2 + t and
(m−1)2t3 + t2, respectively. The key revocation protocol by da Silva et al. [209] also makes
use of accusations and convictions. Any accusation would be broadcasted to every honest
node by means of flooding and broadcast encryption. Once a network node is accused
for at least some threshold amount of times, a coalition of t servers creates and signs a
conviction message which is then broadcasted through the network. The communication
overhead of their key revocation protocol is estimated at nt+ n+ t2 − 2t− 1.

7.2.6 Key Updating Protocol

For the key updating protocol, we assume that the network contains n network nodes. We
estimate the communication overhead to be the number of transmissions required for every
network node to update their key.

In the design of DECENT and Saxena et al. [253], the pairwise keys are linked directly
to the polynomial share. Therefore, their keys are updated with the execution of the share
updating protocol. The key updating protocols of DISTANT, as well as [196, 203], are
non-interactive and thus have a communication overhead of 0. The other key management
schemes require interaction between a network node and a threshold amount of servers.
The key updating protocol from Luo et al. [59, 183] has an overhead of n× t and the key
updating protocol from da Silva et al. [209] has an overhead of n+ t.
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7.2.7 Share Updating Protocol

For the share updating protocol, we denote the average number of hops between two
arbitrary network nodes as d and is dependent on the network size. We estimate the
communication overhead to be the number of transmissions required for every network
node to update their share of the master secret.

The protocol designs of DISTANT [35] and DECENT follow a similar progression. Each
server in a cluster of t servers creates an update polynomial, computes the corresponding
update witness values, computes partial update shares for every other servers in that cluster,
and securely transmits these. Finally, each server which has their share updated broadcasts
a notification that nearby network nodes can request to have their share updated. The
nearby nodes essentially follow the distributed share establishment protocol to obtain their
updated share. The share updating protocol of DISTANT [35] and DECENT have an
estimated communication overhead of 2nt + 3n − t2 − 2t and nt + 2n − 2t, respectively.
The higher communication overhead of DISTANT has to do with the shuffling mechanism
that is required to securely provide every network node with their updated secret share.

Luo et al. [59, 183] also proposed a scalable share updating protocol in which a cluster
of t network nodes collaboratively create an encrypted and signed update polynomial. This
update polynomial is then propagated through the network. Each network node can then
send a local share updating request in which t servers collaboratively provide the network
node with its updated share. This protocol has an estimated communication overhead of
3nt+ 4n+ t. The communication overhead of this scheme is therefore higher than that
of DISTANT and DECENT, but it may be completed in a shorter period of time. Li et
al [188] proposed a more simplistic but less scalable share updating protocol in which t
random nodes are selected to provide every other network node with its partial update
shares. We estimate the communication overhead of this protocol to be dnt+ dn− dt.

Based on our simulation data from Section 5.4.4, we can approximate the commu-
nication overhead of our DECENT protocol as (1/2000)n2, of our DISTANT protocol as
(2/2000)n2, the protocol from Luo et al. [59, 183] as (3/2000)n2 and the protocol from Li
et al. [188] as (d/2000)n2. Based on our assumed transmission range of 150 meters, the
protocol from Li et al. [188] would be considered the most efficient for a network size that
is smaller than 300m2 and the most inefficient for a network size that is larger than 900m2.
For our purpose, we can conclude that the DECENT share updating protocol is the most
efficient.

7.3 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter, we evaluated and compared the security strength and communication
overhead performance of eleven FD-TTP-based key management schemes, including our two
novel FD-TTP-based key management schemes. The security evaluation and comparison
was published in the book chapter Security for UDNs: A Step Toward 6G [37] and the
performance evaluation was published in DISTANT: Distributed Trusted Authority-based
Key Management for Beyond 5G Wireless Mobile Small Cells [35].
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We evaluated the security strength of these schemes based on their abilities to provide
resiliency against the malicious attacks covered in the adversarial model (see Section 4.5.2).
The overall security strength of a FD-TTP-based key management scheme can be defined
in a variety of ways. We can define a key management scheme’s security strength by its
abilities to reach the following goals: (i) the network operator must be able to guarantee
their network subscribers with end-to-end secure communication, and (ii) network operators
are needed as little as possible to reach the primary goal. Based on this definition, we can
argue that the DISTANT scheme [35] reaches the highest level of security. Namely, the
primary goal can only be achieved by schemes where the FD-TTP reaches trust level of 3.
This goal is only achieved by the schemes from Luo et al. [59, 183], Lai et al. [203] and
DISTANT. Futhermore, to achieve the secondary goal, the key management scheme must
maintain functional and uncompromised for the longest possible period of time. We found
that [203] lacks the integration of both VSS and PSS in contrast to [59, 183] and DISTANT.
Finally, DISTANT is capable of verifying the honesty of partial key management services
in the distributed key establishment protocol as well as in the share updating protocol,
whereas [59, 183] is only capable of verifying the honesty of the combined key management
services. Based on the given definition, we may conclude that DISTANT is the most
secure FD-TTP-based key management scheme. However, keep in mind that the security
strength of a key management scheme can be defined in a variety of ways and will be
highly dependent on the particular network requirements and preferences. We assumed
that the network operator is available and willing to reboot the network on the occasion
that network compromise is detected. However, the network initialization process may be
a costly operation in which multiple network operators are required to collaborate. One
or more network operators may instead aspire to select a key management scheme that
is able to provide a sufficient level of security and prevents the need for manual network
reboots. In other words, they may prefer a key management scheme that is able to recover
from network compromise without any outside interaction (i.e., self-healing). However,
the self-healing property is only achieved by key management schemes that allow the
updating of the master private key in the share updating protocol. From the evaluated
FD-TTP-based key management schemes, only the DECENT scheme achieves self-healing.

The performance in terms of communication overhead can be separated by key
management structure: (i) the conventional FD-TTP-based key management structure
(see Section 4.5.1) and (ii) the alternative FD-TTP-based key management structure.
The communication overhead of schemes that follow the conventional FD-TTP-based key
management structure do not vary much. Besides, it is often unfair to state that a certain
key management scheme with more efficient protocols is better than the other schemes.
Namely, their more efficient protocols often result is security vulnerabilities. With the
alternative FD-TTP-based key management structure, we mean the FD-TTP-based key
management schemes in which the shares of the master private key directly define the
network user’s public and private key pairs (i.e., key management schemes that are based
on threshold-tolerant ID-PKC). This direct correspondence between the share and the
key means that a share establishment protocol or a share updating protocol immediately
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establishes and updates the user’s keys as well. This simplifies the key management and has
significant benefits in terms of communication overhead compared to the key management
schemes that follow the conventional FD-TTP-based key management structure. It is
therefore clear that the schemes by Saxena et al. [253] and DECENT are the most
communication overhead efficient schemes in our comparison.

Clearly, the process of selecting an appropriate key management scheme to secure multi-
hop D2D communications in NC-MSCs requires a clear understanding of the capabilities
and drawbacks of each scheme. The selection of the most appropriate scheme depends on
the network characteristics, assumptions and preferences. Even though we are unable to
make explicit statements or recommendations, we can argue that both the novel DISTANT
and DECENT schemes have desirable properties and are solid choices for providing security
in NC-MSCs.
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8 Conclusion and Future Works

8.1 Conclusions

The next generation mobile network is adopting the small cell technology to keep providing
network subscribers with a high QoS, including high data transmission speeds and low
latency. However, increasing demands of mobile data in dense urban environments may
still face issues in the future. A solution to this problem is offered by the EU-funded
H2020-MSCA project “SECRET” in the form of a novel networking architecture that
utilizes NC-MSCs [34]. Covering the urban landscape with NC-MSCs optimizes network
services such as data rates, energy efficiency, latency, and interference in a cost-effective
fashion. However, a spectrum of security challenges must be addressed prior to its adoption.
This thesis addressed the security challenges from the perspectives of key management.
The main research contributions are summarized as follows.

• First of all, we would like to emphasize that key management lies at the core of
providing security in any type of network. Every network is unique and its particular
network characteristics define the requirements that a key management scheme must
satisfy. Therefore, we started with a study of the scenario architecture and its network
characteristics. This led to the conclusion that our scenario architecture is unable
to rely on an online centralized TTP, acting as a root of trust, to provide network
security. The study and evaluation of decentralized key management solutions, a
collective of key management schemes that follow a similar approach, provided a
detailed and wide scope of their potential to secure the scenario architecture. Based on
the evaluation, we concluded that the FD-TTP-based key management solution was
the only suitable solution. Therefore, we recommended that future research efforts
should focus on the FD-TTP-based key management solution to establish secure
communication between network users in our scenario architecture. Additionally,
we defined the adversarial model against which FD-TTP-based key management
schemes should be tested to evaluate its security strength.

• Second, we presented the design of a novel and decentralized key management
scheme. This novel key management scheme, called DISTANT (Distributed Trusted
Authority-based key management), utilizes the self-generated certificates paradigm
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which allows network users to securely exchange verifiable cryptographic keys and
establish secure communication channels between each other. The DISTANT scheme
improves related FD-TTP-based key management schemes from a security standpoint
while competitive in terms of communication overhead. Furthermore, the design of
DISTANT is agnostic to NC-enabled networks and can therefore also be adopted for
more general ad-hoc network scenarios.

• Third, we presented the design of another novel and decentralized key management
scheme. This novel key management scheme, called DECENT (Decentralized and
Efficient key management), utilizes threshold-tolerant ID-PKC in which the secret
shares are directly used as private keys. This equivalence between shares and
keys provides major benefits in terms of key management simplicity and overheads
compared to previous works while maintaining a sufficient level of security. The
design of DECENT is also agnostic to NC-enabled networks and can therefore also
be adopted for more general ad-hoc network scenarios.

• Fourth, we provided guidelines for selecting an appropriate security threshold for any
FD-TTP-based key management scheme including DISTANT and DECENT, based
on the node density of a network through performed simulations. These simulations
show how the availability of key management services are affected by varying security
threshold levels.

• Finally, the security and performance evaluation compares our novel key management
schemes with the existing FD-TTP-based key management schemes. The security
evaluation shows that DISTANT can be considered the key management scheme with
the highest level of security in a conventional manner whereas DECENT reaches a
sufficient level of security and possesses the unique self-healing property. Furthermore,
the DISTANT scheme is competitive in terms of communication overhead compared
to other key management schemes that follow the conventional FD-TTP-based key
management structure. The alternative FD-TTP-based key management structure
followed by DECENT enjoys significant benefits in terms of communication overhead
with a more elegant and simplistic key management design. While both the DISTANT
scheme and the DECENT scheme have desirable properties; particular network
characteristics, assumptions, and preferences will dictate which key management
scheme is the most suitable to provide security in NC-MSCs.

8.2 Future Work

This thesis laid the foundation for future research efforts in the area of decentralized
key management for NC-MSC networks as well as more general ad-hoc networks. The
novel key management schemes are designed and evaluated for their security strength
and communication overheads, showing significant improvements compared to previous
proposals. This section describes future work to improve and extend upon the laid
foundation.
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• The DISTANT scheme reaches the highest level of security of all the evaluated FD-
TTP-based key management schemes; however, the introduced shuffling mechanism
in the distributed share establishment protocol prevents a joining node from detecting
the malicious server(s) that provide a false partial share. The joining node is only
capable of verifying that the combined secret share is incorrect. Therefore, we intend
to improve the distributed share establishment protocol to allow the detection of this
kind of malicious behavior. We are aware of two possible methods for achieving this.
One method is by incorporating public witness values that correspond to the secret
shuffle values in the shuffling mechanism (see [183]). Another method is to remove
the shuffling mechanism entirely, therefore reducing the communication overhead
requirement, by using threshold secret sharing based on bivariate polynomials (see
[209, 252, 253]).

• The security of the DISTANT and DECENT schemes are based on the intractability of
the DL problem in prime fields. Both schemes may benefit in terms of computational
and memory storage overhead when the security of the protocols are based on
the DL problem in the elliptic curve group. Therefore, we intend to measure the
computational and memory storage overheads of both schemes and whether these
can be improved by redesigning the protocols to be based on the DL problem in the
elliptic curve group (see [196]).

• The DECENT scheme lacks a decentralized revocation mechanism. A decentralized
revocation mechanism is necessary to remove servers that provide a false key man-
agement service and prevent these malicious nodes from re-joining the network in
the future. The mechanism can be based on the works of [139, 140, 160] in which
network nodes can accuse servers of being malicious. This server would be convicted
when a threshold number of accusations are made against it. Network nodes can
add malicious servers to a so-called node revocation list, analogous to the certificate
revocation list in traditional PKI. To prevent the malicious server from re-joining the
network, network nodes should check their node revocation list when they received a
node’s joining request.

• The simulations in Section 5.4.4 estimate appropriate security thresholds such that
network nodes can be guaranteed to an available key management for various network
densities. However, utilizing the indicated thresholds may not be sufficient for the key
management to perform optimally. To clarify, the share updating protocol does not
simply require any network node to be within transmission range of t random network
nodes, but it requires a cluster of t network nodes to be within transmission range
of each other. Therefore, it would be beneficial to perform simulations which also
estimates the threshold required to perform a share updating protocol as this provides
a better upper bound of the security threshold such that the key management can
perform according to its design purposes.
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• The DISTANT and DECENT schemes are proposed to secure multi-hop wireless D2D
communications between any arbitrary pair of network nodes within the scenario
architecture of NC-MSCs. Based on this scenario, we assume that every network node
has a connection with the mobile network infrastructure and that the mobile network
infrastructure provides the network nodes with routing information. Consider any
pair of network nodes. These network nodes are either located within relative close
proximity such that they can communication through the network of NC-MSCs or
these network nodes must rely on the mobile network infrastructure to communicate.
Therefore, it is only logical that the mobile network infrastructure (aware of the
location of both network nodes) is initially consulted when these nodes wish to
communicate. In case the network nodes can communicate through NC-MSCs, the
network infrastructure would provide routing information, otherwise the network
infrastructure requests the data and routes the data in between the network users by
itself. However, the 3GPP has proposed the use-case in which network nodes are on
the edge of cellular coverage or entirely outside of coverage [255]. If these nodes are
unable to rely on any network infrastructure, this network of nodes essentially follow
a MANET structure. Since we assume existence of network infrastructure and rely on
this network infrastructure to provide routing information to connect communicating
nodes, we did not incorporate any routing mechanisms in either the DISTANT or
the DECENT scheme. Zhao et al. [70] proposed KM-SR, a key management and
secure routing integrated framework for MANETs with a distributed TTP and would
be an excellent resource to extend our novel key management schemes to incorporate
their own routing mechanism.
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A Numerical Example of the DISTANT Scheme

This appendix provides a numerical example of the DISTANT scheme. The numerical
example is meant to support the reader in creating a better understanding of its func-
tionalities and provide additional confidence in the correctness of the key management
procedures (i.e., algorithm and protocols). The relatively small size of the cyclic groups
(i.e., Z∗p,Z∗q) means that the example is by no means a secure implementation of the scheme,
instead it allows the reader to audit any computations. The numerical example follows the
progression of the network phases and their respective procedures. Therefore, once variables
and functions are defined, they can be reused in following procedures. The variables i and
j are used as index values.

We consider that the TTP initializes two nodes (N1, N2) before the network becomes
operational. During the operational phase one more node (N3) will be requesting to join
the network, bringing the total number of network nodes to three.

A.1 Network Initialization Phase

As presented in chapter 5, this phase consists of three procedures: the network setup
algorithm, the centralized share establishment protocol, and the centralized proxy key pair
establishment protocol.

A.1.1 Network Setup

This algorithm is executed by the TTP to define public and private network parameters.

• The TTP generates two primes, p = 83 and q = 41, selects generator g = 3 of cyclic
subgroup G ⊂ Z∗83, and selects security threshold t = 2.

• The TTP selects random coefficients {α0, α1} ∈ Z∗41 = {14, 13}. These coefficients
directly define the master polynomial f(x) = 14 + 13x (mod 41), the witness values
ω = {w0, w1} = {11, 59}, the master private key MSK = 14 and the master public
key MPK = 11.

• The TTP defines cryptographic primitives (i.e., hash functions h1, h2, h3, data
integrity schemes SIG, MAC, and encryption schemes ENC, SIG). For the purpose
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of the example, we define the hash functions h1, h2, h3, and the signing algorithm
SIGSK and verification algorithm SIGPK of data integrity scheme SIG as follows:

h1,2,3(x1, . . . , xn) = SIGSK,PK(x1, . . . , xn) =
n∑
i=1

xi (mod q) (A.1)

• The TTP publishes {p = 83, q = 41, g = 3, t = 2,MPK = 11} and the definitions of
the cryptographic primitives in a secure, public domain.

A.1.2 Centralized Share Establishment

The TTP provides nodes N1 and N2 with their share of the master private key. To node
N1, we assign identity ID1 = 24. To node N2, we assign identity ID2 = 37. Each node
shares a secure channel with the TTP for the secure transmission of the secret shares.

• The TTP computes secret shares {ss1, ss2}:

ssi = f(IDi) (mod q) ≡ α0 + α1 · IDi (mod q) (A.2)

ss1 = f(24) (mod 41) ≡ 14 + 13 · 24 (mod 41) ≡ 39 (A.3)

ss2 = f(37) (mod 41) ≡ 14 + 13 · 37 (mod 41) ≡ 3 (A.4)

The TTP transmits {ss1, ω} to node N1, and {ss2, ω} to node N2.

• The initial nodes verify that their obtained secret share corresponds to the obtained
witness values by checking that the public share computed from the witness values
correspond to the public share computed from its secret share.

psi = w0 · w1
IDi (mod p) ≡ gssi (mod p) (A.5)

ps1 = 11 · 5924 (mod 83) ≡ 339 (mod 83) ≡ 77 3 (A.6)

ps2 = 11 · 5937 (mod 83) ≡ 33 (mod 83) ≡ 27 3 (A.7)

A.1.3 Centralized Proxy Key Pair Establishment

The TTP engages in an interactive protocol with nodes N1 and N2 to determine their initial
proxy key pair. To reduce redundancy in the description of this example, we consider that
the TTP has two sessions running in parallel. In practice, this protocol is likely executed
sequentially (i.e., one node at a time). Each node shares a secure channel with the TTP
for the secure transmission of keying information.

• The TTP selects random secret values {svTTP 1 , svTTP 2} ∈ Z∗41 = {15, 27} for
nodes N1 and N2, respectively. The TTP then computes the corresponding partial
commitments:

cTTP i = gsvTTPi (mod p) (A.8)

cTTP 1 = 315 (mod 83) ≡ 33 (A.9)

cTTP 2 = 327 (mod 83) ≡ 68 (A.10)
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The TTP transmits {cTTP 1} to node N1, and {cTTP 2} to node N2.

• The initial nodes selects their own random secret value. Node N1 selects sv1 = 11, and
node N2 selects sv2 = 5. The initial nodes then compute their initial commitment:

ci,0 = gsvi · cTTP i (mod p) (A.11)

c1,0 = 311 · 33 (mod 83) ≡ 78 (A.12)

c2,0 = 35 · 68 (mod 83) ≡ 7 (A.13)

The node N1 transmits {c1,0} to the TTP, and node N2 transmits {c2,0} to the TTP.

• The TTP computes partial private proxy keys {SKTTP 1 , SKTTP 2}:

SKTTP i = svTTP i +MSK · h1(IDi, ci,0) (mod q) (A.14)

= svTTP i +MSK · (IDi + ci,0) (mod q) (A.15)

SKTTP 1 = 15 + 14 · (24 + 78) (mod 41) ≡ 8 (A.16)

SKTTP 2 = 27 + 14 · (37 + 7) (mod 41) ≡ 28 (A.17)

The TTP transmits {SKTTP 1} to node N1, and {SKTTP 2} to node N2.

• The initial nodes verify that their obtained partial private proxy key correspond to
the previously obtained partial commitment by checking the following equivalence:

PKTTP i = gSKTTPi (mod p) ≡ cTTP i ·MPKh1(IDi,ci,0) (mod p) (A.18)

= gSKTTPi (mod p) ≡ cTTP i ·MPK(IDi+ci,0) (mod p) (A.19)

PKTTP 1 = 38 (mod 83) ≡ 33 · 11(24+78) (mod 83) ≡ 4 3 (A.20)

PKTTP 2 = 328 (mod 83) ≡ 68 · 11(37+7) (mod 83) ≡ 38 3 (A.21)

• The initial nodes computes their initial proxy key pair (PKi,0, SKi,0) as follows:

SKi,0 = svi + SKTTP i (mod q) (A.22)

SK1,0 = 11 + 8 (mod 41) ≡ 19 (A.23)

SK2,0 = 5 + 28 (mod 41) ≡ 33 (A.24)

PKi,0 = gSKi,0 (mod p) (A.25)

PK1,0 = 319 (mod 83) ≡ 17 (A.26)

PK2,0 = 333 (mod 83) ≡ 21 (A.27)

The node N1 defines its initial proxy key pair as (17, 19), and node N2 defines its
initial proxy key pair as (21, 33).
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A.2 Operational Phase

As presented in chapter 5, this phase consists of four main procedures: the certificate
issuing & updating protocol, the secure channel establishment protocol, the distributed
proxy key pair establishment protocol, and the distributed secret share establishment
protocol.

A.2.1 Certificate Issuing & Updating

Each network node can issue their own certificate and renew their certificate when it is
about to expire. To reduce redundancy in the description of this example, we issue the
first certificate for network nodes N1 and N2 in parallel. For the purpose of the example,
we define the timestamp as TS = 0.

• The nodes N1 and N2 select random secret values {sv1, sv2} ∈ Z∗41 = {38, 4},
respectively, from which they compute their certificate-specific commitment, private
proxy key and public proxy key:

ci = gsvi (mod p) (A.28)

c1 = 338 (mod 83) ≡ 40 (A.29)

c2 = 34 (mod 83) ≡ 81 (A.30)

SKi = svi + SKi,0 · h1(IDi, ci) (mod q) (A.31)

= svi + SKi,0 · (IDi + ci) (mod q) (A.32)

SK1 = 38 + 19 · (24 + 78) (mod 41) ≡ 24 (A.33)

SK2 = 4 + 33 · (37 + 7) (mod 41) ≡ 3 (A.34)

PKi = gSKi (mod p) (A.35)

PK1 = 324 (mod 83) ≡ 64 (A.36)

PK2 = 33 (mod 83) ≡ 27 (A.37)

• The nodes N1 and N2 each generate a signature σ for their certificate.

σi = SIGSKi(IDi, ci,0, ci, PKi, TS) (A.38)

= (IDi + ci,0 + ci + PKi + TS) (mod q) (A.39)

σ1 = (24 + 78 + 40 + 64 + 0) (mod 41) ≡ 1 (A.40)

σ2 = (37 + 7 + 81 + 27 + 0) (mod 41) ≡ 29 (A.41)

• The nodes N1 and N2 define their certificates CERT 1 and CERT 2, respectively.

CERT i = {IDi, ci,0, ci, PKi, TS, σi} (A.42)

CERT 1 = {ID1 = 24, c1,0 = 78, c1 = 40, PK1 = 64, TS = 0, σ1 = 1} (A.43)

CERT 2 = {ID2 = 37, c2,0 = 7, c2 = 81, PK2 = 27, TS = 0, σ2 = 29} (A.44)
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A.2.2 Secure Channel Establishment

Each network node can exchange their self-generated certificates and verify the authenticity
of received certificates. The network nodes can then compute shared symmetric keys to
enable secure communication. In this example, network nodes N1 and N2 exchanged their
self-generated certificates, will verify its authenticity, and compute their shared symmetric
keys.

• The nodes N1 and N2 verify that the received certificate has not expired by inspecting
the timestamp TS. In this example, both nodes verify that TS = 0 on the received
certificate since we defined the timestamp as such.

• The node N1 verifies the correspondence between public key PK2 and other keying
information on received certificate CERT 2, and node N2 verifies the correspondence
between public key PK1 and other keying information on received certificate CERT 1.

PKi = ci · (ci,0 ·MPKh1(IDi,ci,0))h1(IDi,ci) (mod p) (A.45)

= ci · (ci,0 ·MPK(IDi+ci,0 (mod q)))(IDi+ci (mod q)) (mod p) (A.46)

PK1 ≡ 40 · (78 · 11(24+78 (mod 41)))(24+40 (mod 41)) (mod 83) (A.47)

≡ 40 · (78 · 1120)23 (mod 83) (A.48)

≡ 40 · (78 · 63)23 (mod 83) (A.49)

≡ 40 · (17)23 (mod 83) (A.50)

≡ 40 · 68 (mod 83) (A.51)

≡ 64 3 (A.52)

PK2 ≡ 81 · (7 · 11(37+7 (mod 41)))(37+81 (mod 41)) (mod 83) (A.53)

≡ 81 · (7 · 113)36 (mod 83) (A.54)

≡ 81 · (7 · 3)36 (mod 83) (A.55)

≡ 81 · (21)36 (mod 83) (A.56)

≡ 81 · 28 (mod 83) (A.57)

≡ 27 3 (A.58)

• The node N1 verifies the signature σ2 on received certificate CERT 2, and node N2

verifies the signature σ1 on received certificate CERT 1.

σi = SIGPKi(IDi, ci,0, ci, PKi, TS) (A.59)

= (IDi + ci,0 + ci + PKi + TS (mod q)) (A.60)

σ1 = (24 + 78 + 40 + 64 + 0 (mod 41)) ≡ 1 3 (A.61)

σ2 = (37 + 7 + 81 + 27 + 0 (mod 41)) ≡ 29 3 (A.62)
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• The node N1 computes shared symmetric keysKcip
1,2 andKmac

1,2 , and node N2 computes
shared symmetric keys Kcip

2,1 and Kmac
2,1 .

Kcip
i,j = h2(PKj

SKi (mod p)) (A.63)

= (PKj
SKi (mod p)) (mod q) (A.64)

Kcip
1,2 = (2724 (mod 83)) (mod 41) ≡ 30 (A.65)

Kcip
2,1 = (643 (mod 83)) (mod 41) ≡ 30 (A.66)

Kmac
i,j = h3(PKj

SKi (mod p)) (A.67)

= (PKj
SKi (mod p)) (mod q) (A.68)

Kmac
1,2 = (2724 (mod 83)) (mod 41) ≡ 30 (A.69)

Kmac
2,1 = (643 (mod 83)) (mod 41) ≡ 30 (A.70)

Notice that the shared enciphering/deciphering key is equal to the shared sign-
ing/signature verification key. We have an equivalence between these keys since we
defined the hash functions h2 and h3 in the exact same way.

A.2.3 Distributed Proxy Key Pair Establishment

In this protocol, node N3 (with identity ID3 = 11) wishes to join the network. Therefore,
it requests a threshold number of server nodes (i.e., nodes N1 and N2) for key management
services. The requested key management service will allow joining node N3 to establish
its initial proxy key pair with which it can issue and update its self-generated certificate.
In this example, we omit the details regarding the establishment of the secure channels
between the server nodes and the joining node.

• The joining node N3 requests for the key management service by broadcasting {ID3}
which is received by server nodes N1 and N2.

• The server nodes N1 and N2 select random secret values {sv1, sv2} ∈ Z∗41 = {17, 10},
respectively. The server nodes then compute the corresponding partial commitments.

ci = gsvi (mod p) (A.71)

c1 = 317 (mod 83) ≡ 48 (A.72)

c2 = 310 (mod 83) ≡ 36 (A.73)

The server node N1 broadcasts {CERT 1, c1, ω} and server node N2 broadcasts
{CERT 2, c2, ω}. Both are received by joining node N3.

• The joining node N3 selects random secret value sv3 = 25 and computes its initial
commitment.

c3,0 = gsv3 · c1
λφ1 (0) · c2

λφ2 (0) (mod p), where φ = {N1, N2} (A.74)

↪→ λφ1 (0) = 0− ID2
ID1 − ID2

(mod q) ≡ 4 · 28−1 (mod 41) ≡ 6 (A.75)
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↪→ λφ2 (0) = 0− ID1
ID2 − ID1

(mod q) ≡ 17 · 13−1 (mod 41) ≡ 36 (A.76)

= 325 · 486 · 3636 (mod 83) (A.77)

= 26 · 51 · 7 (mod 83) ≡ 69 (A.78)

The joining node N3 broadcasts {c3,0} which is received by server nodes N1 and N2.

• The server nodes N1 and N2 compute the partial private proxy keys {SK1, SK2},
respectively.

SKi = svi + ssi · h1(ID3, c3,0) (mod q) (A.79)

= svi + ssi · (ID3 + c3,0) (mod q) (A.80)

SK1 = 17 + 39 · (11 + 69) (mod 41) ≡ 21 (A.81)

SK2 = 10 + 3 · (11 + 69) (mod 41) ≡ 4 (A.82)

The server node N1 securely transmits {SK1} to joining node N3, and server node
N2 securely transmits {SK2} to joining node N3.

• The joining node N3 verifies that the obtained partial private proxy keys correspond
to the previously obtained partial commitments by checking the following equivalence:

PKi = gSKi (mod p) ≡ ci · psih1(ID3,c3,0) (mod p) (A.83)

= gSKi (mod p) ≡ ci · psi(ID3+c3,0 (mod q)) (mod p) (A.84)

↪→ psi = w0 · w1
IDi (mod p) (A.85)

↪→ ps1 = 11 · 5924 (mod 83) ≡ 37 (A.86)

↪→ ps2 = 11 · 5937 (mod 83) ≡ 27 (A.87)

PK1 = 321 (mod 83) ≡ 48 · 37(11+69 (mod 41)) (mod 83) ≡ 70 3 (A.88)

PK2 = 34 (mod 83) ≡ 36 · 27(11+69 (mod 41)) (mod 83) ≡ 81 3 (A.89)

• The joining node N3 computes its initial proxy key pair (PK3,0, SK3,0) as follows:

SK3,0 = sv3 + SK1 · λφ1 (0) + SK2 · λφ2 (0) (mod q) (A.90)

= 25 + 21 · 6 + 4 · 36 (mod 41) ≡ 8 (A.91)

PK3,0 = gSK3,0 (mod p) (A.92)

= 38 (mod 83) ≡ 4 (A.93)

(A.94)

The joined node N3 defines its initial proxy key pair as (4, 8). It is now capable of issuing
self-generated certificates and exchange these to establish secure channels with other
network nodes.
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A.2.4 Distributed Secret Share Establishment

In this protocol, node N3 wishes to join the distributed TTP. Therefore, it requests a
threshold number of server nodes (i.e., nodes N1 and N2) for key management services. The
requested key management service will allow the joining node N3 to establish its share of
the master secret with which it can participate in providing future key management services.
In this example, we omit the details regarding the establishment of the secure channels
between the server nodes and the joining node as well as the encryption, decryption, signing
and signature verification process of secure transmissions.

• The joining node N3 requests for the key management service by broadcasting the
certificates of its nearby servers {CERT 1, CERT 2} which are received by server
nodes N1 and N2. The server node N1 selects to perform the shuffling mechanism
with server node N2 (since it has no other option). The server node N2 selects to
perform the shuffling mechanism with server node N1 (since it also has no other
option).

• The server nodes N1 and N2 select random shuffle values {δ1→1, δ2→2} ∈ Z∗41 =
{28, 21} and compute the shuffle values to distribute to their shuffling partner.

δi→j = −δi→i (mod q) (A.95)

δ1→2 = −28 (mod 41) ≡ 13 (A.96)

δ2→1 = −21 (mod 41) ≡ 20 (A.97)

The server node N1 securely transmits {δ1→2} to server node N2, and server node
N2 securely transmits {δ2→1} to server node N1.

• The server nodes N1 and N2 compute their composited shuffle value.

δi = δi→i +
∑

δj→i (mod q) (A.98)

δ1 = 28 + 20 (mod 41) ≡ 7 (A.99)

δ2 = 21 + 13 (mod 41) ≡ 34 (A.100)

• The server nodes N1 and N2 compute the shuffled partial secret share intended for
joining node N3.

ssi→3 = ssi · λφi (ID3) + δi (mod q), where φ = {N1, N2} (A.101)

↪→ λφ1 (ID3) = ID3 − ID2
ID1 − ID2

(mod q) ≡ 15 · 28−1 (mod 41) ≡ 2 (A.102)

↪→ λφ2 (ID3) = ID3 − ID1
ID2 − ID1

(mod q) ≡ 28 · 13−1 (mod 41) ≡ 40 (A.103)

ss1→3 = 39 · 2 + 7 (mod 41) ≡ 3 (A.104)

ss2→3 = 3 · 40 + 34 (mod 41) ≡ 31 (A.105)
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The server node N1 securely transmits {ss1→3} to joining node N3, and server node
N2 securely transmits {ss2→3} to joining node N3.

• The joining node N3 computes its secret share.

ssi =
∑

ssj→i (mod q) (A.106)

ss3 = ss1→3 + ss2→3 (mod 41) ≡ 3 + 31 (mod 41) ≡ 34 (A.107)

• The joining node N3 verifies that its secret share corresponds to the witness values
by checking that the public share computed from the witness values correspond to
the public share computed from its secret share.

psi = w0 · w1
IDi (mod p) ≡ gssi (mod p) (A.108)

ps3 = 11 · 5911 (mod 83) ≡ 334 (mod 83) ≡ 63 3 (A.109)

A.3 Share Updating Phase

As presented in chapter 5, this phase consists of one procedure: the share updating protocol.

A.3.1 Share Updating

In this protocol, a threshold number of network nodes (i.e., nodes N1 and N2) collaborate
to update the master polynomial which in turn updates the secret shares and the witness
values. The regular updating of the secret shares prevents a mobile adversary from
uncovering the master secret key pair. In this example, we omit the details regarding the
establishment of the secure channels between the network nodes as well as the encryption,
decryption, signing and signature verification process of secure transmissions.

• The network node N1 selects random coefficient α1 = 18 which defines its update
polynomial f1(x), and network node N2 selects random coefficient α1 = 22 which
defines its update polynomials f2(x).

fi(x) = 0 + α1x ∈ Z∗q [x] (A.110)

f1(x) = 0 + 18x (A.111)

f2(x) = 0 + 22x (A.112)

• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute the update witness value that corresponds
to their update polynomial.

ωi = {w1,i ≡ gα1∈fi(x) (mod p)} (A.113)

ω1 = {w1,1 ≡ 318 (mod 83) ≡ 61} (A.114)

ω2 = {w1,2 ≡ 322 (mod 83) ≡ 44} (A.115)
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• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute the partial update shares.

ssi→j = fi(IDj) (mod q) (A.116)

ss1→1 = f1(24) (mod 41) ≡ 0 + 18 · 24 (mod 41) ≡ 22 (A.117)

ss1→2 = f1(37) (mod 41) ≡ 0 + 18 · 37 (mod 41) ≡ 10 (A.118)

ss2→1 = f2(24) (mod 41) ≡ 0 + 22 · 24 (mod 41) ≡ 36 (A.119)

ss2→2 = f2(37) (mod 41) ≡ 0 + 22 · 37 (mod 41) ≡ 35 (A.120)

The network node N1 securely transmits {ω1, ss1→2} to node N2, and network node
N2 securely transmits {ω2, ss2→1} to node N1.

• The network nodes N1 and N2 verify that the obtained update share corresponds to
the obtained update witness value by checking the following equivalence.

psi→j = w1,i
IDj (mod p) ≡ gssi→j (mod p) (A.121)

ps1→2 = 6137 (mod 83) ≡ 310 (mod 83) ≡ 36 3 (A.122)

ps2→1 = 4424 (mod 83) ≡ 336 (mod 83) ≡ 69 3 (A.123)

• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute their updated secret share.

ssi = ssi +
∑

ssj→i (mod q) (A.124)

ss1 = 39 + 22 + 36 (mod 41) ≡ 15 (A.125)

ss2 = 3 + 10 + 35 (mod 41) ≡ 7 (A.126)

• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute the updated witness values.

ω = {w0, w1 ≡ w1 ·
∏

w1, i (mod p)} (A.127)

= {11, 59 · 61 · 44 (mod 83)} (A.128)

= {11, 75} (A.129)

The network nodes N1 and N2 can inform network node N3 that the share updating
protocol has been executed successfully and that network node N3 can request them to
have its share updated, essentially re-joining as a member of the distributed TTP. The
network nodes N1, N2 and N3 would execute the distributed share establishment protocol
in order to provide network node N3 with its secret share of the updated master polynomial.
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B Numerical Example of the DECENT Scheme

This appendix provides a numerical example of the DECENT scheme. The numerical
example is meant to support the reader in creating a better understanding of its func-
tionalities and provide additional confidence in the correctness of the key management
procedures (i.e., algorithm and protocols). The relatively small size of the cyclic groups
(i.e., Z∗p,Z∗q) means that the example is by no means a secure implementation of the scheme,
instead it allows the reader to audit any computations. The numerical example follows the
progression of the network phases and their respective procedures. Therefore, once variables
and functions are defined, they can be reused in following procedures. The variables i, j,
and k are used as index values.

We consider that the TTP initializes two nodes (N1, N2) before the network becomes
operational. During the operational phase one more node (N3) will be requesting to join
the network, bringing the total number of network nodes to three.

B.1 Network Initialization Phase

As presented in chapter 6, this phase consists of two procedures: the network setup
algorithm and the node initialization protocol.

B.1.1 Network Setup

This algorithm is executed by the TTP to define public and private network parameters.

• The TTP generates two primes, p = 83 and q = 41, selects generator g = 3 of cyclic
subgroup G ⊂ Z∗83, and selects security threshold t = 2.

• The TTP selects random coefficients {α00, α01, α10, α11} ∈ Z∗41 = {38, 14, 14, 5}.
These coefficients directly define the master polynomial f(x, y) = 38 + 14x+ 14y +
5xy (mod 41) and the witness values ω = {w00, w01, w10, w11} = {40, 11, 11, 77}.

• The TTP defines cryptographic primitives (i.e., hash functions h1, h2, data integrity
schemes SIG, MAC, and encryption schemes ENC, SIG). For the purpose of the
example, we define the hash functions h1 and h2 as follows:

h1,2(x) = x (mod q) (B.1)
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• The TTP publishes {p = 83, q = 41, g = 3, t = 2} and the definitions of the
cryptographic primitives in a secure, public domain.

B.1.2 Node Initialization

The TTP provides nodes N1 and N2 with their share of the master polynomial which
defines the node’s public and private key. To node N1, we assign identity ID1 = 24. To
node N2, we assign identity ID2 = 37. To reduce redundancy in the description of this
example, we consider that the TTP has two sessions running in parallel. In practice, this
protocol is likely executed sequentially (i.e., one node at a time). Each node shares a secure
channel with the TTP for the secure transmission of the polynomial shares.

• The TTP computes polynomial shares {s1(x), s2(x)}:

si(x) = f(x, IDi) (mod q) (B.2)

= (α00 + α10 · IDi) + (α01 + α11 · IDi)x (mod q) (B.3)

s1(x) = (38 + 14 · 24) + (14 + 5 · 24)x (mod 41) ≡ 5 + 11x (B.4)

s2(x) = (38 + 14 · 37) + (14 + 5 · 37)x (mod 41) ≡ 23 + 35x (B.5)

The TTP securely transmits {s1(x), ω} to node N1, and {s2(x), ω} to node N2.

• The initial nodes verify that the coefficients of their polynomial share (denoted as a0,
a1) corresponds to the obtained witness values.

gaj∈si(x) (mod p) ≡ wj0 · wj1IDi (mod p) (B.6)

35∈s1(x) (mod 83) ≡ 40 · 1124 (mod 83) ≡ 77 3 (B.7)

311∈s1(x) (mod 83) ≡ 11 · 7724 (mod 83) ≡ 25 3 (B.8)

323∈s2(x) (mod 83) ≡ 40 · 1137 (mod 83) ≡ 49 3 (B.9)

335∈s2(x) (mod 83) ≡ 11 · 7737 (mod 83) ≡ 23 3 (B.10)

• The initial nodes estimate their public-private key pair (PKi, SKi).

SKi = si(0) (mod q) (B.11)

SK1 = 5 + 11 · 0 (mod 41) ≡ 5 (B.12)

SK2 = 23 + 35 · 0 (mod 41) ≡ 23 (B.13)

PKi = gSKi (mod p) (B.14)

PK1 = 35 (mod 83) ≡ 77 (B.15)

PK2 = 323 (mod 83) ≡ 49 (B.16)

The node N1 defines its public-private key pair as (77, 5), and node N2 defines its
public-private key pair as (49, 23).
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B.2 Operational Phase

As presented in chapter 6, this phase consists of two procedures: the node joining protocol
and the pairwise key establishment protocol.

B.2.1 Node Joining

In this protocol, node N3 (with identity ID3 = 11) wishes to join the network. Therefore,
it requests a threshold number of server nodes (i.e., nodes N1 and N2) for key management
services. The requested key management service will allow the joining node N3 to establish
its polynomial share with which it can (i) estimate its public-private key pair, (ii) compute
the pairwise symmetric key that it shared with other network nodes, and (iii) participate in
providing future key management services. In this example, we omit the details regarding
the establishment of the secure channels between the server nodes and the joining node
as well as the encryption, decryption, signing and signature verificaiton process of secure
transmissions.

• The joining node N3 requests for the key management service by broadcasting {ID3}
which is received by server nodes N1 and N2.

• The server nodes N1 and N2 compute a partial share intended for joining node N3.

si→3 = si(ID3) (mod q) (B.17)

s1→3 = s1(11) (mod 41) ≡ 5 + 11 · 11 (mod 41) ≡ 3 (B.18)

s2→3 = s2(11) (mod 41) ≡ 23 + 35 · 11 (mod 41) ≡ 39 (B.19)

The server node N1 securely transmits {ID1, ω, s1→3} to joining node N3, and server
node N2 securely transmits {ID2, ω, s2→3} to joining node N3.

• The joining node N3 verifies whether server nodes N1 and N2 provided honest key
management services by checking that the partial shares correspond to the witnesses.

gsi→3 (mod p) ≡ w00 · w01
IDi · w10

ID3 · w11
(ID3·IDi) (mod p) (B.20)

33 (mod 83) ≡ 40 · 1124 · 1111 · 77(11·24) (mod 83) ≡ 27 3 (B.21)

339 (mod 83) ≡ 40 · 1137 · 1111 · 77(11·37) (mod 83) ≡ 37 3 (B.22)

• The joining nodeN3 takes advantage of the property sy(x) = f(x, y) = f(y, x) = sx(y)
to determine the following system of linear equation:

s1→3 ≡ s1(ID3) ≡ s3(ID1) ≡ 1 · a0 + 24 · a1 (mod 41) ≡ 3 (B.23)

s2→3 ≡ s2(ID3) ≡ s3(ID2) ≡ 1 · a0 + 37 · a1 (mod 41) ≡ 39 (B.24)

This system of linear equations can be rewritten into matrix form and solved through
matrix manipulation (e.g., Gaussian elimination) to obtain a matrix in row reduced
echelon form (RREF).
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[
1 24 3
1 37 39

]
RREF−−−−→

[
1 0 28
0 1 28

]
(B.25)

The joining node N3, having found coefficients {a0, a1} ∈ Z∗41 = {28, 28}, defines it
polynomial share.

s3(x) = 28 + 28x (mod 41) (B.26)

• The joining node N3 estimates its public-private key pair (PK3, SK3).

SKi = si(0) (mod q) (B.27)

SK3 = 28 + 28 · 0 (mod 41) ≡ 28 (B.28)

PKi = gSKi (mod p) (B.29)

PK3 = 328 (mod 83) ≡ 38 (B.30)

The joining node N3 defines its public-private key pair as (38, 28).

B.2.2 Pairwise Key Establishment

Each network node can compute (i.e., through polynomial share evaluation) the pairwise
key that it shares with any other network node. The establishment of a secure channel
does therefore not require any interaction.

• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute their shared symmetric keys.

Kcip
i,j = h1(Ki,j) ≡ Ki,j (mod q) ≡ si(IDj) (mod q) (B.31)

Kcip
1,2 = s1(ID2) (mod q) ≡ 5 + 11 · 37 (mod 41) ≡ 2 (B.32)

Kcip
2,1 = s2(ID1) (mod q) ≡ 23 + 35 · 24 (mod 41) ≡ 2 (B.33)

Kmac
i,j = h2(Ki,j) ≡ Ki,j (mod q) ≡ si(IDj) (mod q) (B.34)

Kmac
1,2 = s1(ID2) (mod q) ≡ 5 + 11 · 37 (mod 41) ≡ 2 (B.35)

Kmac
2,1 = s2(ID1) (mod q) ≡ 23 + 35 · 24 (mod 41) ≡ 2 (B.36)

• The network nodes N1 and N3 compute their shared symmetric keys.

Kcip
1,3 = s1(ID3) (mod q) ≡ 5 + 11 · 11 (mod 41) ≡ 3 (B.37)

Kcip
3,1 = s3(ID1) (mod q) ≡ 28 + 28 · 24 (mod 41) ≡ 3 (B.38)

Kmac
1,3 = s1(ID3) (mod q) ≡ 5 + 11 · 11 (mod 41) ≡ 3 (B.39)

Kmac
3,1 = s3(ID1) (mod q) ≡ 28 + 28 · 24 (mod 41) ≡ 3 (B.40)
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• The network nodes N2 and N3 compute their shared symmetric keys.

Kcip
2,3 = s2(ID3) (mod q) ≡ 23 + 35 · 11 (mod 41) ≡ 39 (B.41)

Kcip
3,2 = s3(ID2) (mod q) ≡ 28 + 28 · 37 (mod 41) ≡ 39 (B.42)

Kmac
2,3 = s2(ID3) (mod q) ≡ 23 + 35 · 11 (mod 41) ≡ 39 (B.43)

Kmac
3,2 = s3(ID2) (mod q) ≡ 28 + 28 · 37 (mod 41) ≡ 39 (B.44)

Notice that the shared enciphering/deciphering key is equal to the shared signing/signature
verification key. We have an equivalence between these keys since we defined the hash
functions h1 and h2 in the exact same way.

B.3 Share Updating Phase

As presented in chapter 6, this phase consists of one procedure: the share updating protocol.

B.3.1 Share Updating

In this protocol, a threshold number of network nodes (i.e., nodes N1 and N2) collaborate
to update the master polynomial which in turn updates the secret shares and the witness
values. The regular updating of the secret shares prevents a mobile adversary from
uncovering the coefficients of the master polynomial. In this example, we omit the details
regarding the establishment of the secure channels between the network nodes as well as the
encryption, decryption, signing and signature verification process of secure transmissions.

• The network nodes N1 and N2 generate symmetric bivariate update polynomial
{f1(x, y), f2(x, y)} from randomly selected coefficients {α00, α01, α10, α11} ∈ Z∗41.

fi(x, y) = α00 + α01y + α10x+ α11xy ∈ Z∗q [x, y] (B.45)

f1(x, y) = 15 + 32y + 32x+ 33xy (mod 41) (B.46)

f2(x, y) = 9 + 3y + 3x+ 39xy (mod 41) (B.47)

• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute the update witness value that corresponds
to their update polynomial.

ωi = {wi00 ≡ gα00 , wi01 ≡ gα01 , wi10 ≡ gα10 , wi11 ≡ gα11} ∈ Z∗p (B.48)

ω1 = {315, 332, 332, 333} ∈ Z∗83 = {33, 7, 7, 21} (B.49)

ω2 = {39, 33, 33, 339} ∈ Z∗83 = {12, 27, 27, 37} (B.50)

• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute the update shares.

si→j(x) = fi(x, IDj) (mod q) (B.51)

s1→1(x) = f1(x, 24) (mod 41) (B.52)

≡ (15 + 32 · 24) + (32 + 33 · 24)x (mod 41) (B.53)
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≡ 4 + 4x (mod 41) (B.54)

s1→2(x) = f1(x, 37) (mod 41) (B.55)

≡ (15 + 32 · 37) + (32 + 33 · 37)x (mod 41) (B.56)

≡ 10 + 23x (mod 41) (B.57)

s2→1(x) = f2(x, 24) (mod 41) (B.58)

≡ (9 + 3 · 24) + (3 + 39 · 24)x (mod 41) (B.59)

≡ 40 + 37x (mod 41) (B.60)

s2→2(x) = f2(x, 37) (mod 41) (B.61)

≡ (9 + 3 · 37) + (3 + 39 · 37)x (mod 41) (B.62)

≡ 38 + 11x (mod 41) (B.63)

The network node N1 securely transmits {ω1, s1→2} to node N2, and network node
N2 securely transmits {ω2, s2→1} to node N1.

• The network nodes N1 and N2 verify that the coefficients of the obtained update
share (denoted as a0, a1) correspond to the obtained witness values.

gak∈si→j(x) (mod p) ≡ wik0 · wik1
IDj (mod p) (B.64)

310∈s1→2(x) (mod 83) ≡ 33 · 737 (mod 83) ≡ 36 3 (B.65)

323∈s1→2(x) (mod 83) ≡ 7 · 2137 (mod 83) ≡ 49 3 (B.66)

340∈s2→1(x) (mod 83) ≡ 12 · 2724 (mod 83) ≡ 28 3 (B.67)

337∈s2→1(x) (mod 83) ≡ 27 · 3724 (mod 83) ≡ 41 3 (B.68)

• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute their updated secret share.

si(x) ≡ si(x) +
∑

sj→i(x) (mod q) (B.69)

s1(x) ≡ (5 + 11x) + (4 + 4x) + (40 + 37x) (mod 41) (B.70)

≡ (5 + 4 + 40) + (11 + 4 + 37)x (mod 41) (B.71)

≡ 8 + 11x (mod 41) (B.72)

s2(x) ≡ (23 + 35x) + (10 + 23x) + (38 + 11x) (mod 41) (B.73)

≡ (23 + 10 + 38) + (35 + 23 + 11)x (mod 41) (B.74)

≡ 30 + 28x (mod 41) (B.75)

• The network nodes N1 and N2 compute the updated witness values.

ω = {wij ·
2∏

k=1
wkij} ∈ Z∗p for i, j ∈ [0, 1] (B.76)

= {40 · 33 · 12, 11 · 7 · 27, 11 · 7 · 27, 77 · 21 · 37} ∈ Z∗83 (B.77)

= {70, 4, 4, 69} (B.78)
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The network nodes N1 and N2 can inform network node N3 that the share updating
protocol has been executed successfully and that network node N3 can request them to
have its share updated, essentially re-joining as a member of the distributed TTP. The
network nodes N1, N2 and N3 would execute the node joining protocol in order to provide
network node N3 with its secret share of the updated master polynomial.
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